Social Theories of Urban Violence in the Global South

While cities often act as the engines of economic growth for developing countries, they are also frequently the site of growing violence, poverty, and inequality. Yet, social theory, largely developed and tested in the Global North, is often inadequate in tackling the realities of life in the dangerous parts of cities in the Global South. Drawing on the findings of an ambitious five-year, 15-project research programme, *Social Theories of Urban Violence in the Global South* offers a uniquely Southern perspective on the violence–poverty–inequalities dynamics in cities of the Global South.
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Providing important new perspectives from the Global South, this book will be of interest to policymakers, academics, and students with an interest in violence and exclusion in the cities of developing countries.
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For more than 20 years now, academics and practitioners alike have considered urban violence—with its dynamics of poverty and inequality—a critical constraint on development for cities in the Global South. In 1997, when I completed the first study on urban violence and poverty in Jamaica for the World Bank, urban violence was most often considered a problem of individual criminal pathology. This was despite the fact that rapes, thefts, threats to personal safety, and politically motivated killings all dominated the pages of the local Jamaican press—as did “the erosion of local community social capital”.

By the early 2000s, some researchers—many rooted in the realities of Latin American cities—had begun to use terms such as “ubiquitous”, “endemic”, or “banalised” to describe urban violence. They first defined the phenomenon, and then broadened its meaning to include wider contexts. Criminal violence was no longer merely an individual matter, it could also be a political one. The state itself could be, and was, viewed as a dominant perpetrator of violence, as its institutions penetrated the lives of people and communities. The boundaries between everyday violence and actual war and conflict became blurred, especially when urban warfare was associated with attacks on civilian populations.

Despite impressive advances in our understanding of urban violence, a mere two decades is indisputably a very short time frame to create theories, evolve policies, recommend changes, and implement plans. During this same period, dramatic increases in urbanisation in the Global South have intensified overall levels of crime, violence, insecurity, and fear. One disconcerting outcome of this is the widespread normalisation of “ordinary” violence, which is now almost an accepted part of everyday life—and which particularly affects the livelihoods, mobility, and well-being of the most excluded and marginalised populations. This often includes a continuum of violence between private and public spaces.

For scholars and policymakers alike, one consequence of rising urban violence has been the tendency to focus either on micro-level local details or on macro-level broad generalisations. The latter tend to identify sweeping recommendations that encompass both the Global North and South. For
instance, the New Urban Agenda—created by Habitat III, and endorsed by national governments in Quito in October 2016—includes this generic commitment (Clause 39): “to promote a safe, healthy, inclusive, and secure environment in cities and human settlements for all to live, work, and participate in urban life, without fear of violence and intimidation.” This is followed by specific considerations for women and girls, for children and youth, and for other persons in vulnerable situations who are most often affected by violence.

Both micro- and macro-level approaches miss the middle ground, the meso-level focus, which calls for broader comparative perspectives. This approach identifies similarities, as well as diversities, across cities with different levels of determining characteristics: degree of urbanisation, politico-economic situation, sociocultural context, and so on. This critical gap in our knowledge of those issues has now been ably filled by the recent Safe and Inclusive Cities initiative (SAIC) of Canada’s International Development Research Centre (IDRC), jointly funded with the United Kingdom’s Department for International Development. Since 2012, 15 research teams in 16 countries have studied more than 40 cities in Latin America, South Asia, and sub-Saharan Africa. Their dedicated work has contributed fundamentally to the body of scholarship on this urgent topic: the interactions between the key drivers of urban violence, and their relationship with poverty and inequalities.

From the initial design of the project through its successful implementation, this initiative had two unique features. The first is its specific focus on the Global South, privileging evidence and theory-building from there—and, when necessary, challenging established Global North–developed theory. The second feature is the project’s inclusion of space for the researchers to document the evolution of their processes—the methodology of how they built and adapted their theories. I discuss both of these in more detail below.

The first feature, the Global South focus, was critical to the selection criteria for the project. It received more than 300 research proposals from around the globe—a real testament to the widespread recognition of the importance of studying the problems of urban violence. This challenge has involved Southern researchers testing their existing theory against new empirical data—and, frequently, having to adapt the theory. Some scholars have studied the Latin American cities of Bogotá, Lima, and Santiago; others have examined the failure of urban services in India, resulting in contesting theories of the state and its responsibilities. In Zimbabwe, the researchers’ focus shifted from structural to infrastructural violence; in Central America, the change was from structural violence to social exclusion; and in Sri Lanka, the adaptation was from post-conflict theory to a humanitarian approach.

The larger challenge for the contributors was to develop theoretical and conceptual frameworks that were specifically grounded in a Southern perspective. In Pakistan, for instance, the project rejected theories of spectacular public violence linked to terrorism, introducing instead a framework
to focus on “normalised” everyday violence. In Mozambique, the outcome of research on men and masculinities was to transcend feminist theory on gender-based violence, with its women-only focus, and to develop a more inclusive gendered framework. In all cases, the perspectives of these studies from the Global South can make valuable contributions to Northern debates and practices—both in terms of theory construction and of policy recommendations.

The second unique project feature is its inclusion of space to document the evolution of the actual processes of building and adapting theories. This required the researchers to create narratives of their initial conceptual frameworks, to reflect on how these frameworks were applied, to consider their adaptations for fieldwork methodologies, and, finally, to analyse the adjustments to their frameworks, based on the empirical evidence. Again, important questions underlie the implications of how such theoretical frameworks have evolved to understand urban violence from many different perspectives.

This research process not only gives researchers the opportunity to contest or adapt their ideas, it also gives them room to reflect on their research context. Critical reflexivity emphasises the testing of theory against practice, requiring researchers to question “objective” social reality. This can often be an unsettling task for the practitioner, who must be prepared to explore new possibilities and alternative explanations of reality (as well as to respond to others’ perceptions of personal and professional identity). As the authors of the chapter on Zimbabwe so aptly demonstrate: Research projects tend to develop a life of their own, driven by the ever-increasing findings, and by the perspectives that develop from them. They are also deeply influenced by the personal situations of both the researchers and their subjects.

In many of the studies, gender roles and relations were particularly pertinent to reflexivity. In Pakistan, for instance, researchers came to recognise that while urban spaces shaped the people who live in them, the reverse could also be true. The problems women experienced with mobility in Karachi, for example, inspired them to challenge traditional gender roles. In Côte d’Ivoire, stereotypes around gang masculinity were challenged by the contradictory roles of women in such groups.

Researching the subject of violence was also recognised to have particular challenges. In Venezuela, a double methodology was developed to capture qualitative diversity along with the quantified measurements. In South Africa, counter-intuitive findings on levels of mental depression led the team to reposition the indicators it used to measure the multi-faced nature of violence.

The fact that IDRC’s Safe and Inclusive Cities initiative provided space for reflexivity about the process itself—and that the researchers were confident enough to incorporate those components, along with their final results and recommendations—is in itself an indicator of the project’s achievement. After two decades of empirical case studies, and the documentation of
homicide statistics, a study that was merely “more of the same” would have had a limited ability to contribute to either theory or practice. Instead, this initiative is an important step forward in addressing the complex phenomenon that is urban violence. And, in a donor world, where most funders focus primarily on outcomes and policy implications, this project and book can definitely be viewed as exceptional.

Accordingly, as a strategic advisor to IDRC on this initiative, it gives me profound pleasure to provide this preface to the first of the two books that will present the research results. And, in the project’s own spirit of reflection and collectivity, I would like to recognise all the people involved in achieving this successful endeavour. This includes the IDRC team, headed by Jennifer Salahub and ably supported by Markus Gottsbacher and John de Boer; the co-funders, the International Development Research Centre and the United Kingdom’s Department for International Development, both of which had the vision to support the project; and the almost two dozen researchers on three continents, who showed such perseverance and astuteness in their ability to complete local, city-level, and cross-city studies. Above all, we should remember the hundreds of women and men—the citizens of those diverse urban environments—who willingly shared with the researchers the detailed information about their daily lives, on which the entire initiative is grounded.

Caroline Moser
Emeritus Professor
University of Manchester
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Introduction

Global South theories of urban violence, poverty, and inequalities

Jennifer Erin Salahub, John de Boer, and Markus Gottsbacher

We live in an urban world, which brings both benefits and challenges. The benefits of more than half the world’s population living in urban centres (UN DESA 2007) are easily visible: cities are where jobs, education, health services, and cultural activities are concentrated. Urban populations also tend to live longer and healthier lives compared to their rural counterparts (Singh 2014). Cities are often the engine of a country’s economic growth, generating some 80 per cent of global GDP (World Bank 2016). For this reason, rural populations often migrate to cities—either in search of economic opportunities, or to seek refuge from war, poverty, and disaster.

Whatever their motivation, every week some 3 million people move to cities in low- and middle-income countries of the Global South—particularly in Africa and Asia, which are least equipped to deal with such growing populations (UN-Habitat 2008). From this fact come the challenges that offset the benefits of urbanisation, since many such countries must struggle to accommodate these new city dwellers. Infrastructures, both physical and social (Simone 2004), are often strained to the breaking point, and, without a conventional space designated for them, new arrivals are often forced into overcrowded informal settlements such as slums, shantytowns, and favelas. In these areas, there is little, if any, access to basic public services such as water, electricity, and sanitation; and these services are often neither reliable nor affordable (IOM 2015). Nor are the residents able to access social infrastructure such as education, justice, and employment. Sadly, violence in all its forms is a regular experience in many of these areas; in some cases, it even becomes normalised. The structural, infrastructural, physical, and exclusionary forms of violence reflect the complexity of the phenomenon. We must emphasise that there is no single form, type, or manifestation of violence, but many different-but-equal violences. Given such problems to contend with, living conditions are often unsustainable.

As pressure mounts on city authorities to deal with these challenges, they have only a few empirical studies to rely on for guidance—especially ones grounded in the realities of the Global South. International conversations (whether academic, policy-focused, or practice-related) tend to be dominated by authors from the Global North. Most of their attempts to theorise the
causes of urban inequality, poverty, and violence draw on experiences from the Global North, notably historic inner-city studies in the United States. While these studies have often guided interventions in American cities such as Boston (Operation Ceasefire), Los Angeles (Safe Streets Program), and New York (Zero Tolerance), few have any direct relevance to the Global South. These Northern interventions, from very different urban contexts, are of limited use to Southern authorities and practitioners who want to understand and cope with the drivers of urban violence in their communities. One reason for this is that they tend to be resource-intensive and costly. This makes them challenging to implement, particularly in environments that must cope with multiple ongoing and interlocking crises, such as extreme poverty and inequalities, health emergencies, and armed conflict. These conditions are frequently combined with historical legacies of racism, sexism, and segregation, and are further exacerbated by environmental degradation and disaster. These multi-layered problems of many cities of the Global South require new approaches that are better suited to their local realities, resources, and capacities (Muggah 2012).

That is the rationale of this essay collection, which shares perspectives from three regions: Latin America, South Asia, and sub-Saharan Africa. It seeks to help fill the knowledge gap by bringing together exciting original research developed and implemented by Global South researchers, for Global South challenges. This book is based on three years of rigorous data collection and analysis in numerous urban areas of the Global South, under the auspices of the Safe and Inclusive Cities (SAIC) initiative. Jointly funded by the United Kingdom’s Department for International Development, and Canada’s International Development Research Centre, the SAIC programme sought to identify the drivers of urban violence, and examine how they relate to poverty and inequalities. To that end, it also supported Southern researchers in the task of theorising and conceptualising the intersections of urban violence, poverty, and inequalities—including their causes and possible explanations for these dynamics.

To our knowledge, this is a unique initiative, and, as a result, this book is also unique. Its 10 chapters describe what happens when Global North theories and conceptual frameworks meet the reality of life in some of the most dangerous cities of the Global South. It is important to note that this book does not develop new theories or criticise Northern theories; rather, it challenges their application to Southern contexts, and attempts to adapt them to new concepts and innovations. Our co-authors test and challenge conventional theories from their Southern perspectives. In the process, several themes emerge, which we explore below.

**Northern theory, Southern theory**

Some of the research presented here explicitly tests the relevance of Northern theory to Southern contexts. In Chapter 7, Enrique Desmond Arias and
Ximena Tocornal Montt consider the work done by Robert Sampson and his colleagues on the social bonds that hold communities together. Sampson’s concept of “collective efficacy” examines what it takes to motivate communities to take action for the common good. Tested in urban Chicago since 1995, it suggests that strong social bonds contribute to collective efficacy, and act as a bulwark against crime and violence in urban neighbourhoods (Sampson and Wilson 1995). Arias, Tocornal, and their research teams sought to understand what drives violence in Latin American neighbourhoods with high levels of inequality by applying Sampson’s ideas to three Latin American cities: Bogota (Colombia), Lima (Peru), and Santiago (Chile). In doing so, they found the concept wanting in such settings. Their chapter points out the important implications for security policy—particularly with respect to policing—and for interventions based on social control and social disorganisation.

Chapters 6 and 8, by Rodolfo Calderón Umaña and Roberto Briceño-León, also test Northern theory in Southern realities, applying them in Costa Rica and El Salvador (Calderón) and Venezuela (Briceño-León). The latter chapter examines our understanding of formal and informal institutions and norms, as well as the rule of law. Briceño-León describes social institutions and norms in the slums of Caracas, Venezuela, and the interactions there between poverty, inequality, and urban violence. He finds that those interactions bring about results that, from a Northern perspective, seem counter-intuitive. Particularly important is the prominent role of women in local peace-building processes. Calderón, on the other hand, challenges the idea of structural violence in Costa Rica and El Salvador. Instead, he suggests that the concept of social exclusion offers greater clarity about the economic and identity-based sources of violence among criminals, particularly young men.

Other authors construct theory inductively through their work. In contrast to the top-down manner described in the last two chapters, this bottom-up approach is best reflected in Francis Akindès’ research on the relatively new phenomenon of the child and youth gangs (known as the “Microbes”) in three cities of Côte d’Ivoire. In Chapter 9, Akindès assesses the personal experiences of the youth to understand the moral basis, as well as the political economy, of the gang members when they commit their crimes. He finds that—as in Central America—it is the social dimension that counts most, giving meaning to the lives the children must lead outside of mainstream society. That desire for some kind of social inclusion plays a crucial role in their decisions to join a criminal gang.

Dealing with a very different context, but with a similar approach, in Chapter 5, Danesh Jayatilaka, Rajith W. D. Lakshman, and Iresha M. Lakshman challenge the dominance of post-conflict theory in their analysis of urban environments in a country recovering from civil war, Sri Lanka. Finding these theories lacking in their explanation of what they observed in Colombo and Jaffna, the authors bring a humanitarian approach
to understanding violence in those cities. The community responses to displacement they document are characterised by resilience, at both the individual and community level.

Research in Pakistan by Nausheen H. Anwar, Sarwat Viqar, and Daanish Mustafa, presented in Chapter 1, focuses on the “normalised” violence of everyday urban life experienced by the female residents of Karachi and Rawalpindi-Islamabad. Women face a range of threats: from difficulty accessing water and sanitation services, to gendered restrictions on their movement in public places due to male domination, to the direct physical danger of getting caught in the crossfire between rival tribal factions. Their focus on everyday violence changes the focus away from the dominant narrative of Pakistan as a place where spectacular public violence (often caused by terrorists) is endemic. Similarly, in Chapter 2, Esmeralda Mariano, Henny Slegh, and Sílvia Roque analyse men and masculinities in Maputo, Mozambique. Their work challenges our focus on women as the only group of concern for analyses of gender-based violence in urban settings.

Urban security and safety

An important topic that we have frequently debated with our research partners is terminology: the exact meanings of urban security and urban safety. Are they largely synonyms? Our Spanish-speaking colleagues use only one term: seguridad urbana. Yet in English, and to a lesser degree in French, the phrases invoke different sets of ideas. As our co-authors engage with the two concepts, it is worthwhile to highlight the key differences between them. In practice, the term “safety” seems to place a slightly greater emphasis on personal protection, while “security” focuses more on the “harder” aspects of security, particularly policing.

As foreign policy and international development practice have evolved, the focus has shifted to talk of urban safety. Today, policing is viewed as only one element of the task of creating a safe city and it is at the forefront along with other elements such as urban planning, the design of public spaces, and the provision of basic services. This new focus reflects a growing awareness of a wide variety of types of violence. These range from the interpersonal public or domestic violence that results in bodily injury to individuals; to the destruction of property or livelihood by private- or public-sector agents; to more insidious forms of discrimination and structural violence. This evolution is reflected, to a certain degree, in the UN-Habitat Safer Cities Programme, which supports urban municipalities in their goal of improving both safety and security for their residents.

In this book, our goal is to further expand the definition of what it means to be safe in the city. How, for instance, do measurable evidence-based safety and security compare with residents’ personal perceptions of their own safety? In Chapter 7, as mentioned earlier, Arias and Tocornal examine that issue in Latin America. They find that citizens of Santiago
face lower levels of violence than residents of two similar cities, Bogota and Lima, yet they feel the least secure. What are the implications of these data for researchers, city residents, or municipal policymakers? Likewise, in New Delhi, as described by Manoj Bandan Balsamanta and Bhim Reddy in Chapter 4, how do residents interpret “safety” when the violence they most experience (evictions, extortion, and abuse of power) is perpetrated by agents of the state?

Importantly, as our co-authors analyse the dynamics of violence and exclusion they reveal different ideas about what it means to be safe and secure in various contexts. In Zimbabwe, as shown in Chapter 3 by Julie Stewart, Rosalie Katsande, Olga Chisango, and Sian Maseko, the historical realities created by colonialism influence feelings of insecurity even today. In Harare, the very fabric of the city was originally designed to exclude and control black African populations. Now it is used to exclude and control different groups—often along political and gender lines. In these contexts, women are often most at risk. In many cases, they are left with no legal right to the homes they live in or access to the state services to which they are constitutionally entitled.

Taking a different approach rooted in public health and epidemiology, in Chapter 10, Sam Lloyd and Richard Matzopoulos show the socio-economic drivers of urban insecurity in the suburban townships of Cape Town, South Africa. Their analysis points to correlations among violence, income inequality, informal housing, and access to alcohol. They also share some innovative approaches to analysing these by developing groups of indicators of urban insecurity. This type of examination can greatly increase our understanding of the factors that explain why some contexts of poverty and inequality spill over into violence, and others do not. These safety factors also help to better define Southern perspectives on the urban issues we discuss here. Still, their specificity to certain contexts makes them difficult to even measure, let alone design policies and programmes that are easily replicable.

**Inclusion and exclusion**

A nascent, but growing, body of evidence now links urban violence to social, economic, and political exclusion (Koonings and Kruijt 2006, 2010). While this evidence is still relatively under-researched (and still largely based on urban studies in the Global North), patterns are starting to emerge that link an increase in violence and crime with a wide range of social factors. These include income and social inequality, concentrated poverty, high levels of impunity for misbehaving officials, and high unemployment and disenfranchisement, particularly among young men. A focus on the aspects of inclusion and exclusion offers a promising perspective on those who are marginalised and alienated from the benefits of the city. This approach encompasses both the material challenges that exclude individuals from full
membership in urban society, and the intangible normative issues that delin- 

eate and demarcate physical, social, and political spaces.

In the following chapters, we see this problem indicated in every region. In Venezuela, for instance, Briceño-León looks at why two young men who 
grow up in similar conditions of poverty and material deprivation experi-
ence such different outcomes—especially in their personal use of violence. As Briceño-León explains, risk factors abound in such situations, but intan-
gible normative aspects of inclusion or exclusion also influence individuals’ 
lives. Incorporating these important intangibles into analyses of urban vio-
lence requires understanding social norms within a society, and also how 
the normalisation of violence against particular social groups reinforces 
exclusion.

In Central America and West Africa, respectively, Calderón and Akindès 
show how feelings of being excluded from society are linked to ideas of 
needing to be economically contributing members—of families or of 
society more broadly. As so much of the violence in these two places comes 
from young men, several authors, such as Mariano, Slegh, and Roque in 
Mozambique, explore the links between violence, toxic forms of mascu-
linity, and social expectations. These links clarify the continuum of violence 
between private and public spaces, and how it is so easily normalised—as 
Anwar et al. also do from a gendered perspective.

The normalisation of violence as a form of exclusion is perhaps most 
clearly visible in Balsamanta and Reddy’s chapter on the everyday vio-
lence experienced by the urban poor at the hands of the Indian state and 
its agents. Rather than the catastrophic terrorist violence or epidemic-level 
homicide rates experienced by other countries, for most poor Indians, the 
violence they experience is endemic to their lives, and merely one facet of 
social exclusion. Forced displacement, demolition of their homes, extor-
tion, and harassment are all explored as the authors uncover the normative 
aspects of exclusion that create space for the manifestations of violence that 
most poor people find impossible to escape. As Balsamanta and Reddy point 
out, these structural, infrastructural, physical, and exclusionary violences 
serve to reinforce the power structures that create them.

This research presents an important counterpoint to the enduring per-
ception, particularly in the Global North, that poverty alone causes crime 
and violence. As pointed out by Arias and Tocornal, many poor countries 
have relatively low crime levels. The determining factor is not their lack of 
resources, but their lack of social inclusion. In terms of their potential for 
generating violence, the normative aspects of exclusion play a role that is 
equally important, if not more so, than mere poverty.

The city

Throughout the SAIC initiative, we and our research partners frequently 
asked ourselves why we focused specifically on urban violences. Why is the
city setting different from other types of violence? The result of our thinking is that the city—in all its social and structural forms—contributes to, creates space for, and amplifies or dampens violence, in ways that do not happen in rural or non-urban areas. The inevitable dynamics of new urbanisation, such as large-scale in-migration and informal settlements, create conflict and violence in sometimes unexpected or unpredictable ways, which require us to expand our ideas of urban violence.

In Sri Lanka, for example, Jayatilaka, Lakshman, and Lakshman show the changing nature of violence in a post-conflict context: urban violence is not simply about counting homicides. It also extends to experiences of inclusion and exclusion from urban society. Similarly, the pressures of migration and displacement also destabilise traditional gender roles, with violent results, as highlighted by Mariano, Slegh, and Roque’s work in Mozambique.

In other contexts, violence is fed by the failures of the state to meet its “social contract” responsibilities by delivering services. In Karachi, for instance (as described by Anwar, Viqar, and Mustafa), vital services such as transportation are frequently provided by private entities. In theory, all residents should have access to urban services, and seats are reserved for women on buses. But in practice, the drivers often unceremoniously eject women from their vehicles so that they can pack the space with several more men (standing and seated), and earn more revenue. Similarly, Stewart, Katsande, Chisango, and Maseko describe how agents of the state in Zimbabwe use poor residents as pawns in a political game. As the state reneges on its obligations to provide services, the violence that results can leave Harare’s most vulnerable populations homeless. This example shows how violence comes about when those in power seek to capture the state and keep it for their own benefit rather than fulfilling their responsibilities toward its citizens.

**Gender and urban violence**

As with the other themes in this book, we present some encouraging examples of advancements in gender relations, both in theory and in practice. Several chapters—such as those by Briceño-León; Anwar, Viqar, and Mustafa; and Balsamanta and Reddy—demonstrate changes in the ways that women are typically characterised in research on urban violence. In cities as far apart as Harare and Caracas, women are claiming their spaces in the city, and moving beyond stereotypes of women as simple victims. A good example, discussed in Chapter 1, is the young woman from a traditional Karachi family, who (like many girls alone in public places) is often taunted and mocked by young men as she walks to college. Once intimidated, she and her friends are now determined to ignore the harassment so that they can continue their education. “When boys shout at me, I ignore them,” she says. “We say: If they insist on barking, let them bark.”
The women of Caracas, as Briceño-León explains, are capable of taking on important leadership roles in the city’s social institutions: schools, the church, and informal peace-building alliances. Mothers scolded gang members who no one else dared to confront; teachers denounced delinquents if they came to school with guns; and nuns held street processions of saints to reclaim public spaces. These women are working to help prevent the violence they, their families, and neighbours see around them and to which they are exposed. Some women are breaking out of their strict gender roles to pursue lives of their own choosing. Others are finding more subtle ways to resist and create space for themselves, either at home or in public. As Balsamanta and Reddy describe, women living in informal settlements in India are likewise taking greater responsibility for their own safety as they resist government harassment and advocate for improved services. Akindès, for his part, describes girls’ roles in Côte d’Ivoire’s violent youth gangs, touching on both their agency and their exploitation.

Particularly in South Asia, we see the city helping to change gender roles, particularly women’s roles. There are more women in urban centres than ever before, and female-headed households are increasingly common. Women are joining the workforce, albeit more in informal sectors than formal ones. But the benefits of urbanisation do not accrue equally to men and women, as women continue to be largely responsible for household work and caring for others—in addition to their paid employment (Pozarny 2016). But, as described earlier, despite women’s need to travel within cities to access economic and educational opportunities, they are still regularly harassed for being out in public spaces. The traditional perception that “a good woman remains in the home” dies hard, even among the poor who cannot afford such a luxury.

However, urban violence does not always leave men untouched. Anwar, Viqar, and Mustafa, along with Mariano, Slegh, and Roque, also examine how concepts of masculinity—ideas about what it means to be a man—frequently combine to create violence in both public and private spaces. Similar iterative processes are reflected in how men shape the city and, in turn, are shaped by it. The Mozambique narrative describes how poor men in the country’s capital face serious challenges to their masculinity linked to their limitations in terms of finding employment. Often men’s perceptions of a dominant or hegemonic masculinity connect the male exercise of power with the act of engaging in violence towards others, particularly women. In Maputo, as elsewhere, men may see their social selves as evolving to include different versions of masculinity. In situations of post-conflict urban violence, those are often about trying to cope with the effects of a loss of power.

The research process

Finally, these 10 chapters all reflect on the actual process of doing research in challenging environments characterised by poverty, inequality, and
violence. They show the struggles, compromises, and innovations that researchers must make when trying to obtain data in difficult contexts. In countries of the Global South, the available data are often extremely limited and researchers must find proxies to measure their variables, as Lloyd and Matopoulos did in South Africa. Often the researchers tried to apply an explanatory model to their context, and found it wanting, as Arias and Tocornal did with Sampson’s work when applied to Latin America. And all the writers had to grapple with theories that did not fit their contexts, data that challenged their theories, or concepts that had to be adapted to make sense. The advantage of this method is that combining different approaches can yield greater insight and explanatory power.

The diverse range of scholarship assembled here represents a variety of fields, spanning criminology, sociology, economics, political science, social anthropology, health, urban studies, and women’s law, to mention but a few. As a result, we hope that this book—filled with analyses of the lived realities of individuals and communities in over 40 cities across the Global South—will speak to audiences that are just as diverse.

Together, these chapters show the value of bringing together researchers from across the Global South, on the cutting edge of social science, and working with them to investigate and identify solutions to these challenging problems. For us, the privilege of working with the SAIC initiative is the opportunity it offers to support our research partners as they work to deepen and strengthen their South-to-South networks, which are helping find lasting solutions to these global problems.

Concluding thoughts

Among the many objectives of the SAIC initiative was the goal of providing resources to allow exceptional scholars in the Global South to make theoretical contributions to ongoing debates—such as on urban safety and violence, and on inclusion and exclusion—that have previously been dominated by voices from the Global North. Accordingly, this book includes chapters that directly challenge Northern-led theory, and show the futility of trying to apply it in a cookie-cutter fashion to places with very different dynamics of poverty, inequality, and violence. Some authors adapt theory inductively from the evidence, offering conceptualisations that provide greater explanatory power in the contexts of the cities they studied. Others bring analytical tools from other fields to help explain the features of their communities. All provide uniquely Southern perspectives; and all engage slightly differently with the topic of violence in urban settings, and with how gender dynamics can mould experiences of violence—for perpetrators and victims, for men and women.

Throughout, our co-authors assess how existing theories apply—or do not—to their specific contexts. They use the evidence from their original research to offer in-depth insights and analyses of these cities, and of others
in the Global South. In many cases, they also offer suggestions for ways to reduce or prevent violence and exclusion—and, in the process, to make cities safer for the growing numbers of people who call them home.

Notes

1 This is the case in many informal settlements in South Africa, for example, where a significant portion of violent crimes are concentrated (Wakefield and Tait 2015).
2 Muggah (2012) provides a broad overview of the main theories that have shaped current thinking. Some of the dominant theories include the social disorganisation theories of the Chicago School of Sociology; the “broken windows” theories; the ecological model; theories about social capital and social cohesion; and studies that emphasise the impact of youth empowerment and employment. For work on social disorganisation, see Sampson and Wilson (1995). The ecological approach has been largely shaped by the health community, which promotes a preventive health approach to dealing with issues of urban violence. See, for instance, Dahlberg and Krug (2002).

Moreover, we do not intend to dismiss important research on the Global South by researchers based in the North. Our goal is simply to highlight the fact that most of the prescriptive, theory-based, and theoretical conversation has been dominated by Northern voices. For important contributions to the nexus of urban violence, poverty, and inequality in the Global South, see (for example) two special issues of *Environment and Urbanization*:

- 16(12) on “Urban Violence and Insecurity”, from 2004
- 26(2) on “Conflict and Violence in 21st Century Cities”, from 2014.

3 These theories are still contested. Work by Glaeser, Resseger, and Tobio (2009), for example, supports the link between inequality and violence. Roberts and Willits (2015) assessed income-inequality measures against homicide data in 208 large US cities, and concluded that the two correlated highly regardless of what measures of inequality were used. Discussions of urban unemployment rates and violence include Raphael and Winter-Ebmer (2001); Carmichael and Ward (2001); and Baron (2008). Bradford (2011) also provides some insight on impunity and police efficacy.
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Gendered violences
1 Intersections of gender, mobility, and violence in urban Pakistan

Nausheen H. Anwar, Sarwat Viqar, and Daanish Mustafa

Introduction

In this chapter we explore the intersections of gender, mobility, and violence by analysing gender as a key mediator of mobility in two urban areas of Pakistan: Karachi and the twin cities of Rawalpindi-Islamabad (R-I). Karachi is the commercial hub of the country, Islamabad is the federal capital, and Rawalpindi is the headquarters of the all-powerful Pakistani military. By “mobility” we mean not only the literal physical movement of transportation, but also the contextualised activity in urban space that is imbued with meaning and power (Bondi 2005; Uteng 2009; Uteng and Cresswell 2008), and thus we also use “mobilities” to mark this plurality of meaning. The concept entails the potential for movement or the knowledge that potential trips can (or cannot) be made, due to various constraining factors. These range from poor infrastructure to cultural norms that dictate the mobility of different genders.

In particular, we situate the inhibited mobility of women within the larger context of the gendered power relations that generate and maintain a dominant masculinity, leading to claims about what is proper behaviour for men and women in public and private spaces (Srivastava 2012; Hsu 2011; Loukaitou-Sideris et al. 2009). Violence against women in public spaces often relates to ideas of “natural” claims to such spaces, following the popular perception that there are specific conditions under which men and women may access public spaces. How, then, do Pakistani women and men cope with spatial inequalities, and manage their mobility, in Karachi and R-I? How might this generate perceptions of fear and violence? How differentiated are physical and gendered mobilities between diverse neighbourhoods and across cities?

The research on which this chapter is based consists of intensive studies conducted across 12 low-income neighbourhoods in Karachi and R-I. In the course of our work, we analysed the responses to more than 2,400 questionnaires and 90 personal interviews; we also used participant photography. To present our findings, we first offer a brief sketch of our conceptual
framework; this identifies the meanings of mobility and the notions of
gendered processes in South Asia, and a conceptualisation of gendered
violence. We then provide a summary of the city contexts. In the next
section, we use quantitative and qualitative data to describe the state of
access to transport in different neighbourhoods and cities. (In the poorer
neighbourhoods of Karachi, access is inferior to that in R-I.) Next we dis-
cuss how the discursive and the material interact to conflate mobility and
masculinity in a broader context of violence across the putative public–
private divide. A key point we make is that gender-based violence is often
experienced as a punishment for anyone who transgresses gender norms,
with women’s mobility further restricted in masculinised spaces—those
deemed to be only for men—where intimidation or the threat of vio-

Theoretical framework

Much journalistic, and some academic, attention has been paid to the var-
ious kinds of violence in Karachi: terrorist activity, ethnic violence, and
extrajudicial killings by law-enforcement agencies (Verkaaik 2004; Gayer
2014; Chaudhry 2014; Ring 2006). However, everyday violence has not
received much analysis. Scholars have identified many different forms
of violence, including structural violence (Galtung 1969; Farmer 2004;
Scheper-Hughes 1993), symbolic violence (Bourdieu and Wacqant 2001),
epistemic violence (Taussig 1984), and discursive violence (MacKinnon
1993). However, there is no general theory of violence. We generally con-
sider it a tactic of power involving physical coercion or the threat thereof;
and, for the perpetrator, this acting-out of violence may be more the com-
pensatory result of a loss of social power than a way to achieve it (Arendt
1969). According to various studies in Pakistan (Zulfiqar and Hasan 2012;
Rozan 2007), the discourses of masculinity are deeply insecure about their
control over female bodies, and hence prone to violence. This male inse-
curity is couched in terms of men’s roles as the upholders of decency in
society; therefore, violence is viewed as a necessary measure to maintain
morality and tradition.

Given the power relationships inherent in gender-based violence, certain
dominant ideals of manhood have an impact on women. Some scholars
(Srivastava 2012) observe that gender norms and categories are directly
related to the distribution of power, and that applies to control over sym-

-Appropriate Roles, Capacities, and Characteristics of Men and Women

For instance, masculinity refers to the socially produced but embodied ways of
being male, and it manifests itself in speech, behaviour, gestures, social inter-
action, and the division of tasks thought proper for men and women in
the home and in public. As a result, masculinity often stands as the binary
opposite of feminine identity, being essentially an entitlement to power. The tension between that sense of entitlement, and the loss of social power, often contributes to the violence in which men and women find themselves caught up. Men in Karachi are often victims of direct state violence (Kirmani 2015) and differentiated forms of violence are interlinked across the public–private divide. Given Karachi’s (and Pakistan’s) lengthy and complex history of state violence, young men of a certain age and background can often simply find themselves in the wrong place at the wrong time. The fact that masculinity must be continually reinforced illustrates the tenuous and fragile nature of gender identity (Srivastava 2012).

While we envision violence as symptomatic of a loss of power, mobility can defy coercion. However, the exact way that personal mobility is actualised can either empower or disempower, depending on gender and its actualisation in urban spaces. Even though there is no strict geography of the public and private, certain behavioural norms still view the public domain as the natural preserve of men (Srivastava 2012). Men are expected to move easily between the public and private, yet women’s mobility may be interpreted as transgression. In Pakistan, men generally have a greater sway over public spaces than women, and linked with this is the popular perception that men need not have any specific purpose to be in public spaces. They may loiter or hang out if they choose—but the idea of women doing so is generally inconceivable. Many feminists have questioned the relationship between masculinised places and gender inequality, including Hsu (2011), Monahan (2009), Valentine (1989), and Wesely and Gaarder (2004). Such studies show that highly masculinised spaces facilitate men’s aggression towards women. When women do enter such spaces, they often rely on a set of coping strategies to negotiate the unequal treatment. This means that the relationship between mobility and space is constructed and experienced in a deeply gendered way, and this contributes to the reproduction of gender itself—as a social construct whose meanings are constantly remade and transformed within a given social context.

Since public and private spheres are not separate but intimately entwined, what happens in one always informs the other. In light of this, the dichotomy between young men’s attitudes towards women within their homes, and towards women outside of their homes, makes a certain sense. Women at home are in their “proper” place, according to the gender codes. In the public sphere, they are perceived as constantly “transgressing” and hence must be policed in order to safeguard the masculinity of public spaces. For that reason, this chapter’s conceptual discussion of mobility will focus on the public sphere and links between the public and private because the household scale requires different conceptual frameworks and methodologies.

We should point out that for society in Pakistan to become more socially just, a re-coding of these two spheres is required. In the urban context of our study, this is already happening to varying degrees: women are questioning their cultural relegation to the home and deliberately “transgressing” in
public. This may be done out of economic compulsion: the necessity, in Pakistan’s modern monetised society, for women to enter the salaried labour market. It may also happen out of political defiance, as when women engage in activism against regressive laws, such as when they seek justice for rape victims. Pakistani women might well look to the future and hope for state-supported policies to break down gender stereotypes and enhance women’s ability to be mobile. It would be especially welcome if such policies could disrupt the perception that gender-based violence is merely a woman’s problem. However, in this study, we focus on existing dynamics rather than potential ones.

City contexts

Pakistan has the highest annual rate of urbanisation (3.06 per cent) in South Asia and its current population (189 million) is projected to almost double by 2050, reaching 335 million. As Pakistan’s largest city, and its centre of finance and commerce, Karachi is wealthy. But there are vast disparities in the distribution of its resources with 60 per cent of the population living in informal settlements and neighbourhoods (Hasan et al. 2013). These types of settlements exist in Rawalpindi, too, and the lowest-income earners live there along with ethnic and religious minorities (Mustafa 2005).

In these cities, the development of infrastructure has not kept pace with urbanisation and they have accumulated huge deficits in public services such as public transport, which adversely affect quality of life for the poorest residents (GOP 2011; Haider and Badami 2010). Most working-class residents of Karachi and R-I must rely on public transport, and R-I recently bought a very expensive state-of-the-art bus system. However, this has not helped women to increase their mobility: the issue is not the physical condition of the network, but the prevailing social attitudes. For the wealthy, private car ownership is constantly increasing. Public transport—especially in Karachi—has deteriorated rapidly to the detriment of the working classes (Hasan and Raza 2015). With continuous urban expansion, and the increase in informal settlements at the cities’ peripheries, a significant disconnect now exists between the government’s knowledge of its transportation networks and the mounting demands for such infrastructure in new settlements. In a recent study on the state of transport in Karachi (Hasan and Raza 2015), the authors note that, with the city’s continued expansion, average commutes for the working class are now in the range of 20 to 40 kilometres.

The challenges of poor infrastructure are further exacerbated by the violent political economies. This is especially the case in Karachi, where political and state violence stems from deeply embedded historical tensions between the country’s various ethnic groups (the Muhajirs and the Pakhtuns, for instance). Ethnic strife today is also driven by socioeconomic antagonisms.¹ Ethnic differences seem to be instrumental in facilitating access to power
and resources and in making claims on the state. The complexity of this type of violence frequently feeds into the larger dynamic of spatial inequality in Karachi to the point that certain parts of the city have been deemed “no-go zones” for law enforcement.

Within this fractured urban context, class also plays a significant role in intensifying or mitigating the violence experienced by women and men. Rising inequality and income disparity has meant that working-class and low-income women have had to take on the role of family providers, forcing them into public spaces. Yet such women are precisely those most vulnerable to harassment and threats of violence. For them, taking public transportation is an undertaking fraught with danger—as we show in the following sections.

**Physical mobility**

Our analyses of the restrictions on men’s and women’s attitudes, perceptions, and practices of mobility in each city reveal that these depend on a combination of factors: access to transport, income levels, location of home neighbourhood, and the overall political-economic conditions. Religion was also a factor: women from some households, such as those in Karachi’s Christian Colony, reported fewer restrictions on their mobility. As one female respondent explained, “We feel the difference from being more liberal.” Although our respondents belonged to roughly the same income class, mobility still varied between neighbourhoods and cities. In the absence of access to private transport, most respondents depended on buses since other forms of public transport are restricted to rickshaws and taxi cabs—which are too expensive for most working-class people on a daily basis.

Since buses in urban Pakistan are always overcrowded—especially at rush hour—people are forced into close physical proximity with one another, making it impossible for women to keep the personal space necessary for modesty. For this reason, buses represent a masculinised space. The problem of male harassment of women is such that public transport is segregated, and men are not allowed in the space reserved for women in the front part of the bus (though they still manage to gain access). At best, only 10–20 per cent of the available seating is set aside for women. This means that women suffer daily intimidation and sexual harassment during their commutes. Even when the contact is not physical, women still experience the hostile gaze that objectifies them, creates fear and disgust, and affects their mobility.

This fact—that women prefer not to be squashed into physical contact with strange males—can make them an economic liability to the transport system. In Karachi, although the system is public, certain buses are run privately meaning that drivers may have a stake in the passenger load. One of our male respondents (Umar, 42, from Orangi Town, Karachi) explained the situation.
The bus [driver] often does not stop for women because he knows that, instead of one woman, he can stuff four men into the same space. And sometimes if there are only one or two women in the front part of the bus and a lot of men come on board, the driver will simply make the women get off to accommodate the men because that means more money for him.

Another respondent (Sumayya, 23, from Dhok Naju, R-I) tells of her experience with using public transport: “The drivers and conductors stare at women indecently. The drivers touch us whenever they shift the gears.” This situation is a common experience for women, one they also hear about from others.

Hasan and Raza’s 2015 study of Karachi’s public transport corroborates this dynamic and stresses the constrained choice for women. They feel uncomfortable and unwelcome on city buses, but there are no other realistic options for their daily commutes to and from work. Karachi, despite being Pakistan’s main financial and commercial city, fares much worse than R-I in terms of the transportation infrastructure, as shown in Figure 1.1. (We asked respondents to rate their opinion of local transport using the Likert scale: 1 = No Access; 2 = Poor; 3 = Moderate; 4 = Good; 5 = Excellent.)

The people in our study sites mainly lived on the peripheries of Karachi, and the infrastructural disconnect there is severe. Not only are the roads generally in a state of decay, ethno-political tensions in certain parts of the city make travel problematic. For example, in Orangi Town, residents must negotiate transportation corridors that are deeply affected by Karachi’s historical ethnic tensions. The five neighbourhoods of Orangi Town comprise a mixture of ethnicities. But for some Muhajir residents of Orangi Town
to reach central Karachi, they must pass through the Pakhtun-dominated Banaras Chowk junction leading to the frequent eruption of ethnic violence between Muhajirs and Pakhtuns. Our male and female respondents from across the five neighbourhoods surveyed in Orangi Town continually emphasised that travelling via Banaras Chowk always carries a high risk of being exposed to violence. One female respondent from Orangi Town (Suneet, 25) told us of an incident she was involved in.

My family does not allow me to go to college now. One day when I was returning home after taking an exam, the city situation changed suddenly, everything shut down in Banaras Chowk, and violence erupted along with firing [guns] and torching rubber tires. There was no public transport on the road. My friend and I were trapped on our way home, but fortunately she had a mobile phone. She immediately called her brother, who picked us [up] from Banaras and dropped me [off at] home. My family was panicked because just being at the Banaras junction poses a tremendous risk. After that incident, my family has not permitted me to study further as that would mean commuting via Banaras to another part of the city.

In contrast, such dramatic dynamics are not common in R-I. However, some residents of the Pakhtun-dominated Afghan Abadi community in Islamabad reported harassment by transport police as a major nuisance. In both cities, gender seems to be a factor in the perception of the quality of transportation. In Karachi, women were more likely to perceive access as “poor”, while men perceived it as “moderate” (p< 0.001). In R-I, though, both genders reported access to transportation as “good” with only weak gender differences in perception.

Respondents’ perceptions about transport and road accessibility across different neighbourhoods in both cities are further broken down for visual presentation in Figures 1.2 and 1.3. These figures indicate variations in perceptions across a range of income levels and types of settlements. Certain neighbourhoods—such as the poorest and highly vulnerable Afghan Abadi in R-I, and Mansoor Nagar, Ali Akbar Shah Goth, and Christian Colony in Karachi—indicate weak transport access. These patterns are associated not only with income level and settlement type, but also with factors such as location, vulnerability, and status within the city’s political economy.

Figure 1.3 shows that of the seven Karachi neighbourhoods surveyed, only in the central Lines Area (Jamshed Town) do respondents report a rosy picture of transportation. Nearly all the other places are on the periphery, and, as indicated earlier, Karachi’s physical expansion has happened without any concomitant upgrading of roads and transport networks. Connectivity between the new peri-urban settlements and the city centre is minimal.
But even within the relatively untroubled Lines Area (Jamshed Town), Karachi’s violent political conditions continue to negatively affect women’s mobility as Amna, 24, from Jamshed Town, explained.

The transportation system is terrible. I had to [change buses twice] to reach college, and you know there have been bombing incidents. Whenever I enter a bus, I start reciting holy verses for my safety. I suffer...
a lot in the commute. Sometimes buses are stopped during the journey and passengers are told they can’t travel any further. Buses then change their routes and sometimes we are told that the bus is not working properly and halfway through the journey we have to disembark and find another way to get to college or back home. It’s really a terrible situation, especially for women.

Respondents who perceive poorer access to transportation also tend to report being victims of violence, as shown in Table 1.1. Interestingly, two communities, Christian Colony in Karachi and Dhok Naju in R-I, present a positive relationship. This indicates that households tending to be victims of violence are associated with superior perceptions of transportation. This could be partially explained by the fact that a large proportion of the violence reported in the two neighbourhoods is alcohol and drug related; it may be that good transport helps to bring in those two drivers of violence. Nevertheless, beyond the conceptual relationship between violence and mobility as inversely related, there is also statistically significant empirical evidence for that relationship.

Having described the context of uneven physical mobility within and between the various interconnected spaces of the two cities, in the next section we discuss gendered mobilities and spatial inequalities.

Gendered mobilities, masculinised spaces

As women and men move through public spaces—streets, neighbourhoods, and the larger city—they indicate different aspects of mobility. We might view different ages, sexes, and social classes in motion: a working-class woman who works as a nurse, young unemployed men loitering in the
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Source: Anwar et al. (2016).
streets, or a pair of young lovers who transgress cultural and social norms to seek freedom in the city. (Their activities there may range from walking in the park holding hands, to going to a hotel together.) Often, though, the sight of women in public places—especially young ones—produces anxiety in many people: both males and females seem to feel instinctively that women should not leave the home, travel to work, or relax or stroll in public spaces. Femininity itself may constitute a risk: a woman might fear being followed, or even threatened, by strange men. Or the men of her family might imagine this happening and fear on her behalf. They might also be afraid that she may become morally corrupt if she stays outside for too long, away from the home—which is widely viewed as the locus of moral individuals, the place of masculine dominion and feminine submission, and the space of domesticity that creates the peace and respectability men crave. Many of our respondents painted a pleasant idealised picture of family life with women forming the bedrock of social stability.

At play here is a geographic fear associated with the outside for women. Other than the obvious distinction between the home as private and the outside as public, a neighbourhood’s streets can represent a transitional space where the outside world is to some degree “internalised”. It is not thought improper, for example, for women to hang out on the threshold of their house, between it and the street, and talk to their neighbours. On the other hand, streets can also be “policed” by both male and female neighbours on the lookout for “transgressive” behaviours. This fact can both facilitate and curtail certain kinds of mobility. Paradoxically, of course, fear and violence are not always associated only with the outside world. The inside world—the private and domestic space—is often also a violent one for women, where they feel a lack of safety. This too relates to male domination in the form of domestic abuse. As one of our female respondents (Zainab, 51, from Afghan Abadi) pointed out, the male “is the pillar of the home and the bread earner, so that’s why we have to tolerate [violence]”.

In the section below, we discuss the coping strategies that women employ to manage spatial inequality in different spaces: the home, the streets of their own neighbourhoods, and lastly the big city. These strategies often include acts of self-censorship such as avoiding certain public spaces; wearing a burqa, headscarf, or hijab to veil themselves; or simply being careful to engage in non-confrontational behaviour.

**Home**

Constrained mobility for women, and its negative implications, is evident across all neighbourhoods in both cities. This is visible in the way women must negotiate the boundaries of home and “outside”, and the coping strategies they employ. One example is the situation of Salma (20, from Orangi Town, Karachi), who attends a vocational study centre. Since her mother’s death a few years ago, and her elder sisters’ marriages, Salma now bears the
double burden of completing her education while managing the household and looking after her father and two younger brothers. Salma’s day begins early as she prepares breakfast and the rest of the day’s meals for the family, including a steady stream of guests. In between these chores, she somehow finds time to study. Even though the study centre is located within walking distance of her home, Salma is not permitted to go there alone. She must be accompanied by her brother. As Salma explained, “My father says don’t go alone, as the situation is not good.” Her father is a community activist, and his notion of what constitutes violence guides Salma’s recognition of it. But she is also guided by her female friends’ perceptions, as she explained to us.

Yes, it’s dangerous ... A few days back two of my friends were walking home when some boys started following them [on motorbikes]. When my friends were nearly home, one of the boys ... snatched my friend’s handbag and fled. Her [identification] documents and phone were in that bag. Boys also taunt and mock girls and shout at them. This is harassment. Sometimes I have to walk alone because my brother is unavailable. On such occasions, boys shout at me, but I have to ignore them. Now we say that if these boys insist on barking, then let them bark. If we give the boys any importance and tell our parents, we wouldn’t be able to continue our education.

This scenario, which illustrates the practising of non-confrontational behaviour, shows that women’s coping strategies are not shaped solely by the threat of violence itself, but also by the gender narratives that promote it. Women are taught that they are more vulnerable to crime, and that it is their responsibility to avoid it. Other women described behavioural tactics required to travel on local streets. Shama (26, from Arya Mohallah, R-I), for instance, told us that she always walks very fast and looks straight ahead or down at the ground because she worries that someone might snatch her cell phone, and potentially misuse her photographs. She compromises her visibility by veiling herself. Even though she talked enthusiastically about her desire to partake in leisure activities such as swimming and horse riding, her feminine body and her parents’ attitude remain obstacles. The lack of power her parents feel to protect their daughter in the city causes them to circumscribe her mobility, and Shama must internalise this attitude and impose it on herself.

In the home, the social capital of having family and relatives reduces vulnerability for young women. But one facet of that protection is that they also police girls’ mobility. Several female respondents told us that working outside the home—especially alongside men—was forbidden by family pressure. University-educated Amna is in that situation: she feels that the prohibition isn’t right, but has to accept it. As she explained to us: “Even though this should not happen, unfortunately we have to follow our family norms and culture.”
We suggest that certain mobilities, mostly masculine, impact the immobility of other genders; and that these gendered mobilities are inextricably bound with social norms, class, ethnicity, and violence.

*Streets and neighbourhoods*

In all neighbourhoods, we observed men and women in the streets, shopping or commuting to and from work. The most visible difference between the genders is primarily in terms of embodiment: the practice of women veiling themselves is fairly ubiquitous across both cities. And in all our conversations with female respondents, perceptions of lack of security and feelings of fear about public spaces were ever-present.

However, it is worth pointing out that in Karachi, some male respondents also reported feeling unsafe. Ghulam Rasool (32, a Bengali fisherman from Bin Qasim Town) told us that he fears the violent politics of his neighbourhood—the constant fighting that erupts between representatives of different religions and political parties.

There is a group of boys that loiter in the area. They scare me because I am afraid that confronting them may make the situation worse ... Threatening slogans written on walls trigger a lot of fear in me, [also] religious slogans [about] enmity and hatred. Seeing ... these brings fear to my heart.

But Ghulam’s feelings of fear and constrained mobility in his neighbourhood are also associated with the conflicts that arise between young men over young women.

A few days ago, there was a serious fight in our street [about a girl. When she came] home from school ... a boy was [saying] inappropriate remarks to her. When things became [too] hard for the girl to endure, she told [her family, and her] brother beat up that boy. There was firing [of guns] as well, but luckily no one got hurt.

Nevertheless, for young women like Amna, it is not so much the immediate neighbourhood that poses a threat to her mobility, but the spaces that lie beyond it, particularly in the city. In her opinion, women would feel less vulnerable if they could travel in groups.

*The city*

In both cities, restrictions on women’s mobility are pervasive, particularly for adolescent or unmarried women, though women from Christian households report fewer restrictions. But the city is also a space where transgression is
possible for young women. Generally speaking, in Pakistani society women lack power in exercising choices and making decisions about their sexuality; this includes marriage, which even today is often arranged between families.\textsuperscript{2}

If young women ever do make independent decisions about marrying the man of their choice, it is a common custom in society to attribute her decision to abduction by the male. Newspapers regularly publish reports about young women being abducted. When we tracked such narratives, however (Sawas et al. 2014; Anwar et al. 2014), we ascertained that most are standardised: there is no indication given that the women could have exercised any choice. For instance, when women elope with their partner, they usually take some money with them suggesting that they have their parents’ consent. But in order to safeguard their honour, the families must complain to police that their daughter was “kidnapped”. In this way, women’s marriage choices are often criminalised.

Hareem (18, a Burmi-Bengali from Bin Qasim Town, Karachi), illustrates this dynamic, and the difficulties for young women who wish to act independently. She married twice, each time against her parents’ wishes. “[I] ran away [to the city] with Amin Kabeer for the court marriage. I personally [paid for our] court marriage,” she explained. But the marriage ended when Amin became violent, and Hareem was able to divorce him. Then she met Fahim, who became her second husband.

This time opposition was greater than [when] I had [a] court marriage. Even now [my father] does not like me, and does not want to see my face. Only my mother comes and visits me. My in-laws do not like me either.

Hareem’s story is hardly unique. All across these cities, young men and women from diverse ethnicities and religions talked to us about their fantasies of the marriages of their choice, and how they had to circumvent socio-religious barriers to realise their aspirations. Hidden love affairs, polygamy, and civil ceremonies are not uncommon. In Hareem’s case, her marriage choices facilitated her mobility. First, she left the confines of her father’s home in Bin Qasim Town and moved to the upscale Defence Housing Society, where her well-to-do first husband lived with his extended family. After the divorce, she returned to her father’s home until she married Fahim and went to live with him and his family. But all these movements have cast Hareem as a “rebellious” girl in the eyes of her family and neighbours—one who has transgressed the masculine rules of modesty, and behaved in a manner not befitting the feminine model of respectability. Because her actions were a source of masculine anxiety, Hareem has been slapped and beaten up by all the men in her life: her father, her younger brothers, her present husband, her ex-husband, and even her former in-laws.
The city is also where spectacular violence, represented by terrorism or political violence, can be actuated. In South Asia, for example, Appadurai (2006) outlines how fear of the unknown can drive physical violence between different groups. Political violence appears to be higher in Karachi, in large part due to the long-standing political-ethnic conflict in the city, and it impacts even the most mundane activities of the city’s residents.

Conclusion

A key point we make in this chapter is that mobility—in Pakistan, and elsewhere in the Global South—is inherently gendered, and tends to disempower women within urban spaces. The larger context of dominant masculinity inhibits women’s mobility, as do its claims about the appropriate and “natural” behaviours of men and women in public and private spaces (Srivastava 2012). Since masculinity is about the entitlement of power, the tension between that sense of entitlement, and any perceived loss of power, contributes to gender-based violence in public spaces. Therefore, women must not be seen to behave in any manner that incites masculine anxieties. As indicated earlier, the contradictions between men’s attitudes towards women in private, in their homes, versus women in public, makes a certain sense in terms of the intimate entwinement of the two spheres.

Gender equality cannot be achieved through infrastructural changes. What is needed is to change the social institutions that create inequality (Bondi 2005; Koskela and Pain 2000). As Valentine pointed out decades ago (in 1989), women’s fear of empty streets at night is not a problem of poor lighting or design, it is the symptom of a larger system of gender inequality. We emphasise this point in relation to male perceptions of public and private spaces, which play an important role in the structures of gendered power relations. Women in spaces categorised as public have certain behaviours expected of them (Srivastava 2012), whether that space is the street, the neighbourhood, the bus, or the wider city.

In conclusion, we briefly summarise below the key insights of our discussion.

- For working-class women, access to the city is made possible only by public transport; however, it is impossible for women to access that facility without exposure to sexual harassment, intimidation, or the threat of violence.
- Women use various coping strategies to help them navigate violence and harassment in the short term, such as modifying their behaviour, veiling themselves, travelling in groups, or avoiding travel altogether. However, these raise concerns about the long-term consequences for women’s mobility.
- The social context for gender-based violence is the cultural assumption—the deeply embedded gender narratives—that men’s behaviour is normal,
and that it is women’s job to cope with it. Women’s coping strategies, therefore, are not merely shaped by the threat of violence, but also by the gender narratives that promote it.

- A neighbourhood’s inner lanes and streets are frequently the site of struggles to maintain social gender norms and to guard against transgression. On the one hand, this is a familiar world where neighbours know and protect each other. On the other hand, it is also a possibly claustrophobic place where anxieties about transgressing gender norms erupt into conflict.

- While the larger city represents an escape for women from this insular world, it is also a site of exposure to an impersonal world and the threatening masculine gaze of society.

Our analysis cautions against using the existence of physical transport as the sole proxy for mobility. Good-quality infrastructure services are certainly an important determinant of spatial mobility for men and women, and the state’s provision of them is clearly vital. However, equally important are gendered dimensions of mobility and linkages with violences that inhibit women’s mobility in the home, on the street, and in the larger city, all part of a dense urban environment.

Notes

1 Another major factor in destabilising Karachi was the Afghan jihad of the 1980s: it created an uncontainable flow of arms and drugs into the city, which gave its young males the means to cultivate a culture of ultra-violence (Gayer 2014).

2 This is also true for most young men, so this social aspect is not merely a gender imbalance; it speaks more to the tradition of families controlling individual choices—though, of course, the situation affects men and women differently.
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2 Men in the city

Changing gender relations and masculinities in Maputo, Mozambique

Esmeralda Mariano, Henny Slegh, and Sílvia Roque

Introduction

I feel very ashamed when my wife says that she is sustaining [both] our children and her husband, or when she tells me: “You are eating at my expense!”

In our culture, you only count as a man when you can reproduce yourself.

Money is necessary, if you are a man: to be self-sustaining, to be socially respected. Without money, [you are] discriminated against.

These are the voices of male focus group participants from the Polana Caniço neighbourhood in Maputo, the capital of Mozambique and its largest city. They were shared as part of a study on masculinities and gender relations carried out between 2013 and 2016. The men’s words speak to the mutability of social categories such as “man” and “woman”, and to the shifting ideologies of masculinity and femininity that are culturally and historically constructed, reconstructed, and renegotiated.

Part of the International Men and Gender Equality Survey (IMAGES), the project added a post-conflict analysis to the comprehensive, multi-country IMAGES study on men’s practices and attitudes towards a range of topics such as gender norms, household dynamics, intimate partner violence, and economic stress. The study included household surveys of men and women in both high- and low-violence urban areas, as well as in-depth interviews and focus group discussions with people aged 18 to 65. In addition to providing further evidence for the shifting nature of gender identities in Maputo, as in many other parts of the world, the study shows how these reconfigurations also frequently generate uncertainty as well as conflicting representations and practices—and sometimes violent responses.

The male focus group participants’ comments reveal that masculinity is constantly contested in Maputo—a city where rapid social and economic change has created an environment of social inequalities, unequal distribution of wealth, high levels of poverty, unequal access to resources, and limited social security. Another element shaping the urban environment is
the fact that, shortly after the country’s independence in 1975, a civil war raged for more than a decade. The post-conflict period, from 1992 to the present day, has had major effects on the national economy and culture (as we describe in more detail later). In order to grasp how gender relations and violence are shaped by different perceptions and performances of masculinity, we must first understand how men cope with their economic stress in a turbulent urban setting—one that is characterised by vast social and economic inequalities.

Marital and family relations, the ultimate locus of redistribution and social insurance, are strongly affected by economic deprivation and poverty. Men, who are considered the main providers and the heads of the families, are blamed for failing to live up to society’s expectations. These dynamics result in a growing sense of powerlessness, discredit, and social discrimination among men: they fear being disrespected by their wives and children, and losing their dignity. Their lack of authority and the power to control their family are perceived as manifestations of weakness—a source of shame for them that leads to deep frustration.

In order to understand the gendered experiences of men (and women) living in Maputo, we need to look beyond the fixed social roles assigned to them. We must examine the interactions of men and women within the wider social context, exploring how they respond to complex and paradoxical situations. One way to do this is by contesting, or transforming, the social roles assigned to males and females.

It is unquestionable that women suffer the harshest consequences of unequal power relations. This has led to worldwide mobilisations to promote gender equality and to combat violence against women. However, in this process, little attention has been focused on the male aspect of gender inequality—specifically, on examining dynamics that contribute to men’s use of violence against women (or, alternatively, men’s non-violence). Furthermore, the standard focus on violence—on women solely as victims, and men solely as perpetrators—narrow the perspective, often excluding other factors that fuel all types of violence, not just sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV). Our objectives are to review the changing construction of masculinity in an urban post-conflict context in Mozambique, to present some of the data and qualitative findings derived from our research, and to discuss some potential drivers of violence prevention.

**Conceptual framework**

In this chapter, we examine the debates over the concept of masculinity and the way it is built, expressed, and signified in terms of personal identity, and of power and gender relations. Masculinities refer to the various ways of being a man—of conforming to a cultural set of norms, values, and behavioural standards that express (explicitly or implicitly) how men should act before others (Miescher and Lindsay 2003).
Theories of masculinity commonly assume that men engage in certain social behaviours and practices in order to prove their masculinity to each other, to women, and to society at large. The purpose of this gendered web of practices and rules is to assure men that they are recognised as part of a group (Barker 2005). The way men and women conduct their gendered lives defines how they perceive themselves, and how they construct their gender identities; this affects their bodily experiences, their personality, and even their culture (Connell 2005). Although men are commonly associated with a dominant or hegemonic position in societies, masculinity may still be dynamic, heterogeneous, and ambiguous. It also often intersects with other markers of identity and social status, such as class, race, religion, age, education, and sexuality (Connell 1995, 2005; Moolman 2013). For this reason, in analysing the different meanings and practices associated with being a man, we use the plural “masculinities”.

Many authors have also drawn attention to the specificities of some African societies, where gender categories are not independent from age or lineage. Occasionally sex is not even the most important category in terms of the distribution of power and authority (Amadiume 1987; Oyewumi 2006). In the case of Maputo, dominant rules of social and family relations seem to rely heavily on the meshing of the hegemonic patriarchal structure of Changana (the dominant ethno-linguistic patrilineal group in Southern Mozambique) with former Portuguese colonial cultural rules and institutions.

Perceptions and practices related to gender relations are shaped by complex hierarchies associated with masculinity. This complexity tends to be magnified in times of enduring and pervasive crisis or for marginalised urban individuals suffering the debilitating effects of poverty and inequality. Men, feeling disempowered and frustrated by their failure to live up to socially expected roles, may experience this as a crisis of masculinity (Chant 2013). Coping with feelings of failure may provoke higher levels of violence against women and against other men. However, such crises can also be peacefully navigated (Vigh 2006). In such cases, it is even possible for alternative masculinities and gender relations to emerge.

In this chapter, we identify particular elements in Maputo’s post-conflict urban context that shape masculinities and influence gender relations, including gender-based violence. There are three main axes to our discussion of this topic:

- First, we explore the prevailing perceptions of gender relations and masculinity and how they affect practices of violence against women. This allows us to examine whether male power over women is considered “natural” in society. Our exploration may indeed reveal the insidious symbolic violence of male domination (Bourdieu 2002).

- Second, we highlight both the traditional and the shifting ideals of manhood. We address not only how men deal with the shifts in their
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- Finally, we look at how men’s lifetime experiences of different types of violence—such as war, urban violence, childhood traumas, and familiarity with gender-based violence—influence their own use of violence. We assume that different types of violence, at different scales and timeframes, interpenetrate one another; they are all various manifestations of a continuum of violence (Scheper-Hughes and Bourgois 2004).

Regarding the second point, an important consequence of a man’s inability to meet the social and economic expectations of manhood, as the provider or breadwinner for the family, is frequently a feeling of personal failure, shame, and frustration. This stress could result in violence—not as a form of wielding power, but rather a by-product of a sense of powerlessness. That sense of disempowerment may be connected to violent practices and may also have consequences in other areas of the man’s life.

For instance, several studies on masculinities in Maputo have examined risk-taking behaviours (Karlyn 2005; Cruz e Silva et al. 2007; Macia et al. 2011). A concomitant aspect is the development of sexual capital as a means to express power relations in the absence of economic capital (Groes-Green 2009). Some of these studies have contributed to a better understanding of the relationship between masculinity and the experiences of unemployment, poverty, migration, and the social impact of violence (Groes-Green 2011; Aboim 2008). Research on the lives of urban men has questioned the homogenisation of their experiences, stressing the diverse ways in which men are also structurally victimised and constrained by gender stereotypes, and how they cope with the permanent transformation and the hybridism of social norms (Aboim 2008; Groes-Green 2011; Manuel 2012).

As well, studies from other post-war African countries indicate that men who had experienced armed conflict were more likely to use violence against their female partners (Slegh et al. 2014a, 2014b). These studies also revealed that men who witnessed their fathers using violence against their mothers, or any other men doing so against their partners, were more likely to do so themselves. In many cases, too, men tried to cope with their problems and stress by using alcohol and drugs, by having sexual relations with multiple partners, and by using violence against their partners and against other men (Slegh et al. 2014a). Failure to live up to society’s ideals of masculinity often resulted in alcohol abuse and violence against women. Another common result was self-directed violence, such as engaging in risk-taking behaviours, and even suicide (Dolan 2002).

This suggests that men’s inability to deal with victimisation, and their perception of loss of power, may drive them to counteract feelings of failure by behaving like “super-powered” men. Men’s use of violence as a strategy for responding to stress, and for coping with their problems, is a topic that
has been studied less than the way women cope with violence and stress. The concept of “coping” originates from psychoanalytical psychology and refers to an individual’s ability to solve problems and reduce stress. Lazerus and Folkman (1984) describe coping as a process of constantly changing cognitive and behavioural efforts to meet internal and external needs; this enhances individuals’ chances of survival. Those internal and external needs are influenced by gender identity, which is shaped by the sociocultural expectations of how men and women should cope with burdensome situations.

In sum, our goal with this study was to understand men’s behaviours in an urban context where violence, adversity, conflict, and poverty are rampant. Poor men, as marginalised individuals, use many different tactics in their attempts to navigate the challenges produced by adversity (Utas 2005).

Maputo: urbanisation and waves of violence

As mentioned earlier, a civil war ravaged Mozambique for 14 years. The Portuguese colonial occupation ended in 1975, after a long struggle for independence, and this was soon followed by a brutal civil war that left the country devastated. The war lasted until 1992 and caused both enormous population displacement and a rapid process of urbanisation—as many of the people driven out of rural areas by the conflict flooded into the cities. This transformed the urban landscape, especially in the capital city of Maputo. The war amplified many different forms of violence, and countless war atrocities were documented. Many innocent people were subjected to horrific experiences. Women were raped, young boys were kidnapped to become child soldiers, and many people were forced to witness (or even participate in) acts of cruelty against their loved ones. The war and its aftermath also exacerbated poverty in the country, which the government’s social and economic policies could not reverse.

As often happens, the official end of the war did not mean the end of violence. Political and military tensions remained, with violent clashes taking place between opposition and government forces. Military and civilian deaths continued even after the peace agreement in 1992; people were still forced from their homes and economic activities were disrupted. The constant political instability also weakened the abilities of governmental institutions (such as the police, the justice system, and health-care services) to deal with perpetrators and victims of violence. This had the effect of making both men and women more vulnerable.

But setting aside the political instability and the long-term psychosocial effects of the war, the everyday lives of Maputo’s urban poor are permeated with violence. Everyday criminality—such as car hijackings, armed assaults, and robberies of houses, banks, and stores (Shabangu 2013)—is still increasing today. Also on the rise are new forms of crime. Feeling unprotected by the authorities, citizens often resort to taking justice into their
own hands: people suspected of crimes can be beaten or burned to death by vigilantes.

The population dynamics that shaped Maputo’s urbanisation process evolved in a context marked by a structural crisis caused by internal and external factors. This resulted in an economic recession, which further reduced the city’s capacity to absorb all the internal refugees (Espling 1999; Silva 2011). These migratory movements are still contributing to urban expansion, with all the spatial, social, cultural, economic, and environmental consequences that usually arise from such circumstances. According to the Demographic Health Survey of 2011 (the most recent such survey available), Maputo’s population was then a little over 1.2 million. Nowadays, the presence of people arriving from other regions of Africa (and from all over the world) contributes to the city’s heterogeneity and sociocultural diversity.

The municipality of Maputo is the country’s largest, with about 70 per cent of its population living in the area that includes the city centre and its poorest periphery (Silva 2011). The city is divided into two parts, defined partly by geography and partly by architecture. The “cement city”, the *bairros de cimento*, has masonry construction, asphalted streets, sewers, running water, and electricity, with a significant social infrastructure. But the “reed neighbourhoods”, the *bairros de caniço*, began life mostly as informal settlements that sprang up unplanned, created by the urban poor. The houses were originally built, if not of actual reeds, with other flimsy and insubstantial building materials. Over time, these have largely been replaced with brick and zinc. Still, paved roads are rare, sanitation is practically non-existent, and most homes have no electricity or running water. There are hardly any social support services.

Today, living in the city does not necessarily mean having an actual house or home. Rather, it expresses the relationship an individual has with the urban territory (Vivet 2015). Bénard da Costa (2007) cautioned against regarding Maputo’s most populous neighbourhoods, which are mostly on the peripheries, as comprising a “marginal” space around the “real” city. She emphasised the importance of understanding the city in its full complexity, since these *bairros* are very much part of its geography and economy. The preconception that the urban landscape has fixed boundaries does not reflect the actual configuration of Maputo, which is essentially a dichotomy between the “formal” and the “informal” city. The two types of spaces simply coexist. In the informal places, within the unplanned settlements, new buildings are being rapidly constructed, and urban structure is being introduced.

Today, in *bairros* like Chamankulo, Xipamanine, and Polana Caniço (where this study was carried out), there is literally no space. It is common for three or more families to share a small area of around 15 square metres (Barros and Samagaio 2014). Residents perceive these neighbourhoods as being congested, hectic, and, at times, dangerous places (Bertelsen et al. 2014). Such situations frequently drive people “to become marginal” (Vivet}
This is the case of the individuals—particularly young boys—who are homeless, without families or any social support to ensure their survival, and who live in the streets in a state of social exclusion. These urban youths, living in impoverished areas, are at risk of being subjected to a wide range of structural and interpersonal violence in private and public spaces.

**The spiritual dimension: a holistic reality**

In Southern African countries like Mozambique, the relationship between violence and spirituality is not a new phenomenon—even though it has been analysed with scepticism, as a romantic portrayal of Africa as an exotic culture (Honwana 2002). Maputo is a shifting sociocultural and religious hybrid, where many understandings of the world meet. The spiritual dimensions of Mozambican society are characterised by a cosmological worldview that entails an “explanation model” of misfortune: it is believed to be caused by imbalances between the spirits of the dead and the living. Those beliefs are integrated and adapted into “new” religions, in the form of Pentecostalism. This church experienced a worldwide revival in the 1970s and became very popular in Mozambique, especially among women. The two belief systems are closely connected in their view that spirits are intermediaries between human beings and invisible supernatural forces (van de Kamp 2012).

Throughout the history of Mozambique, religious traditions have been important in armed conflicts. People believed that the spirits of perished soldiers, and people killed during wars who were not properly buried, became angry and vengeful, tormenting the living (Honwana 2002; Lubkemann 2005; Igreja et al. 2008). The post-war scenario in Mozambique is characterised by a generally sustainable peace agreement, which prevents the country from falling into new conflicts. This fact is widely attributed to the ceremonies and rituals performed—with the help of “ancestor spirits”—to heal the “war spirits” and to restore peace. These rituals were perceived as essential in helping people to cope with the trauma and loss of war (Igreja et al. 2008; Honwana 2002; Nordstrom 1998). Traditional healers, known as *curandeiros*, work creatively to solve lingering problems from the war. They also address the individual afflictions that derive from various confrontations with “modernity” and they attempt to mitigate the harmful effects of abusive power and violence (Nordstrom 1998; Pfeiffer 2006).

Another social institution that aims to regulate and control interpersonal relations is the practice of *lovolo*. This matrimonial custom is commonly translated as “bride price”, though its full range of meanings transcends a narrow commercial perspective. It essentially consists of a transfer of valuables from the husband’s family to the wife’s. Its purpose is to enable one of their sons, in turn, to pay the *lovolo* and acquire a wife—thus filling the place of the daughter who has married and left the family (Arnfred 2011). This pattern, enforced among the patrilineal groups of southern
Mozambique, is still practiced today in Maputo. As well as indicating the system of affinity relationships and reciprocity between individuals and families, the bride price also has a spiritual element: part of it must be “given” to the ancestral spirits, to ensure the protection of their descendants. In cases when a marriage takes place and lovolo is not performed (such as when a man is unable to afford it), it is widely believed to negatively affect the sexual and reproductive health of the couple. This perception of bad luck might even encourage violence against the wife, who may be accused of being possessed by evil spirits. A complex institution, lovolo illustrates the dynamics of the interactions between men and women and it allows us to examine the shifting ideologies of marriage and status, as discussed later.

The religious and ritual dimension of lovolo, and its interrelatedness with the ancestors’ spirits, is a highly significant one (Bagnol 2008). But according to Agadjanian (2005) and Pfeiffer (2006), the price of “getting a woman” has now become so inflated that many men can no longer afford to pay lovolo, or at least not in full. This failure to fulfil the social obligation means that individuals are perceived to neglect the rules, and to exclude the ancestral spirits from their own lives and those of family members. This is felt to have a severe impact on the moral order of society (Mariano 2014).

**Gender-based violence in the city**

Compared to men in rural areas and in the rest of the country, men in Maputo appeared to use violence against their female partners more often (although as indicated earlier, they also seemed to suffer more from violence themselves). According to the 2011 Demographic and Health Survey, 30.7 per cent of the men in Maputo City had experienced physical violence at least once since the age of 15, the highest rate in the country. The figure for women was even higher at 38.4 per cent—the second-highest rate, after Maputo Province (INE 2011). Interestingly, the same report also indicated that women with higher incomes apparently experienced (or at least admitted to experiencing) more violence at the hands of their partners (INE 2011). While many studies have explored the situations of women exposed to power inequalities in their relationships, fewer studies have examined what drives men to use violence against their partners. Why do women with higher incomes experience more interpersonal violence? What are the main drivers causing men to behave in a violent way? How does the urban context of Maputo affect men’s perceptions of manhood, gender relations, and violence—both in the private and public spheres?

Nationwide government-led initiatives have attempted to reduce violence against women; but as victims of violence (rather than as perpetrators), men usually occupy only a marginal place in such initiatives. A law to reduce violence against women was approved in 2009; and, in 2012, the government also approved a multi-sector program that aims to address SGBV, and to provide integrated care and services to survivors of SGBV. This program
was adopted by the Ministry of Gender, Children and Social Action as well as the Justice, Interior, and Health ministries.

New organisations for social change in Mozambique are trying to engage men in the fight against gender violence. The Men for Change Network (in Portuguese, *Rede Homens pela Mudança*, known as HOPEM) is a coalition of human-rights activists and civil society groups, dedicated to raising men’s awareness of gender and masculinity issues. It aims to promote alternative forms of non-violent masculinity and positive manhood, actively reaching out to Mozambican males through radio and television campaigns. This fact shows a growing awareness of the need to include men in the tasks of promoting gender equality and ending gender-based violence. However, deeply rooted cultural perceptions of identity cannot be effectively addressed by public awareness campaigns alone.

**Shifting norms and gender relations**

Mozambique’s socioeconomic development has translated into increased access for women to education and jobs, but stereotypical perceptions and practices regarding gender relations still dominate the public discourse. One young man we spoke to made this statement:

> I was brought up with the idea that a woman has to be a woman in the true sense, occupying the household as housewife; also ... the man is the head of the family. Though laws and policies addressing power inequality are enforced, gender equity doesn’t actually exist.

**“A woman is also a man”: Men, power, and fragility**

Despite its hazards, in some cases the city may be a space of women’s emancipation—a privileged milieu that offers women opportunities to take on new family, economic, and social roles. Some women may even become the de facto heads of their families, even if they are not always recognised as such. When women become employed outside of the home and begin earning an income, no matter how small, they obtain economic power—which is a way for individuals to position themselves in relation to others, both in their immediate family and in the larger society. Economic power can redefine the meaning of being a woman or a man. As one of our Maputo informants pointed out: “A woman can also be a man, because there are women who also have their own homes, where they live with unemployed husbands.” Such women may provide for their husbands, their children, and their elders. As such, she is “a man”. This illustrates the fluid and overlapping notions of masculinity and femininity.

Despite this new fluidity, overall we found that social expectations, structures, and roles with respect to gender remain relatively fixed. It is almost always agreed between men and women, younger as well as older,
that the man should be the economic provider and the head of the family. However, some nuances must also be addressed. For instance, older women frequently told us that it is not enough for men to just be the providers; they must also behave decently and respect their wives. And, this decent behaviour is not exclusive to men; women who perform the new role of provider also earn the respect of their children and communities.

The converse of women’s new respect is that men tend to feel the lack of it. Their unemployment may then touch the significance of personhood, manhood, and identity. If husbands cannot provide for their families, they tend to feel stigmatised by their wives, family, and society. They may even feel ostracised if their salary or income is lower than that of their wife. Although men’s economic stress may be connected to a rise in partner violence, it is worth pointing out that some of the older women we interviewed considered that their relationship with their husband actually improved when the man was unemployed. They felt that the men became friendlier with them, paid them more attention, and provided emotional space to talk and to make decisions about family life. However, this aspect was never mentioned by younger women.

Nevertheless, the projection of authority and power remains intimately tied to a personal sense of masculinity. Even when a man is unemployed, our respondents told us, he is expected to be the head of the family, and to contribute to the household—even with a lower sum. It might be said that poverty and unemployment have fragmented the traditional relationships between men and women. Nevertheless, men’s power is still the norm in theory, even when it is frequently challenged in practice. For this reason, it is a fragile power.

The meanings of lovolo

As we indicated earlier, lovolo marriage practice is still quite pervasive—even though today’s urban, young, and educated people regard it as “backward”. There are certainly differences in the ways it is currently performed, and how it is perceived by individuals and by society. As a social institution, lovolo illustrates the relationship between power and gender. Because commonly the man “gets” a woman and “brings” her to his home, he is entitled to consider himself “the family head”. Marriage represents the chief social marker of adulthood for males, the way to become a “true man”: capable of owning a house, having a wife, raising children, and taking responsibility for the whole family.

In our discussion groups, both men and women defended this kind of traditional practice, perceiving “tradition” neither as static nor as opposed to modernity. For instance, many view the Catholic and Pentecostal religions as an important tool to overcome more traditional forms of oppression. Women, especially, believe that the Christian church has, to a certain extent, simplified the former impositions of tradition on them, and has given them
a voice. In conversation with some women in Maputo, one observed: “The church purified what harmed us, and what does not help us to evolve.” Many people, in fact, seem to assume that traditional cultural values and identities may be preserved alongside more modern ideas, rather than the latter replacing the former. Our findings suggest that men attribute different meanings to *lovolo* depending on their age. Older men mostly view it positively, as a way to formalise a marital union and make it “real”. Males are assigned responsibility for the family, and gain the “right” to their children. *Lovolo* puts pressure on the woman to stay and endure even a bad marriage (Arnfred 2011). One male informant spoke emotionally to us about the wisdom of such practices: “These things are part of tradition. They are ancient things and they are very hard to change.”

When a man and a woman decide to live together without going through *lovolo* first, this union has no [meaning at all]. *Lovolo* existed long before our grandfathers. When there is a conflict between the couple, the woman has the legitimacy to say, “These are my children, because we did not go through *lovolo*.“ And she can leave with them. Yet the younger generation now tends to view *lovolo* as merely an increasingly expensive business, with little personal meaning for them. Most young men do not perform the ceremony due to the lack of financial resources, while others refuse it on ideological grounds. Generally, though, most find it an acceptable way to show respect for their ancestors and their culture.

Another element that disrupts young Mozambican men’s social expectations is the tension and rivalry they feel for foreign (mostly white) men. In a discussion in Mafalala, local men accused the better-skilled foreigners of taking advantage of the scarcity of technical and professional skills among Mozambicans, and of securing all the best jobs—leaving none for the locals. And since the foreigners have a higher economic and social status, some of the young men complained that they also have control over “their” women. This is the kind of situation that can lead young unemployed men to feel themselves the victims of social injustice. Without jobs or income, they cannot marry and achieve the status of manhood. To deal with their deprivation, their anxieties, and their low self-esteem, they may turn to delinquency, petty theft, abuse of alcohol or drugs, acting out aggressively, or behaving violently to women and children. The *curandeiros*, the traditional healers, may try to negotiate with the ancestors’ world on their behalf, to deal with their difficulties, frustrations, and psychological discomfort.

**Male violence, spiritual husbands**

While urban violence, poverty, and multiple forms of disempowerment affect both men and women in Maputo, the two sexes have different psychosocial and mental-health needs, and different responses to stress and traumatic
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experiences. The dominant social environment, including its norms of gender inequality, shapes individuals’ self-perceptions; and this affects not only their attitudes, but also their coping strategies. In Mozambique, as explained above, people’s ancestors’ spirits still play a crucial role in their everyday lives: they are widely perceived as still being present in some manner, and are viewed as the main sources of restoring health and well-being.

This spiritual dimension may help to explain the discomfort that individuals feel when they have difficulty getting jobs, earning money, and “living decently”. For many years, all over the country, these cultural practices were accommodated in different circumstances and periods in history, and they still strongly influence the general view of social issues and mental-health problems. Quite often during our conversations, interviewees would refer to the spirits of the dead that interact with the lives of the living, either to help or harm them. For instance, an evil male spirit might possess men and lure them to drink so much alcohol that they end up being dismissed from their employment.

We were puzzled by the frank and open discussions of both spirits and sexual violence, since explicit information on these intimate domains is not usually accessible to researchers. Such private topics are frequently silenced, and require meticulous ethnographic studies and time-consuming methodologies to be grasped fully. We understood, however, that both women and men may be “possessed” by vengeful male spirits. These spirits may harm conjugal stability by manifestations of jealousy, tension, quarrels, and violent acts, and it is commonly understood that forms of gender-based violence (especially against women) are actually provoked by spirits. For this reason, they are considered not to be fully the responsibility of the “possessed” person.

It was generally felt that women are more vulnerable to being possessed by evil male spirits. Men we interviewed attributed this to the fact that women had less education than men, and were more likely to be illiterate. This made females more likely to host a “spiritual husband”—an invisible agent that governs the woman’s life. Men assume that this interfering spirit is responsible whenever a woman rejects her husband's sexual advances, shows little desire during intercourse, or becomes sexually aroused while asleep, or otherwise without any male intervention. If a woman either refuses to have sex, or too obviously shows sexual desire, her partner can place the blame on her “marriage” with a spiritual husband. One solution to this problem may be to call in a traditional healer to chase away the spirit of the “rival husband”. However, what may also happen is that the actual husband becomes violent towards his wife.

Masculinity: from hegemonic to fragile to more equitable

The conceptual framework of this study regards men as social navigators, using coping strategies that are informed by their gendered identities. Losing
male power is perceived as traumatic and elicits coping responses in an attempt to protect the hurt self. As mentioned by Eriksson Baaz and Stern (2010), men’s victimisation contradicts the prevailing norm of men as holding power. Some men would rather self-identify as perpetrators than as victims; for them, violent behaviour creates emotions that counteract feelings of vulnerability. For this reason, the perpetration of violence could be considered a negative way of coping, a destructive response to managing stress.

The division of power in relationships between men and women is politicised, with power almost invariably ascribed to men and their masculine dominance. But power dynamics also exist among men, described by Connell (2005: 22) as “hegemonic masculinities”—a cultural dynamic in which some men claim the leading positions in life and marginalise other men who are not able to fulfil those roles. As a result, men’s privileged positions as leaders are intertwined with the risk of failure, making men also subject to a form of inequality. Among the men we spoke to, accounts of feeling marginalised and stigmatised were common and even included reporting themselves as victims of other men’s violence.

Generally, government interventions do not tend to perceive men as active agents in terms of reducing violence against women, and they do not usually consider the specific cultural factors that construct Mozambican urban masculinity. These interventions tend to mirror the universal approaches of gender equality and gender constructions—apparently taking it for granted that these are the same in Mozambique as elsewhere in the world. This approach ignores the socioeconomic dimensions of the problem, as well as the local epistemologies that are inherent in the interrelationship between violence and spirituality.

While traditionally the domestic space and the home were strictly women’s territory, today it is necessary to rethink the position occupied by men in urban housekeeping. In a discussion with some military wives from Machava, several women shared a similar opinion of ideal modern masculinity: true men spend their time at home, share their salary, and care about household expenses and ensuring the family’s needs. “Real” men are faithful, talk to their wives, and get along in all matters concerning the home.

These women still view ideal husbands as providers for their families, and as responsible men who would not be unfaithful. Nevertheless, whenever men do assume social roles usually thought of as women’s, they are stigmatised by other men. Additionally, men who are economically dependent on women’s income and perform women’s traditional tasks in the home are often regarded as bewitched. The widely used expression “to put men in a bottle” describes men who are considered to be dominated by their wives. Many people explain this as the working of women’s witchcraft, aimed at gaining control over their partners. In Mozambican culture, this phrase references “women’s magic powers to make men fall in love with them, or to make a man impotent if he tries to have sex with other women” (Groes-Green 2013:107). On the other hand, such perceptions of
magic powers do provide women with some (very limited) sense of control in their partner relations.

Potential drivers of violence prevention

It is important to note that masculinity constructions, men’s use of violence, and power dynamics in gender relations exist within a broader sociocultural context of cultural notions of manhood, exposure to war-related violence, and urban socioeconomic conditions. While targeted responses to these challenges must be implemented as violence prevention strategies, even under the negative conditions of unemployment, marginalisation, and violence, much may be done to improve men’s well-being in terms of “opening alternative economic paths” and moving towards “multi-optional masculinities” (Connell 2005: 1813). We should therefore also pay particular attention to embedded social strategies that can prevent violence.

Our research on gender inequalities and violence in Mozambique reveals a deep-rooted perpetuation of gender hierarchies through traditional rites and beliefs. However, these practices may also be valuable in terms of the strategies they offer people for social transformation and spiritual coping. Our preliminary findings from this study suggest that the way men and women in Maputo cope with hardship and stress is strongly connected to their cosmological worldview and these should be further explored for their violence-prevention potential.

Conclusion

When we interviewed our subjects in Maputo, our research questions were adapted to help us, and them, make sense of Mozambican realities and dynamics—both at the public level and in terms of the individual experiences of men and women. We examined their cultural practices, their social logic, and their explanatory models with the goal of identifying the links between the sociocultural and the spiritual dimensions, and between violent and non-violent masculinities. We described men in Maputo as social navigators, socialised to be in control and to exercise power over women. But they might also be conceptualised as victims of structural violence, forced to adopt coping strategies (such as violence) that are themselves informed by their gendered identities.

Our findings entail a dynamic approach towards the universal images of manhood, and the ideology of “men as the head of women”. Nevertheless, there is a mismatch between the dominant ideal of the male “breadwinner” and their frequent inability today to attain this ideal. Women, on the other hand, perceive the current changes in their social roles, and consequently the changes in masculinities and gender relations, as new opportunities for their own empowerment, which have a positive effect on gender imbalance.
As mentioned earlier, men’s experiences in coping with stress and violence are less explored than women’s from a gender perspective. We hope that this study, with its urban ecological perspective, will open up new opportunities for examining the links between gender-based violence and masculinity constructions. Rather than reflecting generalised assumptions of gender power relations and inequality as causes of violence, this study searched for the underlying dynamics that produce both violent and non-violent masculinities.
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3 “We don’t know when the trucks will come”

The quest for safe and inclusive cities in Zimbabwe

Julie Stewart and Rosalie Katsande, with Olga Chisango and Sian Maseko

Introduction

We met the two women on the rough, badly rutted dirt road leading into the suburb of Hatcliffe, on the outskirts of Harare, Zimbabwe. We fell into conversation with them when we stopped to ask for directions, and quickly realised that these women could be important resources for our research in Zimbabwe. In fact, Nyasha and Tendai would turn out to be vital to us as local guides, informants, researchers, and our links to the community. Nyasha, in particular, with her wry sense of humour, emerged as the leader of the community research team. Over the course of the project, she gained confidence about speaking in public (though she remained fearful and unsure of how to engage with state and municipal officials to tackle her own problems).

When we first met, our team was driving back to our home base, and they were walking around their home suburb of Hatcliffe at work on their usual task: selling small amounts of red floor polish to women in the area. The polish usually comes in big tins, and many women cannot afford to buy a whole one, so this enterprise provided a needed service, and earned Nyasha and Tendai a small income.

The two women talked to us frankly about their living conditions in the suburb. Hatcliffe is a post-Independence mixed neighbourhood, dating from 1980, that includes both government-initiated housing schemes—intended to rehouse people who had been forcibly relocated—and self-build cooperatives. There are some substantial well-built houses in the older parts; the newly built areas began as cooperatives, and are now being converted (by government edict) into large-scale developer-led projects. There were also “wet core” houses, supposedly provided with running water and toilets.

The initial arrangement with the local municipality was that potential homeowners had to complete their buildings by 2009, to the value of a million Zimbabwe dollars (roughly US$16,000), before they could acquire full title. At that time, in 2004–2005, employment was still fairly readily
available in the area, so this seemed a feasible arrangement. Unfortunately, the economic situation quickly changed. Most people failed to meet the 2009 deadline, and new terms were negotiated: a building worth US$30,000 had to be completed by 2016. However, many people did not renegotiate—and those who did quickly fell into default again. Meanwhile residents were paying rent to a suburban council and rates (property taxes) to the municipality.4

Nyasha and her husband had married in the traditional manner, and—when their marriage did not work out—had divorced in the customary way, too. She and her former husband were still sharing the home they had been building, living in separate parts of it. Neither could afford to move out, nor could they afford to complete the building, as required by their agreement. Electricity was supposed to be connected, but it was not; so, like the other women in the suburb, Nyasha had to source fuel for cooking and heating.5 When we visited her home, we realised that she shared one room and a simple kitchen with her daughter and grandchildren. Water was not connected to the house, so it had to be drawn from a well shared with the next-door neighbour. The sewers were connected, but the toilet had to be flushed periodically with a bucket of well water.

Both women shared their fears for their security in their incomplete homes, which added to their stress about providing for their families. These were not idle worries. Occasionally in the past, when they had lived in informal settlements, the police and the army would descend on the community in trucks (often at night) and evict people. Those settlements, mostly little more than shacks, had been built in high-density suburbs by people just trying to put a roof over their heads when low-cost housing was unavailable. These settlements were a long-standing feature of the Zimbabwean urban landscape (as, indeed, they are in many cities in the Global South, even relatively wealthy ones). And, although the overcrowding and slum-like conditions certainly violated housing standards, the central and municipal governments had chosen to ignore what was happening to the extent of being complicit in it. However, at certain times the authorities decided to stop looking the other way, and enforced a policy of demolition and eviction.7

Like many others in such suburbs, Tendai and Nyasha had been shuffled four or more times to different sites—sometimes even back and forth to the same site. In these summary removals, they had lost household goods, their sources of income, their shacks, and the wood used to build them. Although there might have been legal remedies to challenge the authorities and to seek restoration of their property, at that juncture few of those affected would have dared to make such an audacious move.

After the two women had told us their story on that first day, and we had agreed to stay in touch, we took their phone numbers. (The cellphone is ubiquitous in Zimbabwe, so in theory one can always contact people; but airtime is not always affordable.) When we said goodbye to Tendai and Nyasha, their parting remark was: “We don’t know when the trucks will
come.” These intelligent, hard-working women went about their daily lives with the constant fear that the government would deprive them and their families of their home.

**Our research trajectory**

The Safe and Inclusive Cities research project in Zimbabwe began with the assumption that—despite significant legal and social change in the country since Independence in 1980—women’s and girls’ access to city facilities was still limited primarily by constitutional inadequacies in addition to sociocultural practices and attitudes. Our research goal was to study the Zimbabwean situation using the approach of women’s law. Simply put, this considers what the law provides in theory, and compares it to the lived realities of those affected by it (Dahl 2001). An exploratory process, women’s law recognises that multiple forces determine how individuals (particularly women) experience the intersections of many elements of society: the law, social and cultural norms, and religious and political dynamics (Stewart 2011; Bentzon et al. 1998).

We planned to explore how the country’s laws and policies were currently applied, and the role that law can play in regulating the safety of a city and the lives of its inhabitants. We also wanted to examine how indigenous Zimbabweans—especially women—had been excluded from full participation, as equal citizens, during the colonial era. By Independence, this had led to the lack of affordable housing in urban areas for low-income individuals.

For our study area, we selected two suburbs in each of three cities: Harare (the capital and largest city), Bulawayo, and Kadoma. Each of the six suburbs chosen reflects the various initiatives taken over the years to provide accommodation for lower-income groups. (Formerly, it used to be race that determined where and how individuals could enjoy the benefits of the city; now it is mostly class and economic status.) In each city, influenced by historical considerations, we chose two suburbs to investigate.

- In Harare, we selected Hatcliffe, which we have already described, and Mbare, the city’s oldest “indigenous suburb”, which dates from the early 1890s. It originally housed only men, in single-room hostels; now, in a space meant for one person, it accommodates whole families of four or more. Sanitary and bathing facilities are grossly overburdened and often dysfunctional. The now-appalling toilets were designed for males; the particular needs of women are not addressed at all.
- In Bulawayo, we selected Makokoba, the oldest indigenous suburb, dating from the early 1900s, and Nketa, a newer (post-1980) suburb.
- In Kadoma, we chose Rimuka, the oldest indigenous suburb (established in the 1890s to accommodate mine workers and male domestic servants), and Ngezi, a relatively new (post-1980) suburb.
Both Nketa and Ngezi (in Bulawayo and Kadoma, respectively) have both older and newer sections, which reflect different policy regimes over the decades. These include state provision of housing, employer-financed and “tied” housing, self-financing, self-builds, and cooperative housing schemes. Conditions there are a very mixed bag of arrangements, similar to those in comparable Harare suburbs. Homes and rooms are subject to multiple occupancies, with several people crowding in and splitting the rental cost between them; “hot bedding” (sharing sleeping quarters in shifts) is common; and all available space is put to whatever economic use it can yield. As in Harare, violations of the building codes and occupation density laws are rife—and extremely profitable for developers and owners, who openly flout the building regulations. (The city is also complicit in such situations.) These conditions leave lessees, tenants, and occupiers vulnerable to the risk of lawful and unlawful evictions, threats of eviction, bribery, and corrupt practices (Muggah 2012).

Our early fieldwork raised some fundamental questions against which to test the adequacy of the law:

- In a city, what is “safe” in a general sense?
- Is it a place where residents are safe from water-borne diseases?
- Is it a place with adequate, safe, and affordable housing and basic services, allowing people a sense of security?
- Is it a space with no overcrowding, and a lower risk of theft or personal insecurity?
- Is it a place where families can live as autonomous and separate units, protected from unexpected and unwanted intrusions?
- Is it characterised by personal privacy?
- Is there is adequate supply of electricity, including streets that are well lit at night?
- Do women, in particular, feel free to move about their normal activities, by night as well as day?
- Is policing adequate, non-corrupt, and responsive to the different needs of women and men?

We would answer all such questions in the affirmative. Those are all the hallmarks of a safe and inclusive city.

From a perspective of the law and its operation, the key question now becomes: how does the law facilitate such a city? This highlights a fundamental problem. While law is the “official” organising framework for rights and entitlements, and while it defines in the abstract how societies, spaces, and individuals should function—it is not self-defining or self-implementing. No matter what its form, law requires human agency to develop, devise, interpret, implement, and enforce its provisions. And that agency is affected by political, social, and economic forces that determine how effective a law will be in delivering and protecting rights and entitlements.
Paper versus reality

The law may define the parameters of interactions between individuals and the state, and between individuals and one another; but in itself, law has limited power to actively affect human lives. This is especially the case when there is no political will on the part of the authorities to enforce obedience or inadequate sanctions to deter violations. In such cases, even if the courts decide in favour of citizens’ rights, the law effectively becomes a *brutem fulmen* (empty threat). If the authorities, or those with political clout and protection, choose not to follow laws, statutes, regulations, and court rulings, if they continue to flout the law, then no amount of judicial pronouncement will bring relief to the affected individuals.

Even lawyers can be little help to those in adverse circumstances. While their task *may* be to defend citizens’ rights and pursue their entitlements, the law also constrains what they can accomplish. Mainstream lawyers, by their nature, are locked into a very limited conceptual framework for litigation, bound by existing laws. Before Independence in Zimbabwe, the white minority-rule government used strict regulatory systems to control and limit the indigenous population’s access to the city and its resources. For black Zimbabweans, the matter of who could enter Harare was heavily regulated and controlled. The government had instituted a strict system of passes and documentation (based on individuals’ being employed), which were regularly checked by police, and were absolutely required to establish their entitlement to be in the city. Since Independence, the old pass laws are gone, but the principle of regulation continues. The regime still tries to control occupation of the inner-city suburbs to further its own political agendas. Even the evictions and removals, as described above, have facilitated a form of electoral gerrymandering. The government literally moves people into suburban areas before elections, and afterwards summarily removes them in “clean-up campaigns”.

There are also gender differences in responses to such events. Men often just move on to other areas, and seek new opportunities; but women have less freedom to do this because of their socially expected roles as carers for the children, the elderly, and the sick. They are often left responsible for putting food on the table and for providing basic necessities for their families, as well as ensuring the children’s care and education.

Engaging the law

During the colonial era, before 1980, racial discrimination defined cities in Zimbabwe. The law set out who could inhabit which areas, and under what conditions. It controlled access to the city, preventing the indigenous population from coming into urban areas (as described above). It defined how
space in the city could be used by different racial groups and set building standards. With Independence, racial limitations on mobility were removed. But individuals’ personal capacity to take advantage of the new options was still mediated by sex, economic and marital status, employment status, and capacity to engage in economic activities.

In 2013, when we began our research, Robert Mugabe’s Zimbabwe African National Union (Patriotic Front) political party, known as ZANU(PF), had held power for more than 30 years. This amalgam of forces had undertaken the liberation struggle, and was primarily responsible for the country’s Independence in 1980. Between 2008 and 2013, there was a short period of political compromise, when a so-called unity government—Mugabe and the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC)—shared power. Those 2008 elections were widely viewed as a dubious outcome: it was claimed that MDC had actually won, but ZANU(PF) manipulated the result. Power sharing was seen as a way to legitimise the arrangements for governing. In 2013, the same thing happened again: the general election was “won” by ZANU(PF), though in many quarters those results were challenged as rigged. Despite the election being the subject of close scrutiny, the declaration in favour of ZANU(PF) is viewed as power stolen by electoral deceit.

Before Independence, and even after, indigenous women were perceived—both by the law, and by culture and custom—as having the legal status of minors, subject to the control and guardianship of their fathers or husbands. This is probably not an accurate portrayal of the actual status of women, especially of older women who had senior status in their families, but it was the version that was channelled into formal law. The Constitution of 1980 purported to remove this gender discrimination, but then re-asserted it for women (especially those assumed to be governed by customary and personal law) via claw-back clauses that permitted discrimination. There was a see-saw period of 20 years, between the early 1980s and the late 1990s, when the law teetered back and forth between favouring women’s rights and “preserving” their subordinate status. Such institutional uncertainties exposed women and girls to the perpetuation of discriminatory and dismissive attitudes towards them. An example is the fact that, even after Independence, police would periodically round up and arrest women who were on the streets at night—often just returning home from work. The cultural assumption, based on little or no evidence, was that they had to be sex workers, loitering there for the purpose of prostitution.

Even today, the women we interviewed were frustrated that their mobility was so often constrained by antiquated attitudes about women’s roles, and their legitimate “proper” place. Women needed to access public transport during the day and the evening to go places to earn a living. Yet socially and culturally, it was felt (by men, and often by women too) that “good” women should always be at home looking after their husbands and families. A modern woman in Zimbabwe who has succeeded in becoming
a senior executive, for example, may openly state that she leaves that status at the door when she comes home to her husband and reverts to a subservient role.

Solutions, or just more paper?

When our research was being designed, the newest version of Zimbabwe’s constitution (of 2013) was still being drafted, but it seemed to promise a way to tackle many of the problems of the “urban excluded”. The cynical might have suspected that its promises would be thwarted by a government not wholly in favour of all its provisions, especially those related to human rights. Throughout the constitution-making process, ZANU(PF) tried to limit the introduction and effects of significant governance and human-rights provisions. The party eventually conceded those points, though with unarticulated reservations. But it has attempted ever since to amend (as much as constitutionally possible) sections that it would prefer not to be in place: any provisions that are not especially protected and only require a two-thirds majority in both Houses of Parliament to change. But for cynics and optimists alike, the provisions of the constitution may technically be pursued by citizens through litigation, parliamentary scrutiny, and activism and agitation.  

When the new national constitution came into effect on 22 May 2013, a central plank was its Declaration of Rights (the human-rights section of the constitution). It contained comprehensive provisions to protect the human rights of women and girls, and to outlaw discriminatory religious and cultural practices. Importantly, all former laws that conflicted with the new constitution were now deemed invalid. The Declaration of Rights, and its provisions regarding enforcement, offered the hope of protection and change for urban citizens who had been subject to a wide variety of ills:

- depredations, demolitions, and displacements by the state (and in some cases by municipalities, too)
- violations of their rights by developers
- poor service delivery by state and municipality
- failure to provide appropriate facilities for urban living.

For them, the constitution became a beacon of hope for their rights. And for us, in our research, it became a touchstone for determining citizens’ rights. Yet when we began our research in 2013, although the “on paper” protections had been in place for two or three years, we repeatedly found that individuals and families were in precarious legal situations. They were uncertain about the validity of their contractual agreements, or whether they were still complying with their obligations, and they were often fearful of losing their dwellings or occupation rights. Some, for instance, lived in patently unsafe, overcrowded, and unsanitary conditions, in clear violation
of current building regulations and provisions. All were at risk of removal—except for one element of constitutional protection.

Section 74: Freedom from arbitrary eviction

This section of the constitution states its purpose in simple but explicit terms: “No person may be evicted from their home, or have their home demolished, without an order of court made after considering all the circumstances.” 16

In the five years since the 2013 constitution was adopted, both local magistrates and High Court judges have repeatedly found evictions and demolitions unlawful, regardless of the condition of the dwelling. Many of these summary actions have received widespread publicity, which has raised national awareness; but the offending officials still apparently act with impunity. So far the constitutional challenges have all been over demolitions. But evictions—even from unauthorised, dilapidated, unsafe, and unsanitary hostels, rooms, flats, and houses—also fall within the parameters of Section 74. The practical problem is whether the people affected by such aggressive official actions are able to invoke their constitutional protection in time to save their living spaces. In some instances, determined victims may engage in after-the-fact litigation, in an attempt to gain restitution. But unless the state acts firmly to protect citizens’ rights and castigates the violators, their sense of impunity will continue and such unconstitutional actions will prevail. 17

The constitution contains other critical provisions for those living in poorly maintained or underdeveloped areas of the city and its environs. They should not, for instance, be deprived of adequate facilities, or be effectively excluded from having the same resources as other citizens. In the Declaration of Rights, specific provisions cover environmental rights. Section 73, for instance, provides (among other things) that:

- (1) Every person has the right … to an environment that is not harmful to their health and well-being.

To be effective, such provisions require active intervention by the state, which must (our emphasis):

- (2) take reasonable legislative and other measures, within the limits of the resources available to it, to achieve the progressive realisation of the rights set out in this section.

Another provision, in Section 66 (2), indicates that every Zimbabwean citizen, and anyone else who is in the country legally, has the right to:

- move freely within Zimbabwe
- reside in any part of Zimbabwe.
The only limitation on residence is where it is lawfully permitted—that is, not in illegal settlements or land occupied by squatters. But even there, citizens should at least be able to count on some protection under Section 74, as outlined above. (Nor does the right to reside anywhere apply only to indigenous people. It is perfectly possible for a white person or family to live in one of the suburbs that were formerly exclusively black, if their preference or financial needs incline them to do so.) The right of residence is not an absolute one, but it is important in terms of preventing discrimination based on grounds such as religion, culture, or race. These grounds are more precisely defined in the Prevention of Discrimination Act of 1998, which addresses the issue of banks failing to grant qualified individuals financing to acquire land or a home. It is unlawful to refuse to provide women with financing, such as small housing loans, solely on the basis of their gender, race, religion, or culture, and any institution that does this may be liable to legal action for damages. But this rarely happens in fact, since women (even more than men) are likely to lack the capital to qualify for housing loans.

One constitutional provision that has not yet been tested, but which may be appropriately used as a powerful tool for political lobbying, budget allocation, and scrutiny, is contained in the National Objectives—a special class of provisions that oblige the state to act on behalf of its citizens. It concerns adequate shelter.

Section 28: Shelter

This section of the National Objectives describes the government’s responsibility for ensuring that those in need are not left homeless: “The state, and all institutions and agencies of government at every level, must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within the limits of the resources available to them, to enable every person to have access to adequate shelter.”

We might term this a largely aspirational provision; it is certainly not intended as a panacea for the homeless or the poorly accommodated—especially given that avoidance clause, the phrase “within the limits of its resources”. The state and its agencies have an obligation to enable the provision of shelter, but what amounts to “reasonable legislative measures” remains to be tested. Probably the most effective points of intervention are the times just before elections, or when national, municipal, or local governments are deciding on their budgets.

Sex and gender on the agenda

For women and girls, the most significant provisions of the constitution are those contained in Sections 56 and 80. In theory, at least, these swept away all forms of discrimination, including those based on sex, gender, marital status, custom, culture, pregnancy, or whether they were born in or out of wedlock. According to Section 80 (3): “All laws, customs, traditions, and
cultural practices that infringe on the rights of women conferred by this constitution are void to the extent of the infringement.”

However, promising as all these provisions appear, they have not changed the reality that, in Zimbabwean cities, men are still the holders and primary occupiers of land; or that wives and daughters are less likely to inherit land than their husbands, brothers, male partners, or sons. Indeed, they largely do not even consider themselves entitled to do so. On paper, wives are certainly entitled to inherit, and to remain in occupation of the matrimonial home; and daughters are entitled to inherit equally with sons. Technically, husbands and wives can co-own land, and have their joint rights recorded in municipal records. But culturally, people still tend to think of land rights as passing through the male lines of descent. The social realities are such that property-holding women view men as the natural inheritors; and even if they do not, they may still abandon their rights due to family pressure. Women from the suburbs we studied, especially, do not appreciate that this is possible. All this means that to a large extent, although women’s rights are comprehensively provided for in the constitution, they remain mostly dependent on men for their living space. Their own needs are poorly accommodated.

Conclusion

At the outset of our research, we expected to find that women and girls in the suburbs we studied remained largely on the margins of society, barely included. That was in fact the case. The law granted them the legitimate right of access to the city, but the cities themselves did not adequately respond to females’ needs for adequate and appropriately serviced accommodation. Men and boys suffered similar disparities between their legal entitlements and what they actually experienced. But women’s needs were addressed to an even lesser extent, and they were more likely to experience social, cultural, and religious discrimination than men—even though all such forms of unfair exclusion are now outlawed.

Even though the laws have changed in Zimbabwe with respect to urban accommodation, and despite the constitutional reforms, still social, economic, and infrastructural deficits mean that, in practice, many women and girls remain excluded. We had suggested that there was some element of carry-over from pre-Independence to post-Independence in terms of both laws and policies, and that these prevented women’s full enjoyment of the city. If the full force of the 2013 Constitution is to be properly applied, then all laws—present and future—must be aligned with it. All human and socio-economic rights must be rigorously enforced to end the legal continuation of exclusion.

Yet for women and girls in Zimbabwe, that exclusion persists. Social, cultural, and religious norms still make them subordinate to males, and unreformed laws are still likely to be applied to citizens unaware of their legal
and constitutional rights. The state continues to fail to adequately provide for the presence of females in accommodation once meant only for men with no families. The government violates its own laws, or at least fails to apply them properly. It also fails to reform laws to align them with the 2013 Constitution. This failure perpetuates discrimination against females, facilitating the kind of continuing structural, infrastructural, and institutional violence that the law no longer permits.

January 2018 addendum: There have been modest improvements in our research themes since the change in the president and government in Zimbabwe in late 2017. The new government has moved to reverse the actions of so-called “land barons”. These individuals took advantage of their political clout and influence to gain and exploit for personal profit large tracts of peri-urban land for housing schemes that were not only unlawful but also highly exploitative of those desperate to become home owners. How effective this action will be in the long term is unknown, but it is a first step towards resolving some of the problems highlighted in the chapter. We can only wait and hope.

Notes

1 These are pseudonyms; the women’s real names are withheld for reasons of confidentiality.
2 Zimbabweans in general are literate and write excellent English, so engaging capable local individuals as research assistants was not difficult: they were delighted to have work, and to be engaging with their own communities. With the exception of our study of Kadoma (where our Masters in Women’s Law students carried out small research projects), all qualitative interviews and quantitative surveys were conducted by members of the local communities, with the assistance and supervision of the research team.
3 In this chapter, we use the term “suburb” to describe our areas of study, although historically these settlements were known by various terms: first as native locations, then as native townships, and then as black townships. They are now officially styled “high-density suburbs” or HDs.
4 Towards the end of the research, our team received a phone call from some Hatcliffe residents who were behind in the payment of their rates—in some cases by over US$1,500. When the municipality served them a final demand for payment they took no action, hoping the problem would simply go away. Again a summons was issued, and again they sat mute and failed to answer. Needless to say, this was a mistake on their part. If they had sought advice early on, they might have challenged the amount owed or negotiated a payment plan. But failing to get any response, judgement was given in their absence, they were found in default and warrants of execution were issued against their movable property. Their beds, televisions, sofas, wardrobes, and other household goods were removed by force. The goal of this, from the municipality’s viewpoint, is supposedly to prompt payment from the defaulters; in the worst case, the goods can be sold at auction to cover the ever-escalating debt.
Not until two weeks after the execution against their property did the people involved call our research team—it was difficult to understand why they had not contacted us at once. We become involved only when the situation was dire. We immediately visited them and sought professional legal advice. But by this time, the storage charges far exceeded the value of the seized property, and, in some cases, even the amount of the original debt. At the time of writing, there is no resolution in sight and the saga continues. Ironically, all parties were in default: the residents for not paying for services and rent, and the municipality for not providing the contracted services to the residents. Although it is completely unprofitable for the city to seize people’s goods, it continues to do so—and it also continues to fail to provide services. The two failures lock individuals into a constant spiral of escalating costs and diminishing returns.

Most homes had small solar panels for lighting, television, and charging mobile phones. These power sources (forms of what we call “self-inclusion”) were common in all our research areas, at all socioeconomic levels; but there are always financial and practical constraints that limit their extent. In affluent suburbs, homes often have generators as well as solar panels to power electric fences and gates; they may also have septic tanks for waste and electrically powered boreholes (wells). Less affluent areas may have only hand-dug wells without pumps that are hand-operated with winches. However, other methods of providing power were difficult to afford or to locate safely in terms of pollution and access in the premises.

The tiers of government in Zimbabwe (defined by Section 5 of the 2013 Constitution) include the central government, the provincial government, the municipalities, and the local community-level authorities.

Such demolition and removal campaigns had taken place sporadically in the past, both before and after Independence in 1980. The two most prominent campaigns occurred in 1991 and 2005. The first happened before the Commonwealth Heads of Government met in Mbare, to shield the eyes of the visiting delegations (especially Queen Elizabeth) from the unsightly shantytowns constructed of wood and plastic sheets. The more widely criticised campaign was the 2005 one (known as Operation Murambatsvina in Shona, meaning “get rid of the rubbish”). It involved pulling down unauthorised structures and evicting the “illegal” lodgers (Tabajuka 2005; Ho 2007). This exercise, which covered all Zimbabwe’s cities, was generally believed to have been a political tactic to divert the public’s attention from the social and economic situations in high-density suburbs, and to alter constituency membership before pending elections. All these actions were purportedly supported by existing laws. However, the upshot of the demolitions and evictions only exacerbated the current occupation pressures—overcrowding, lack of adequate services, instability—and tensions in the existing suburbs, since space had to be found to house the displaced people. The government’s nationwide attempts to provide housing in suburbs such as Hatcliffe was dubbed Operation Garikayi (in Shona; it was HlalaniKuhle in Ndebele)—”to live well” or “to lead a better life”. Neither situation transpired; the initiatives largely failed and those in the greatest need still struggled to find adequate housing.

We used a participatory research methodology in Bulawayo to explore women’s roles as active citizens in greater depth. It was too unsafe for women to participate in such an exercise in Harare or Kadoma.
9 In retrospect, perhaps our research could have been accomplished more easily if we had focused on just one city, with all its complexities. Although there were certainly differences between the suburbs we studied, any one of the three cities would still have given us a wealth of qualitative data about law, gender dynamics, and inclusion and exclusion. That single focus would still have made our in-depth exploration possible.

10 The design of most buildings, and even whole suburbs, is male-friendly. For example, when it comes to toilet facilities, most lack the privacy to allow females to maintain their dignity (especially when they are menstruating). The differing psychological and physiological needs of women are not usually taken into account, and suitable and gender-appropriate integrity facilities are not provided, leaving women feeling excluded and able only to make do as best they can.

11 However, Jeater (2007) describes how this version of women’s status was cobbled together by the white Native Commissioners of Zimbabwe. It was a patchwork of several elements: their own earlier experiences in Natal, Old Testament versions of women’s subordinate status, and holdovers from nineteenth-century European jurisprudence.

12 The constitution was the product of a compromise between the former white regime, and the incoming black majority government. Mediated by the British government, it contained a standard “Westminster export model” provision that excluded customary law and personal law from the non-discrimination provisions of Section 23. In fact, many of the post-Independence constitutions dispensed by Britain had an almost identical section—also numbered 23. The effect of this was to maintain the supposed subordinate status of indigenous women. Local legislation (such as the Legal Age of Majority Act of 1982) sought to confer full legal rights on all Zimbabweans, regardless of sex, at the age of 18. The impact of this legislation was first boosted by a series of supportive judicial decisions, recognising that women also achieved majority at 18. But these were then clawed back and diminished, and the full force of the “protective” provisions for customary law were re-invoked.

The main negative impact of this clawback was to affect women’s rights to marry and inherit (though general contractual rights did not seem to be affected). Women’s official emergence as full members of society, with equal rights to men, was delayed until 2013. The problem is that—like many long-term restrictions on rights—these have become embedded in society as the accepted practice; and this perception may even transcend the formal legal change that liberates women from the former restrictions. Still five years after the sweeping legal changes of the 2013 Constitution, even highly educated women and men remain poorly informed about what their current rights are.

13 To expand on that point: between 1982 and 1999, the law swung between favouring women’s rights—under the Legal Age of Majority Act in 1982 (now Section 15 of the General Law Amendment Act Chapter 8:07)—and reverting to an interpretation of their subordinate status, as in Magaya v. Magaya 1999 (1) ZLR 100 (S).

14 Section 59 of the constitution provides for freedom to demonstrate and petition, provided that it is done peacefully. Older legislation that purports to regulate such a right still needs to be aligned with this provision, but as it stands the right is an absolute one, requiring no state authorisation.

15 That fact is explicitly stated in Section 2: “This Constitution is the supreme law of Zimbabwe, and any law, practice, custom, or conduct inconsistent with it is invalid to the extent of the inconsistency.”
16 Although the determinations reached so far by lower courts (including the High Court) have not yet been confirmed by the Constitutional Court, the trend in decisions is to require that alternative accommodation be considered, and that due and proper notice of impending demolitions be served on each resident. The customary way of giving this notice (calling a meeting under a tree) is not deemed to be adequate.

17 The constitution extensively defines the roles and obligations of public servants. One provision in particular stands out—perhaps because it always seems to escape the attention of those who should be bound by it:

Section 196, Sub-Section 1: Authority assigned to a public officer is a public trust which must be exercised in a manner which ... demonstrates respect for the people, and readiness to serve them rather than rule them.

The authors of the constitution knew that such corrective measures were needed, yet those who implement it seem not to have read this section. Other than ordinary disciplinary measures against public servants, there seem to be no sanctions available to enforce this important constitutional provision.
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Part II

State violence
Introduction

Literature on urban violence in India is scarce, except for some studies on communal violence and slum evictions or relocations. In view of this inadequacy, the Institute for Human Development in Delhi undertook exploratory research as part of its Safe and Inclusive Cities project. It sought to explore the links between poverty, inequality, and violence in Delhi, with a focus on urban planning and governance. The study’s conceptual framework assumed that certain preconditions and drivers of urban violence existed in India. These included, among others, land policies and legislation, access to basic services, public finance paradigms, spaces for citizen participation, the agency of the state, the agency of civil society, and the phenomenon of social fragmentation.

The definition of violence we use here goes beyond the limited scope of direct violence identified with an agent and intent (Winter 2012); we also include “structural” and invisible violence (Galtung 1969; Farmer 1996). In the course of this study, we identified various forms of violence, focusing particularly on violence against the poor, and even by the poor. We also believed the state to be more severe in its impact on the lives of the poor—both at the top level, in terms of unequal policy implications, and at the local level, in terms of ongoing hostility by government employees (Gupta 2012). Therefore, our study probed the role of the state as the perpetrator of violence on marginalised populations.

In this chapter, we focus on state-inflicted violence in the city of Delhi. We examine how the state affects the poor in their everyday lives, and how violence is locally experienced and differentially mediated by virtue of varied spatial and material realities. Based on a survey of some 2000 households, as well as qualitative fieldwork, we explain the shifting levels of vulnerability experienced by those at the margins and the overall context of state apathy, hostility, arbitrariness, and contradictions.

Three key issues we will examine in this chapter are:

- the displacement of the poor in Delhi
- the vulnerable status of street vendors
- the infrastructure inequalities in poor areas.
The first issue is well documented by a number of urban scholars such as Bhan (2009, 2014), Dupont (2008, 2011), Kalyan (2014) and Jervis Read (2014). The liberalisation agenda and the urge for global competitiveness have invariably led to slum clearing and repeated demolitions (Dupont 2011).\(^1\) The Commonwealth Games in 2010 (like major sports events elsewhere) acted as a catalyst for urban change. But as the government of Delhi worked to attain international recognition, this change only exacerbated the plight of the poor (Essex and Chalkey 1998). In this ever-growing climate of competitive cosmopolitanism, the poor get trapped between routine “rounds of homemaking and unmaking” (Jervis Read 2014: 197).

The second issue is the treatment of street vendors, of which Delhi has roughly half a million. These people experience daily harassment by the state, particularly by its lower functionaries: police and municipal employees. Street hawking in the city remains a largely informal institution, and it is in a perpetual state of “negotiated (im)permanence” (Schindler 2014: 2596). This informality, or failure of formal regulation, creates ample space for such harassment of hawkers.\(^2\)

The third issue, infrastructure, stems from the lack of proper planning in the slums and the absence of functional infrastructure there.\(^3\) This is an important issue since slum dwellers constitute about 15 per cent of the total population in Delhi (Banda and Sheikh 2014). Slum dwellers face problems with respect to the basic requirements of their lives: water, sanitation, garbage dumping, drainage, and the like. They must also compete for access to the limited amounts of these resources, resulting in tensions and conflicts. Although this dynamic is not unique to Delhi’s slums, “infrastructural violence” (Rodgers and O’Neill 2012)—which includes the way poor populations and localities are discriminated against—highlights the conflict-generating attributes of unequal infrastructural practices. In brief, displacement, hawking, and infrastructure are key issues where the everyday struggles of poverty intersect with official harassment. This chapter will discuss these issues in more detail.

Violence as ordinary

Cities in developing countries (especially in Latin America, the Caribbean, and sub-Saharan Africa) are often characterised as crime-prone, and vulnerable to large-scale conflicts. Research there routinely focuses on gang activities, organised crime, and gun culture. Some cities are considered to have exceptionally high incidences of lethal violence: their homicide rates range from 30 to 120 per 100,000 population (UNODC 2011, cited in Muggah 2012). In contrast, Indian cities seem to experience less violence. From 2010 to 2014, the average homicide rate in 53 major cities was only 2.2 per 100,000 population, slightly less than the national average of 2.7.\(^4\) This means that research on violence in Indian cities requires a different angle from that used in other developing countries. In light of this, everyday life emerges as an important contextual frame of reference in considering
the roots of violence since intense everyday subordinations, exclusions, and conflicts are what seemingly most pervade Indian cities.

Researchers are frequently attracted by extraordinarily violent events. This is not surprising given the human attraction to the dramatic, exceptional, sensational, and remarkable—which also largely preoccupy social scientists (Malinowski 1935; Latif 2012). Meanwhile, unremarkable, inconspicuous, small-scale, and routine phenomena generally receive little attention. However, we feel that treating violence as an event puts disproportionate focus on eruptions, occurrences, and—as Tadoeddin and Murshed (2007) describe it—“episodic violence”, thereby hiding routine and everyday violence. Such event-based approaches to violence are increasingly contested. Scholars such as Schott (1995) and Cuomo (1996) have begun to see violence not as an occasional happening, but as a constant presence. Researchers are increasingly turning to everyday life as a key “site of violence” to study the interaction of the routine and the remarkable, since it reveals constitutive practices and relationships (Latif 2012).

In this chapter, we try to reframe violence within the register of the ordinary. Drawing on Das (2007), we argue that violence is best understood as something implicated in everyday life. For Das, extraordinary violence is not a disruption of the ordinary, it is entangled in it. Therefore, we focus here less on “tipping points” (Moser and Rodgers 2012; Rodgers and Satija 2012) that transform conflicts into violence, and more on how these events are locally internalised—that is, they both mediate and are mediated by people. Moreover, all tipping points may not necessarily result in violence. What prevents conflict from tipping over into violence? That is, what preempts the possibility of a full-blown crisis when the seeds of violence are persistently present? In short, we discuss here how people rebuild themselves and recreate their life possibilities amid perpetual violence (Das 2007; Chatterji and Mehta 2007).

Using the quotidian as a frame of analysis, we consider the routines of everyday life, which is not necessarily as ordinary as it may appear (Neal and Murji 2015). Rather, it is sometimes surprisingly dynamic. It embodies ambivalences, perils, puzzles, contradictions, and transformative possibilities. Although the poor and their ordinary lives do not always involve a “transformatory potential”—as is often argued by scholars like Neal and Murji (2015) and Robinson (2015)—their capacity to resist even state violence cannot be downplayed (Bourgois 2001). Their protests may not always be explicit since they may often have to employ subtle ways of resisting (Scott 1990). And they may be able to use the existing structure to their advantage, when resistance is perceived as impossible or unproductive (de Certeau 1984). They may also individualise solutions to common concerns, when collective responses fail to emerge for a variety of reasons (as proposed by Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2002). In brief, the everyday life of the poor in Delhi involves rich nuances of experiences, struggles, and negotiations, which we discuss in the following sections.
Living violence: everyday life at Viklang Colony

They are 25 families in all. They are extremely poor, and live in makeshift structures they constructed themselves from flimsy materials like bamboo stems, wood, fabric tarpaulins, and polythene sheets. The area they call home is actually a neglected and virtually inaccessible field in the heart of the city, an uneven space filled with trees, shrubs, and grasses, situated between an open sewer and the railway lines. The area is termed a basti in Hindi—a common term for slums and other lower-class neighbourhoods. This particular basti is known as Viklang Colony (VC), named after the disabled people who used to collect alms at a nearby temple. The settlement has been here since about 2014, after the largely disabled population was evicted from their homes on the opposite side of the sewer canal. Their crime was living too close to the security wall of the Jawaharlal Nehru stadium, where the 2010 Commonwealth Games were held. As part of the renovations to the stadium and surrounding area in preparation for the Games, a flyover was built, and all the nearby residents were evicted. During the evacuation process, the authorities promised all residents land and suitable rehabilitation in the form of a house or financial compensation. Some residents did receive land, but others received no compensation at all. Absent any alternative, those luckless people chose the unused field as their place of residence.

The inhabitants of VC are often poor to the point of starvation. Before the Commonwealth Games, some were petty vendors near the stadium; however, they lost these small businesses after their forced eviction. Now the men generally make money through odd jobs in transient occupations, such as rickshaw pullers or daily labourers. The women work as domestic helpers in nearby neighbourhoods. When neither women nor men can find work, they beg. Widows, who make up a significant portion of the population, face the additional burden of being the sole income earner of the family. However, despite the social and structural disadvantages they face, the VC dwellers refuse to give up. They come together to fight for land and a roof—that ever-elusive home—and, in the course of this struggle, they try to make sense of their collective plight. Their problems include:

- a desperate urge for a feeling of belonging
- vulnerability to government action
- ongoing harassment not only by officials, but also by more affluent neighbours
- the threat of eviction
- repeated demolition of their homes
- the needlessly complex bureaucratic processes to claim their resettlement rights
- the system of dependence on the government for their livelihood.

We discuss this situation in more detail below.
Displacement

VC residents identify the shortage of land and money as their main problems, along with repeated harassment by municipal authorities. There is a pattern to this behaviour. VC sits quite close to some nearby middle-class and affluent neighbourhoods, and these people are unyielding in their hostility to VC residents, who they perceive as dirty and prone to crime. Residents of those neighbourhoods frequently complain to the Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD), which sends its employees to make unannounced raids on the settlement. The MCD considers VC an illegal encroachment on city property and its residents to be illegal occupants. Accordingly, its officers make occasional surprise visits to threaten, coerce, and abuse the residents. They harass women, steal belongings, and attack and demolish the residents’ makeshift houses and possessions. This is all done with the goal of forcing the VC residents to leave—though they have nowhere else to go.

In response, the residents invoke their roots in the original colony from which the government first evicted them and then unjustly deprived them of resettlement. They show city employees their government identification cards, listing their former addresses on the demolished site. (Surprisingly, they can still use these cards to obtain subsidised food provisions and access voting rights—even though the place listed on the cards no longer exists.) The VC residents regularly approach various governmental agencies and political parties to beg them to stop the city from demolishing their present houses, but they have no success. Some of the authorities are indifferent to their trauma and tragedies, while others would like to assist them but are helpless.

One major complicating factor is the fractured and multi-layered nature of Delhi’s governance system. As the capital city of India, Delhi comes under federal jurisdiction. It has a provincial state government and an elected chief minister. However, the police, the bureaucracy, and the control of land are all vested with the central government. The MCD, which provides civic services in the city, is an autonomous body. Political differences and frictions across these diverse structures often contribute to the troubles of the poor. As one VC resident, Sanjana, puts it:

The Chief Minister’s Office has been cooperative. They genuinely want to help us. Their team has already visited our place and photographed it. They have also issued a letter in this regard. But they are helpless.... The police also sympathise with us, but there is little they can do.... The MCD people do not listen to anybody.

However, VC residents are not resigned to their fate. They understand that hostile tactics will not work for them, since they lack the numbers for aggressive protests or to force a showdown. Rather, they resist the hostile practices of the MCD through democratic means, attempting to lobby sympathetic authorities to take action in their cause. They visit government offices
on a daily basis, trying to negotiate a deal. They meet with political leaders
and elected representatives to lobby for a permanent settlement. They have
also approached the media, and various non-governmental organisations
(NGOs), to request that they publicise the plight of VC residents. All these
activities are largely performed by the women of the community, while men
are at work earning an income to support their families.

In their efforts to bring about change, VC residents seem to oscillate
between hope and hopelessness—a situation mirrored by their impatience
and perpetual waiting. They struggle for their future without any clarity
about it, and their strategies regarding their interests and objectives appear
to be at once coherent and incoherent. When they discuss their issues with
the media and other organisations, they often appear ambivalent: they
sometimes radically criticise the state, but at other times they seek to become
intimate with it. This ambivalence seems to depend on what level of gov-
ernment is at issue. The residents mostly attack the MCD, their most direct
enemy. They do not entirely blame the provincial government and police,
some of whom sympathise with their plight and would help them if they
could. Additionally, they actively try to befriend officials and people in
positions of power to ask for specific favours and changes.6

In brief, VC residents live with both perpetual tension and courage. The
experiences of their mundane daily lives are built around a variety of factors:

- their struggles and resistance
- their negotiations with government
- their suffering and needs
- their lobbying activities
- their critiquing of the state
- their befriending of influential persons
- their battle to create homes, and a sense of belonging, in a hostile space.

These activities and experiences bring them into more intimate contact with
the state, and help them to come to terms with the violence it inflicts on them.

Street vendors

Sarojini Nagar market (known to locals simply as SN)7 is one of Delhi’s
most popular markets, mainly because of its relatively cheap prices. Over
the last two or three decades, it has become a hub for street vendors of all
types, who fill the vacant spaces in and around the market’s main shops
and pedestrian pathways; they even try to find space for their stalls in the
parking spaces. Some of these vendors (both male and female) were for-
merly employed at shops in the market, and, having learned the tricks of the
trade, began to set up their own businesses. Some women, after they have
sent their children to school and completed the housework, join their male
family members in the morning to help with the vending.
As in so many aspects of Delhi society, there are layers of social influence at the market. Dalals are older vendors with more experience, who are allowed to occupy more space than is normally allotted. Due to their seniority, they act as middlemen between the regular vendors and the authorities. This go-between role is particularly important in the frequent situations when bribes must be given—since bribery is a constant aspect of business at SN market. To ensure the smooth functioning of their activity, vendors must pay the dalals, the police, the MCD officials, and the shopkeepers who allocate them space for their stalls. Despite the payment of bribes, though, the police and MCD routinely harass vendors over any number of petty issues. Sometimes money is extorted via the dalals, and it is a common occurrence for them to confiscate the vendors’ goods and steal their day’s earnings. These functionaries or their proxies take goods without paying, and often go so far as to reach into the vendors’ pockets and snatch away their money. Occasionally, the vendors are even beaten up and physically abused, or dragged from the market into police or MCD vans. As one vendor, Raju, put it:

They know everything. They know our secret places where we hide money. So it is difficult to escape them... They take our products, they never pay when they eat from us. Sometimes they come to us directly, sometimes they send their local proxies for extortion.... They are brutal. They beat us.

When their goods are “confiscated”, vendors say, they must go and collect their seized materials from the police station. This takes them at least eight days, mostly to get together the sum they have to pay to release their property—which is at least 1,000 rupees, even for goods worth less than 100 rupees. Once the payment is made, police also routinely return only part of the goods—in order to force vendors to come back again and pay them more money. For example, one vendor who was selling fashionable eyewear had his wares confiscated. He paid the police to get the goods back, but only the cases for the eyeglasses were returned to him. For such vendors, confiscation is their biggest problem. Not only are they forced to pay the bribe, but often they lose their original investment in the goods as well.

State functionaries harass street vendors in many other ways, such as through arbitrary bureaucratic decisions. For instance, they might abruptly change the closing time for the vendors without giving them any notice or showing them a written order. Another case in point is the changing content of the challan, the official payment receipt issued to vendors who pay a fine after being accused of violating some government law or regulation. In the past, a challan contained details about the amount of the fine and the location of the alleged transgression; it also included a photo of the vendor. These former challans constituted an official proof of their vending activities and, therefore, could help vendors in their ongoing quest to attain a permanent market licence. Now, however, the challan is merely a receipt for the
amount of money taken by the police without details of any kind. Vendors complain that this change is a deliberate ploy by government employees to maintain their vulnerable status as temporary and illegal merchants to ensure a perpetual source of extortion revenue.

Even the dalals, their fellow vendors, harass them by demanding money on a weekly basis. If vendors refuse to pay, the dalals complain to the authorities, who are always happy to confiscate the vendors’ goods. As well as extorting money, they often also dupe vendors by pretending to help them. Sometimes, for instance, a dalal might take money from a vendor to bribe the police and MCD for a better spot in the market. But often the dalal neither helps, nor returns the money. Other enemies of the vendors include members of the market association and the major shopkeepers—either one of whom can call the police and have them removed from the streets. Despite taking rent from the vendors on a daily basis, some big shopkeepers make a point of occupying the adjacent parking spaces where vendors are allowed to set up their stalls. To eliminate vending opportunities they deliberately block the spaces by parking cars there that are old, unused, or in poor repair. Such shopkeepers also withhold the vendors’ documentation when inspectors ask them for it. Yet, despite these daily hassles, vendors do not dare to complain: they know that the shopkeepers pay much larger bribes to the police than they can afford to do.

Occasionally, the street vendors come together to protest the challenges they encounter and to seek outside intervention by reaching out to the courts or some of the NGOs. However, such mobilisation is extremely rare. Collective initiatives happen only when the issue is really big, and their livelihood is at stake—since vendors know that they are always at the mercy of corrupt and vengeful authorities. Another issue that prevents vendors uniting and protesting in an organised manner is the acute state of competition between them—both for physical spaces in the market and for their share of customers (since many of the goods they sell are very similar). Despite their many problems, there is no vendors’ association in the market and, in the absence of any collective activities, vendors can only search for personal solutions. Many try to build rapport with the people who matter, often using bribes and flattery as a form of “relationship management”.

Infrastructure inequalities

As we indicated earlier, slum dwellers in Delhi face daily disadvantages with respect to basic requirements such as water, sanitation, drainage, and garbage disposal. While unequal access to urban infrastructure is itself a form of indirect violence, poor households are also vulnerable to specific forms of direct violence—ones that involve psychological threats or coercion, fear, and physical harm. One way such violence manifests itself is in the constant competition and disputes between residents over access to these scarce common resources. For instance, neighbours might come to blows over who
gets the last gallon of water in the communal tank. Another is the highhandedness of government, with its obvious prejudice against the “culture of poverty”—which it clearly equates with criminal deviance.

Our study surveyed some 2000 Delhi households to measure their

- housing conditions
- income and expenditure
- employment opportunities
- levels of access to basic civic amenities.

We also analysed the patterns of urban inequality and deprivation across social categories and localities. This analysis shows overlapping deprivations marked by the households’ social status and geographic location. Using this survey and our qualitative fieldwork, we attempted to link levels of access and material conditions with reported incidences and forms of direct violence. We found that a substantial number of households suffer from lack of public water supply, toilets, drainage facilities, and subsidised cooking fuel, as well as higher-level amenities such as educational opportunities and health facilities. Such deprivation exhibits clear spatial patterns: most of the slum households we surveyed experience these disadvantages.

Conflict around these issues in poor localities manifests itself mostly in petty quarrels, verbal abuse, and, at times, physical fights. For instance, about 70 per cent of the slum households do not have running water in their homes. They must get their water either at the few communal supply points—public water taps meant for many households—or through mobile tankers, provided by the federal government, that visit the neighbourhoods to bring water. At these taps, water is often only available for short periods of time (until it runs out) and the waits can be long for the water tanker to finally arrive. With many people crowding around, jostling, arguing, jumping queues, and squabbling about how much water others are allowed to take, and who should get to it first, all the elements seem to be in place to create community stress.

Similarly, more than 60 per cent of slum households do not have private toilets. Most residents must use public toilets, and there is an insufficient number to meet demand. Quarrels often break out, especially in the morning when everyone is queuing up to use the facilities. As well, the public latrines are closed at night. A small number of residents (about 4 per cent of adults, and some children) cope with the problem by resorting to open defecation in public areas, often in empty plots of land and near rail tracks. There is also a lack of proper drainage and garbage disposal systems: the surrounding filth shows the shortage of city staff tasked to clear drains and collect garbage. Maintenance employees are infrequently found in these areas.

Between 35 per cent and 45 per cent of slum households say that the inadequacy of these basic facilities and amenities often becomes the major source of daily friction for them and in other poor localities, such as “resettlement
colonies” and “unauthorised colonies”. When asked if any of their household members were involved in such disputes in the previous year, a remarkably high number answered yes, in the following proportions:

- drainage: 20 per cent
- water: 17 per cent
- sanitation (toilets): 15 per cent
- garbage and solid waste removal: 11 per cent

In unauthorised colonies, which house diverse social classes with varying levels of social infrastructure, the figures were almost the same for water (18 per cent) and for garbage-related issues (12 per cent). But in authorised colonies, where populations are slightly more affluent, such disputes over basic civic services were negligible.

Other issues that cause everyday quarrels in crowded slums include

- individuals washing clothes or dishes outside their houses, or taking public baths
- residents causing the public drains to clog and overflow
- people dumping their waste into the lanes and drainage channels
- children openly defecating
- neighbours’ dogs carrying garbage onto other people’s premises.

These situations may appear trivial, but they constitute an ongoing frustration for the poor, especially for women and girls who are responsible for most domestic duties like fetching water, washing, and cleaning. Women and girls are also at greater risk of sexual violence when they use secluded places to defecate.

What is more, conflicts often take a collective form in slums: when quarrels break out, residents gather around and participate—some passively watching the events, others actively taking sides and joining in. In fact, this strong sense of community contributes to the larger trend of collectivisation in slums—meaning that disputes may appear to be more frequent and intense than they actually are. This can lead people from more affluent neighbourhoods, and even the police, to stigmatise these poor localities and regard them as trouble-mongering and crime-prone. Moreover, this collective participation can produce long-standing tensions and deep cleavages along lines of caste, region, and religion. At times, too, politics and ideologies can also play a part in the disputes.

Our research covered nine slum locations and one resettlement colony, as well as the Viklang settlement. All these communities—long-standing settlements, established decades ago—exhibit these features to varying degrees. Such persistence of pitiable conditions, and lack of access to basic civic amenities, can only reflect apathy (or a strong class bias) on the part of the state. In addition, police presence in the slums contrasts remarkably with their practices in higher-income neighbourhoods. In more affluent
areas, police patrols offer protection and security, but, in the slums, policing represents a negative factor due to their surveillance and harassment of residents. Slum dwellers are often indiscriminately picked up by the police on any pretext, and questioned and threatened. Admittedly, some slums do have a history of their youth being involved in petty crimes like pickpocketing or snatching small items like purses, mobile phones, and jewellery. Although residents claim that this is declining, the police continuously harass their youth. Meanwhile, residents’ calls to the police regarding genuine criminal activities—such as gambling or illicit sales of liquor—are ignored.

Conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed a variety of issues that affect poor people’s lives in various locales in Delhi: state apathy, hostility, arbitrariness, and corruption. We also examined the diverse experiences of the poor, including their concerns, vulnerabilities, and resistance strategies in the context of everyday lived violence.

In describing the experiences of the VC dwellers and the vendors of SN market, we can see a distinct difference in the strategies of the two groups as they attempt to overcome their problems. In the colony, the hostility of the lower state functionaries (police and MCD) seems immense—expressed as it is by repeated harassment and demolitions. For the residents, managing to make a living while fighting for their land and housing is a daily challenge. As we indicated earlier, VC residents work collectively, organising and strategising to tackle their problems. By contrast, SN market vendors largely tend to seek individual solutions to their common issues of harassment and subjugation. Fear of the authorities, and acute competition among themselves, prevents them from forming a union and engaging in collective action. This absence of mobilisation leaves each individual to find their own personal solutions, such as befriending and bribing influential people.

However, colony residents and market vendors—both groups that suffer daily harassment, yet fall on the extreme margins of state priorities—are becoming increasingly dependent on the government for their survival. In a corrupt system, they see their only hope as appealing to those in higher positions of authority and trying to build some rapport with them. This illustrates a larger governmentalisation of poor peoples’ needs in both these situations.

The infrastructural inadequacy in Delhi slums also brings state apathy to the fore. Consequently, residents are routinely forced to fight among themselves for access to basic needs like water, drainage, toilets, and waste disposal. The state also appears apathetic about their safety and security: police rarely patrol these areas at night, unlike in affluent or middle-class parts of the city. At another level, however, these poor localities experience excessive state interference. Police generally treat slums as hotbeds of crime and frequently “round up” poor people based on nothing more than suspicion. This
illustrates the contradictory view of the poor by the state: its attitudes and actions combine indifference with intrusiveness.

Moreover, like the market vendors, slum dwellers mostly seek individual solutions to their collective infrastructural problems—usually by micro-managing their lives, by way of small quarrels and fights. Sometimes residents are able to come together to fight for better infrastructure, but such instances are infrequent (and happen mainly during elections).

Finally, extreme disputes or aggression are normally rare in these contested spaces. While tensions may simmer among slum dwellers, between slum dwellers and the state, or between state and non-state actors, and although the volatile conditions appear to be fertile ground for breeding large-scale violence, a full-blown crisis rarely appears. The “tipping points” are always averted. No matter what the issue—demolition of housing, harassment of vendors, lack of basic infrastructure—big fights or riots seldom happen at these sites. Instead, more reasonable strategies and practices seem to act as safety valves. Small quarrels and everyday disputes, personal interactions between individuals, informal negotiations, and local peace-keeping practices prevent major conflicts from erupting. Other “safety valve” factors are the welfare provisions, however limited, from the government, and the positive interventions of political parties and NGOs. These allow vulnerable people to experience hope, even while hopelessness seems to surround them.

Notes

1 According to official sources, residents of 217 slums were evicted between 1990 and 2007 (Dupont 2011). Additionally, during the run-up to the 2010 Commonwealth Games, Delhi witnessed a major slum clearance. Based on reports, these operations have resulted in about 200,000 people being forcibly evicted since 2004 (Housing and Land Rights Network 2011).

2 Following lengthy campaigns and mobilisation for the rights of street vendors in the country, India’s Parliament enacted a law to secure and protect their rights through The Street Vendors (Protection of Livelihood and Regulation of Street Vending) Act, 2014. Provincial and local governments were asked to draft rules to implement the provisions of the law. Delhi’s provincial and municipal governments still have not designed a policy to put this legislation into practice. Also yet to take place is a survey of the number of designated sites for vending, and their allocation.

3 Recent definitional changes (exclusions of slum-like settlements), and the restructuring of cities, seem to produce “new spatialisations of poverty”. Given such changes, official slums alone are not a “proxy for poverty” (Bhan and Jana 2013, 2015).


5 All names used in this chapter are pseudonyms.

6 Another negotiating strategy the VC dwellers employ is weeping, especially before people who they think can change their present status. They use tears as a political tool to try to convince others of the severity of their plight, and the justice of their
cause of rights and citizenship. However, this is not to say that their tears are not sincere: their personal sufferings and their political narratives are enmeshed. When they cry, they reveal both.

7 The market is named after the famous woman freedom fighter Sarojini Naidu, a poet and politician known as the Nightingale of India.

8 The survey used a stratified random sampling method that included all geographic categories and locations in the city; that is, it was not restricted only to the slums.

9 Such tensions are reported, in various slums in different localities, between Bangladeshi Muslims and Indians; between a group of *paswan* (lower caste) residents and others of higher caste; between Tamils and north Indian Dalits (lower caste groups); and between Muslims and Hindus (mostly Dalits).
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5 Urban community profiles
Safe relocation and resettlement in post-war Sri Lanka

Danesh Jayatilaka, Rajith W. D. Lakshman, and Iresha M. Lakshman

Introduction
For a quarter of a century, from 1983 to 2009, Sri Lanka suffered from a civil war waged by government military forces against the insurgents of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (colloquially, the Tamil Tigers). Certain areas of the country, particularly in the north and east, were torn apart by armed conflict, and thousands of people were displaced. Such disasters are nothing new, of course: for millennia, civil conflicts—as well as natural disasters and, in more recent times, development projects—have forcibly displaced people from their homes, usually into cities. Now known as Internally Displaced Persons or IDPs (for a formal definition see Deng 1999), these people encounter gross violations of their rights during, and often far beyond, their resettlement or relocation (Davies and Jacobsen 2010; Jacobsen 2011; Jacobsen and Nichols 2011; Zetter and Deikun 2010). This often included violation of what Lefebvre (1996) described as “the right to the city”. The rights violations of urban IDPs can be identified as urban violence, as defined by Moser (2004).

We also now know that post-war conditions add further layers of complexity—both to urban violence itself (Moser and McIlwaine 2001), and also to the resilience of the affected persons or communities. This resilience is defined by Hallegatte (2014) as “the ability of an economy or society to minimise welfare losses for a disaster of a given magnitude.” Another definition, provided by Adger (2000), is “the ability of groups or communities to cope with external stresses and disturbances as a result of social, political and environmental change.” Resilience, in the form of capabilities, is useful in the recovery process in terms of resettlement. Building this factor into existing assessment models can help to highlight the capabilities of IDPs, rather than just their vulnerabilities and their risk of impoverishment (Muggah 2000).

In this chapter, we offer some theories about how to create safer cities in post-war countries. We do this by presenting our research on the losses and gains of two relocated urban IDP communities in post-war Sri Lanka: Colombo, the national capital, and Jaffna, the capital of the country’s
northern province. Our community profiling approach looks at how these two communities responded with resilience to the violence and displacement that residents experienced in a post-conflict situation.

Common definitions of violence—including that proposed by the World Health Organization (WHO) in 2002—present it as the use of physical force to cause bodily hurt in order to impose one’s wishes (Moser 2004). However, broader definitions of violence also include psychological hurt, material deprivation, and symbolic disadvantage (Fox 2015; Schröder and Schmidt 2001). These expanded definitions can be particularly useful in cities that have low-intensity violence, such as that documented in South Asia. Muggah (2012: 46) points out that, unlike in Latin America and the Caribbean, “South Asian cities and slums are not characterised by large-scale urban violence or criminal gangs.”

For this reason, we favour Fox’s broader definition of violence, which includes coercion or psychological manipulation used in a harmful or destructive way. Further, violence may not be a static factor. It can also be a dynamic process that is “constructed, negotiated, reshaped and resolved, as perpetrators and victims try to define and control the world they find themselves in” (Robben and Nordstrom 1995: 8). Violence can even be analysed into typologies, such as political, institutional, economic, social, and structural (Moser 2004).

Urban IDPs face a wide range of losses, such as chronic impoverishment, even long after they have been (often forcibly) resettled. The government may lead the recovery efforts, sometimes with the support of emergency organisations and development agencies. These perform various interventions as the victims go through the different phases of immediate relief, and intermediate and long-term development (Amirthalingam and Lakshman 2013; Brun and Lund 2008; Cornwall 2010; Gunasekara, Najab, and Munas 2015; Jaspars 2009; Romeshun, Gunasekara, and Munas 2014). A useful tool for this kind of analysis is the Impoverishment Risk and Livelihood Reconstruction (IRLR) model, developed by Cernea (1997). It identifies eight variables that increase the risk of impoverishment among IDPs:

- landlessness
- joblessness
- homelessness
- economic marginalisation
- increased morbidity
- food insecurity
- loss of access to common property
- social disintegration.

The model was originally proposed to analyse the vulnerabilities of affected communities in situations of Development-Forced Displacement and Relocation (DFDR). It was later extended to cases of Conflict-Induced
Displacement (CID) by Muggah (2000, 2003). At that time, Muggah added three other variables associated with war-related humanitarian situations:

- loss of education
- loss of political participation
- violence (since the type of violence experienced in conflict situations is different from that of development situations).

This model broadly fits the literature on the cultural and social losses incurred by displaced persons. These include loss of access to

- infrastructure services (such as public transport, water, and electricity)
- social services such as schooling, education, etc.
- common property resources and political participation
- social capital such as networks and relationships, etc. (Cernea 1999).

The new total of 11 risks and losses are clearly the result of both development and conflict, and hence easily linked with Moser’s (2004) typology of urban violence. However, these variables mostly operate on a macro level, and do not take into account the IDPs’ own capabilities for poverty avoidance (Muggah 2000). In terms of our theoretical and conceptual scaffolding in this chapter, it is useful to conceptualise the way IDPs negotiate the shocks of the medium-term impacts of displacement as a form of community-level resilience (Amirthalingam and Lakshman 2010; Hallegatte 2014; Schipper and Langston 2015). Measuring resilience as a response to the IRLR variables—especially in terms of outcomes to issues like social cohesion, asset accumulation, livelihood regeneration, and changes in violence experienced—allows us to understand the real potential of the resettled IDPs to avoid poverty.

**Urban displacement in Sri Lanka**

The 26-year war, which ended less than a decade ago, means that, for some Sri Lankans, almost an entire generation has experienced displacements. Many people have also been forced to move due to urban development projects, such as when the government evacuated a number of shantytowns and slum communities. Some individuals or groups had to move multiple times, experiencing several returns or resettlements (Brun and Lund 2008, 2009; Muggah 2008; Perera-Mubarak 2013, 2014). The development-related relocations were under the purview of the state, while conflict-related resettlements were joint interventions between the state, the United Nations (UN), various NGOs, and other multilateral entities (Godamunne and Kumarasiri 2010; Hyndman 2011; Jayatilaka 2009; Jayatilaka, Amirthalingam, and Gunasekara 2015). The government set up a number of ministries, authorities, and departments to deal with displacement.
But the complexity of the problem was such that many aspects were inappropriately or inadequately addressed: solutions were hard to find for social, psychological, and environmental adjustments (Amirthalingam and Lakshman 2010; Goodhand 2010; Jayatilaka and Amirthalingam 2015; Lakshman, Ekanayaka, and Lakshman 2016; Vithanagama et al. 2015). The latest UN data suggest that Sri Lanka is among the least urbanised countries in the world, and certainly the least in South Asia. These statistics show that the urban proportion of the population was 19 per cent in 1990, and 18 per cent in 2014; and it is projected to be just 30 per cent in 2050 (United Nations 2014). These low levels are attributed to the process of “hidden urbanisation”, the result of relying on administrative boundaries to define what is (and is not) urban (Ellis and Roberts 2016).

According to the Asian Development Bank (2015), for instance, the city of Colombo was believed to have a population of 555,031 in 2012. Nearly half of these people lived in substandard conditions and lacked basic facilities such as water, sewers, and electricity. By 2014, around 900 acres of government land in and around Colombo was occupied by slum dwellers, mostly unused terrain such as railway land, canal banks, and swampy low-lying areas. Between 2010 and 2014, Sri Lanka’s Urban Development Authority initiated a plan to evacuate some 68,000 families out of these slum communities, and into high-rise buildings in and around Colombo (Razick 2014). The government intended to clear away all the low-income housing units by 2020 under its Megapolis Development Plan. The government’s aim in doing so was threefold:

- to free up the shantytown lands for socioeconomic development
- to help the former occupants obtain secure housing
- to pursue its vision of making Colombo a slum-free “garden city”, and a commercial hub for South Asia.

The end of the war in 2009, and the return to normalcy in the country, added impetus to this plan, which is still ongoing—and is likely to increase urbanisation in the region. For example, Jaffna’s metropolitan population in 2009 was only 134,134, but it is projected to reach a million by 2030 (World Bank 2012). If realised, this would mean a phenomenal 9.6 per cent annual increase in population. Part of this growth was driven by the government’s mega-resettlement project, known in Sinhalese as Uthuru Wasanthaya and Neganahira Udava (Northern Spring and Eastern Awakening). By late 2015, the project, which included fully built and semi-built housing, had resettled 800,129 people displaced by conflict in the north and east of the country.

Methodology and locations

As indicated earlier, we took a community profiling approach with our research, drawing on existing data and using a number of methods to
construct community profiles. Our goal was to make these extremely broad, in order to analyse all the resources, needs, and other issues that affect communities. Christakopoulou, Dawson, and Gari (2001), for instance, noted that neighbourhoods should be profiled in six ways:

- as part of the city
- as a place to live
- as a social community
- as an economic community
- as a political community
- as personal space.

Since different profiling methods have their advantages and disadvantages, it is worthwhile to combine methods to gain richer information and a more well-rounded view of the community (Hawtin and Percy-Smith 2007). Our studies, conducted during 2014, relied on primary, secondary, quantitative, and qualitative data to triangulate findings. They also drew on a variety of investigative techniques, including:

- interviews
- focus groups discussions
- key informant interviews
- household discussions
- ranking exercises
- seasonal calendars and timelines
- Google Earth observations
- geographic information systems (GIS) mapping
- physical exploration
- photography.

The two communities we profile here are Passaiyoor in Jaffna (Jayatilaka et al. 2015), and Sinhapura in Colombo (Lakshman et al. 2016). The latter community is in the division of Wanathamulla village, a slum area with an unsavoury reputation for violence and criminal activities. Many of the original houses there were merely small dwellings made of planks, with limited (or no) facilities such as electricity, water, or bathrooms.

The Sinhapura housing project includes Phase 1 (constructed in 2007 to house residents from Wanathamulla) and Phase 2 (constructed in 2011 to house people from Torrington, a few kilometres away). Both phases are five-storey buildings of 60 condominium-style flats each, standing next to each other; and both were constructed under the supervision of a private company, the Real Estate Exchange, and Sri Lanka’s Urban Settlement Development Authority. The two groups living in the buildings, some 120 families in all, form a sharp contrast. Those in the earlier building came from the low-income Wanathamulla area, and were forced out of their own
homes by the military. The Phase 2 families—a mix of blue-collar and white-
collar types—formerly lived in the more high-income area of Torrington,
known for its affluent lifestyle. Their displacement was less physically vio-
lent, but involved deliberate deceit on the part of politicians and officials.
The residents were talked into evacuating their houses with the promise that
the government would construct a new housing complex for them on the
same land. In fact, that did not happen.

In Jaffna, the location we selected for the project was the small fishing
village of Passaiyoor East (hereafter referred to simply as Passaiyoor). The
locals there were caught in the intense fighting between government secu-
rit y forces, peacekeeping forces from India and the Tamil Tigers. Although
no official figures are available for this turbulent time, in remote parts of
the country, it is generally accepted that hundreds of people migrated out
of the country; others suffered significant internal displacement and resettlement. The current population is 364 families, totalling 1,149 individuals,
who live in different types of owned and rented accommodation (Jayatilaka
et al. 2015). Most families earn their living by fishing, and have relational,
caste, and religious ties with each other. Many people were able to return
to their own houses after being displaced, and used their own labour and
financial resources to repair them. Assistance for resettlement was mostly
limited to some livelihood assistance provided by the government. However,
one major benefit was the construction of a new anchorage and harbour by
the International Organization for Migration (with aid from the Sri Lankan
and Australian governments).

Colombo: Sinhapura Phases 1 and 2

In Sinhapura, people suffered physical and psychological harm as a result of
the forcible evictions they experienced. The Phase 1 residents, as indicated
earlier, were forced from their homes by the military. There were occasions
where soldiers would physically break down the roof or walls of a house, to
make it uninhabitable. As one female resident of Phase 1 explained:

The government moved us here before they demolished our house in
Wanathamulla. They removed our roof, and then we had no choice but
to move. Of course they did not pull us out with our belongings. But
how can one live without a roof on top of one’s head?

Phase 1 residents also had to deal with problems such as paying for the new
flat, coping with overflowing drainage systems in the new housing complexes,
and the increased cost of living (since they now had to actually pay for their
legal electricity and water supplies—rather than obtaining them illegally, as
they had before). There was also the emotional stress resulting from large
numbers of strangers living together. One female respondent explained the
financial burden:
We still have to pay money for this flat, which is 500 square feet. They told us that our previous house was 400 square feet, and asked us to pay for the extra 100 square feet. I have to pay 50,000 rupees [roughly US$330] more.

The psychological harm experienced by the displaced Phase 2 residents takes the form of bitterness and disappointment at the deception they experienced. During interviews, they alleged that several politicians and government officials—including the president of Sri Lanka at that time—convinced the community leaders in Torrington that the resettlement would be a beneficial outcome for the inhabitants. Now, living in Phase 2, they are essentially landless: the deeds to the new condominiums have not been given to them.

The families relocated to Sinhapura continue to face different types of issues. Phase 2 residents, for instance, are now much further from their workplaces, so they must either quit their jobs or cope with longer travel times and higher transportation costs. One man from Phase 2 said his expenses had gone up: “I have to go to Narahenpita for work. This is too far for my son to travel to work every day.” The impact can be worse for women than for men. Many males have been able to secure new blue-collar casual work close by. The women, on the other hand, mostly worked as domestic helpers in houses in and around Torrington; and once they were moved away, many gave up their jobs. (Although the distance between the two communities is only a few kilometres, the distance can be an overwhelming obstacle in a place with difficult public transportation.) The impacts vary further for government employees, or people with private businesses. One woman from Phase 1 spoke wistfully of the fruit shop her daughter had in their previous house: “My daughter had a shop in our previous house. We earned about 1000 rupees per day as profit. It was a fruit shop: pawpaw, bananas, pineapple; we had all the fruits.” But like many small-scale businesses, it has been shut down since the relocation. (Then again, another female resident of Phase 2 opined that things have actually improved, in terms of family income. Before, she said, “the earlier place my father worked used to give him work on one day and then no work the next. But now he goes to work every day.”)

The new condominium lifestyle at Sinhapura also encouraged competition and solitude among residents. With a non-leaking roof over their heads to protect their possessions, they now felt able to buy furniture, goods, and household appliances. This created the usual effect of consumerism: everyone wanted to buy something better than their neighbour. As well as becoming competitive, they also became increasingly isolated. With private spaces came weakened interactions between families, compared to earlier times. Instead of the common public water-tap—where a lot of the neighbourhood socialisation took place—now they have water piped into their own flats.

The absence of a strong community network seemed to make residents more vulnerable to that isolation, and highlighted their lack of a sense of belonging. For Phase 2 people, the unfamiliarity of the Wanathamulla
location also made fitting in very difficult. Few of them, fortunately, had first-hand experience of violence. But their perceptions of their new neighbours were clouded by Wanathamulla’s notorious reputation. This promoted an “us and them” division between the Phase 1 and 2 residents, and contributed to their sense of homelessness. These “before and after” feelings are captured in comments from both sides. A woman from Phase 1 said of the old days in Wanathamulla:

We used to be free those days. When we leave the house and meet people we know who they are. But now there are more people that we do not know. Our parents were born and raised there. So we used to know each other.

Contrast this nostalgic attitude with the former president of a community association from Torrington, a man now living in Phase 2: “[The Phase 1 residents] call us ‘parachutes’—we have been dropped from above. We cannot talk about anything here; we must stay quiet. It’s their rule.”

The strongest grievances are about drug dealing, drug abuse, petty theft, and antisocial behaviour such as noise, shouting, and fighting. It is worth noting, however, that the perpetrators of most of these acts are not in fact residents; they are trespassers from an adjoining shanty community, who enter the Sinhapura complex to make use of its public spaces. These are the people who play loud music, use obscene language, get into fights, and steal things to meet their need for fast cash to buy drugs or alcohol. The police are reluctant to intervene, especially since the closest police post (in the adjoining Sahaspura area) is staffed by only two officers. One result of this dangerous situation is that Sinhapura residents avoid public spaces, and parents discourage their children from engaging in community activities, or even playing with their peers in the neighbourhood.

Regarding children, Sinhapura parents experience a number of difficulties. They claim that schools are reluctant to admit their children because of the negative social connotations of living in Wanathamulla. Even when children are enrolled, teachers and peers sometimes discriminate against them and stigmatise them due to their low socioeconomic standing. That said, some residents—like this Phase 2 man—also report a better social environment for their children:

I think it is good we came to this flat. Children also like this house. We couldn’t invite outsiders to our houses in the previous place. The houses were very densely located. We did not have much space in our previous house but here we have sufficient space.

In terms of aggression against women, this particular problem was not reported at Sinhapura. Most respondents agreed that it was a safe place for females, where they could move about freely in public spaces—even
late in the evening. The most common issue was boys and men teasing and mocking girls.

As this description illustrates, people had mixed feelings about their new homes. In a focus group, one woman gave her opinion that: “Everything is good here, but caged. No freedom.” That attitude—of seeing positive features in the physical environment, but being generally critical of the social setting—was echoed by a female resident from Phase 1 who said: “These houses are much better than where we lived earlier. But the issue is the [social] environment.” Still, for them the possibility of owning a proper home—rather than a temporary or illegal house—added a dimension of social recognition and importance to their lives. That satisfaction was strongest among those Wanathamulla people who had formerly lived in plank shanties with no running water. For the sake of a better home, they were willing to adjust to the shortcomings of relocation.

**Jaffna: Passaiyoor**

During the war, nearly all the residents of Passaiyoor suffered high-intensity violence, including deaths, injuries, trauma, and hardships of various kinds. As IDPs, they were forced to flee their villages, land, homes, and jobs, and they encountered risk, uncertainty, and multiple and long-term displacements. Some were able to find security and shelter among friends and family; others only in various scattered welfare camps. Their survival, to a large extent, depended on relief rations; and it was hard for them to gain access to services.

With the cessation of fighting and security issues, many changes occurred in Jaffna’s society:

- the restoration of freedom of movement
- the liberalisation of the economy
- the general opening up of the region
- modern changes in attitudes, and in how people behave and relate to one another.

At the time of our research, however, the residents were still experiencing different kinds of challenges. New types of social issues had begun to disrupt people’s traditional culture. The older Sri Lankan population is quite conservative, and many felt that even standard modern tools, such as mobile phones and internet access, tend to corrupt the young generation. Other unwelcome elements included easy access to alcohol, cigarettes, drugs, and online pornography. Drugs (mostly marijuana) were apparently widely available: one fisherman we spoke to said that his neighbour’s son was a drug addict: “they get the drug in the form of toffees while away in school.”

Alcoholism, in particular, was known to have increased among IDPs. (One religious leader commented: “The consumption of alcohol is continually
on the rise, and the north is known for alcoholism.”) Among young males, who experienced high unemployment and disincentives to work, youth violence and gang formations emerged. In nearby parts of the region, there were also increasing concerns about various kinds of aggressive and violent behaviours, such as the sexual harassment and abuse of women, rape, and even murder. (The IDPs were not directly involved or affected by such incidents, but were naturally disturbed by them.) Property crimes such as robberies, though, seemed not to be prevalent. This was due partly to the cohesion of close-knit communities, and partly to police vigilance.

When people displaced from Passaiyoor finally returned to their own small houses, they found many of them damaged. For their process of resettlement, they relied on three main financial sources: personal savings or loans, their incomes, and support from their extended families. (This was especially the case for residents with friends and relatives who had moved away to France and Germany—as many Sri Lankans had—forming a small diaspora. One fisherman told us: “We are not struggling, thanks to [them]. The monetary assistance we received from abroad was of great use during the war.”)

Many people resumed their former occupation of fishing; but even here there were anxieties and tensions. The once-rich fish stocks in the sea had been much reduced, partly due to over-fishing but also (some said) due to poaching by Indian fishers. This situation was a real concern for a community that essentially had only one source of income, and many fishermen we spoke to were troubled. One member of the Passaiyoor Fishermen’s Society said: “In the future … we may have to leave the industry. We are in a real fix.” Another man explained that this had a follow-on effect. “When some fishermen leave the industry, others are also forced to leave because they do not have enough people to undertake fishing.”

Other community issues that challenged resettlement included high unemployment, debt, land shortage in the village, and increasing land prices. One woman told us:

We educate our children with the income we earn from fishing. Since the income from fishing is low, we want them to study and join other employment. Some of them like to stay on, but we want them to do better. Although the fishing industry has been good to us, it is now in decline.

That doubt over the prospects of the fishing industry caused locals to think about the future of their children. In Passaiyoor—as in much of rural Sri Lanka—there are still gendered differences in education, occupation, and income: women are not treated as equals to men, which limits their prospects. While issues such as assault, abuse, and domestic violence were not prevalent (and these were not the primary problems women faced), there were insinuations that domestic violence and assaults were on the rise.
Women, particularly widows, also struggled financially. Roughly a hundred women in this community had lost their husbands during the war, and were forced to depend on their children for income and protection. Some, however, became entrepreneurs, and successfully managed businesses of their own. Self-employed women commonly engage in small-scale commercial activities such as producing sweets or chili powder, selling firewood, preparing food parcels, etc. For instance, one member of the Passaiyoor Women’s Society operates a small business that she started with the aid of loans. “I started … with the initial 10,000 rupee [loan]. I have been functioning for two years now,” she said. “Next, I will get a 50,000 rupee loan from my micro-credit society and will use it to expand the business.”

With the official services functioning again, and roads and buildings in fair condition, it was time to look to the future. Inspired by the new harbour, local residents—with support from the diaspora, who regularly send money home; and potentially also from the Australian government, the German government, and the British Council—were discussing plans to build a sports stadium and a library in the village. The villagers are known for their talent at football, and Passaiyoor has produced a number of Sri Lanka’s best players (including a captain of the national team). They are also well known in the region for their interest in the arts, especially theatre. The village encourages many social events that strengthen engagement among locals and visitors, and it supports a number of clubs and societies for women, men, and youth.

Other features that shaped the community’s socioeconomic status, and played lead roles in its activities, were the market and the church. Spirituality and religious beliefs are important for the locals, who are almost entirely Catholic (except for a few Hindus). Among the latter, caste differences are limited, since most are from the same community. One fisherman told us: “Our area is blessed by God. We have marine resources, arts, education, and music.” Residents regularly expressed a significant sense of attachment and belonging towards their village, and gratitude for what it offers and what makes it unique. Most of the people who were displaced chose to return; and those who migrated away did so mainly due to the lack of other options. Diaspora relatives living in other countries (who are viewed as a type of guardian) generally keep in close touch, and visit often.

To sum up Passaiyoor’s state: overall, there was a general coping attitude in the community, especially as they recollected what they had been through, and how they had adapted to those conditions by various means. The inhabitants had painful memories of witnessing violent warfare, and experiencing displacement and other losses. They tried to move forward with their lives, focusing on their religion, families, community, and work. Yet, like so many other people in the modern world, they also had to face the looming reality of issues with their livelihoods, their children’s future prospects, and their housing space (not to mention the larger changes that affected their culture). They experienced a duality of attachment: to their
traditional way of life on the one hand, and, on the other hand, to looking for something better—of wanting a better standard of living for themselves and their families.

Discussion and conclusions

Residents of both the communities studied here—Sinhapura and Passaiyoor—experienced displacement of different types. They coped with the events in different ways, showing their resilience in how they responded. In terms of our analysis, the 11 variables proposed in the IRLR were useful in our systematic examination of the dissimilar impacts of displacement (and subsequent resettlement) on aspects such as social cohesion, asset accumulation, and livelihood regeneration.

It is important to note those forced from their homes by development in Colombo were relocated elsewhere, while the people affected by conflict-induced displacement in Jaffna were able to return to their original site. This resulted in differences in the scale of losses, the support received, and the sense of recovery and control over life events. In Passaiyoor, the resettled CID community had experienced a greater magnitude of war-related violence, including destruction of property, psychological trauma, physical injuries, and even death. By contrast, the DFDR community in Sinhapura had experienced less harmful types and intensity of violence.

On this basis, we expected to find the Sinhapura community to be more resilient than the Passaiyoor community. However, we were surprised to find that the reverse was true. Though there are still problems in the fishing village, the residents seem to be in greater command of their experience than the inhabitants of Sinhapura. In this discussion, we will explore whether our framework can explain this finding, and whether it is able to help us accurately theorise about the resilience we encountered.

As Cernea (1997: 1575) points out, “Forced displacement tears apart the existing social fabric: it disperses and fragments communities, dismantles patterns of social organisation and interpersonal ties, [and] kinship groups become scattered as well.” In order for communities to recover, that social disarticulation needs to be reversed. The evidence suggests that the Passaiyoor community may have achieved this goal relatively well. The residents endured violent conflict and were displaced for extended periods. But, when they were resettled, the community simply came back together again.

This had significant positive implications for their resilience. The ties the locals shared were deep-rooted, and encompassed many aspects of their lives. Their common occupations, interests, networks, religion, and experience of displacement played an important role in shaping their resilience. Another important factor seemed to be that donor aid was provided transparently, at the community level, rather than privately at an individual or family level. This likely reinforced the existing group ties—a fact that seems
to support Moser and McIlwaine’s theory (2001) that combined strategies are essential to integrate social capital.

The community dynamics and resilience we observed in Sinhapura were a sharp contrast. Displacement had indeed torn apart the social fabric, but relocation had not quite sewn it back together. We identified three reasons for this:

- The deceit and manipulation of the politicians and relocation agencies had compromised the effectiveness of existing community organisations.
- The community had been fragmented into two sets of residents, who came from different origins and locations.
- The intrusion of “outsiders”, who behaved badly, into the community’s public spaces, upset the community and added an extra level of stress.

Clearly (as in most urban spaces) there were issues related to living in close proximity to strangers (Franck 1980); and this was further complicated by the community’s fragmentation and demoralisation. So, the experiences of past displacement and current social friction seemed to feed into each other in a downward spiral, decreasing resilience. To quote Moser (2004: 6): “Violence is linked to fear and insecurity, which pervades people’s lives ... [this has] serious implications for trust, well-being and social capital among communities and individuals.” Perhaps Moser’s terminology can help us to analyse the differences between Sinhapura and Passaiyoor. The former community seemed to have more social violence, with some political violence; whereas the latter seemed to be recovering from political violence, but had replaced it with social violence.

In Passaiyoor, with the end of the war ushering in a democratisation process, it is possible that what we saw was the democratisation of violence itself (Kruijt and Koonings 1999). People there always spoke to us of how life and survival were a struggle in the past, during the war and their displacement. And, in spite of the current economic and social woes, they appreciated their relative good fortune and were thankful to leave that past behind. They drew on various individual, family, and community capabilities for strength, which contributed to their resilience.

In Sinhapura, on the other hand, people struggled to cope, felt that they had lost more than they had gained, and longed for their past: their neighbourhoods, spaces, jobs, homes, and most of all their sense of community. This contrast highlights the difference in what the two groups considered as most meaningful and important. Both communities commonly referred to the past, “home”, and “belonging” with a sense of nostalgia. In Sinhapura, residents of both phases felt that they had had much better social relationships and networks in their previous homes. Although the problems encountered in their new location were not very different from what they had been used to before, people’s ability to deal with these problems had declined as a result of having to live in a neighbourhood crowded with
“strangers”. But in Passaiyoor, resettlement made it possible for people to reunite with the social networks they once had. This fact made it easier for them to be resilient against all kinds of threats.

The current violence encountered by the DFDR group in Sinhapura was at the extreme low end of the continuum, which was also the case for the CID group in Passaiyoor—though they had experienced high levels of violence before and the Sinhapura group had not. Therefore, the reference points with respect to violence are different for the two groups. It is also possible that the CID group, due to years of exposure to war, were already more adaptable and able to cope. After all, they had lived in various places, and engaged in assorted occupations to make ends meet. The DFDR group had not undergone such experiences, and were likely struggling as they tried to manage their situation. Further, the types and degrees of the 11 IRLR variables were different for the two locations. After their resettlement, the CID people did not experience landlessness, and they regained their social networks. For the DFDR group, their experience was the opposite. These differences affected the groups’ lifestyles, well-being, and recovery times.

Hammond (2008) and Kibreab (2003) spoke of “manoeuvering freedom and space” for resettled communities to recover—especially in terms of spontaneous resettlements and planned relocations, where the settlers had different levels of choice and opportunities. The satisfaction of the beneficiaries was also affected by whether the movement was voluntary or involuntary, and by the type of resettlement programmes. These varied according to whether the displaced people were empowered enough to be able to formulate their own income-generating patterns (rather than having only restricted work opportunities), and to have a sense of ownership of the process. In the case of Passaiyoor, the locals returned of their own free will, and took up occupations according to their liking. In Sinhapura, on the other hand, residents were often compelled to change their employment, taking new jobs that were not always to their liking. This sense of mobility (or immobility) and freedom to manoeuvre affected the people’s economic and psychological well-being. It also most likely contributed to reinforcing or diminishing their resilience. For example, the Passaiyoor people mentioned “space” with relish, while some in Sinhapura felt they were “in a cage”.
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Part III

Exclusion and violences
6 Violence and social exclusion in urban contexts in Central America

Rodolfo Calderón Umaña

Introduction

The social order that has emerged in Central America at the end of the twentieth century hinges on two central elements. The first is the worsening of the social inequalities that have historically characterised the region (Pérez Sáinz and Mora 2007; Pérez Sáinz 2012; Torres-Rivas 2007). The second element is the increasing violence that, unlike in wartime, is mainly carried out by civilians against civilians (Calderón 2013; Kruijt and Koonings 2001).

Several studies have analysed the link between these two phenomena and they point out three relevant aspects. First, the youth gangs, or maras, that have appeared in the countries of the Northern Triangle (El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras) emerged primarily as groups that gave their members a powerful sense of belonging socially (Cruz and Portillo 1998; ERIC et al. 2001; Fundación Arias 2006; USAID 2006; Zúñiga 2007). The strength of this benefit is such that the criminal activities they carry out are actually secondary to these social dynamics (Savenije 2012; Dudley 2012). This is a very important observation because it runs counter to the dominant discourse that these groups band together fundamentally for the purpose of committing crimes.

Second, the few studies done on “common delinquency”—defined as crimes against property rather than people and not involving organised groups—show that this form of crime not only reflects the difficulties youth face as they attempt to enter the workforce, but is also a result of their exposure to global consumerism. In the absence of legitimate job and educational opportunities, crime becomes, to them, a way to fulfil their expectations of materialistic consumption, and social recognition and prestige (Castro 2010; Calderón 2012).1

Third, other research has shown that in areas where the state presence is weak and ineffective—such as in border areas and marginal urban communities, for example—the absence of lawful authority fosters the emergence of groups that compete with the state for its monopoly over the use
of violence. For example, drug trafficking groups gain public support either by providing people with goods and services they are otherwise unable to obtain (such as work or security) or by threatening them with violence, real or potential (UNODC 2007; CONARE 2008; UNDP 2010).²

In this context, the argument developed here examines the links between social exclusion and violence in cities. To do so, I draw on the results of a research project entitled “Exclusion, Violence, and Community Responses in Central American Cities: Explaining Variation to Guide Policy”.³ This work encompassed five urban areas—two in Costa Rica and three in El Salvador—that represent situations typical of Central America.

Costa Rica has lower national rates of socioeconomic inequality and violence than other Central American countries, and it shares a pattern of urbanisation similar to the most developed Latin American countries. Until the neoliberal era, this meant that the state provided public assets and services in cities, particularly health, education, and basic infrastructure (Roberts 1996). At the other socioeconomic extreme is El Salvador, a country which, like Guatemala and Honduras, historically has high rates of social inequality and violence. Its urbanisation was also delayed, meaning that its emerging cities are able to provide only scant public infrastructure assets—such as roads, sewer systems, electricity, drinkable water, etc.—and services—such as education, health, security, etc. (Roberts 1996). In both cases, neoliberal policies have exacerbated the social inequalities resulting from the poor performance of job markets and restrictions in the provision of public assets. Rising social inequalities have resulted in reduced access to health care, education, housing, pensions, and some other social rights—in other words, a contraction in the exercising of social citizenship (FLACSO 2006).

When we selected the study areas in Costa Rica and El Salvador, we chose communities located both in large metropolitan areas (El Carmen in Costa Rica and Los Palomares in El Salvador) and in smaller mid-sized cities (La Gloria in the Caribbean region of Costa Rica and San Simón and El Cocotal in the Sonsonate municipality in El Salvador). I should explain that while these five communities are real, their names have been changed in our data to protect the identities of those who participated in the work. In Costa Rica, both settlements emerged at the end of the 1980s. They are the result of state urbanisation and resettlement initiatives, which means that they have basic infrastructure and services, as well as land ownership rights.⁴ By contrast, El Salvador’s settlements are informal ones with a lack of basic services and infrastructure, and few property rights or home ownership.⁵ To gather information in the field, our techniques included a survey of participating households we designed for the project together with general focus groups, case studies, and interviews with key informants. We then developed these into case studies.⁶

This chapter is organised into four sections. The first defines the core concepts of social exclusion and violence in urban environments and
proposes a typology for analysing the forms of violence found there. The second describes the conditions of social exclusion and the forms of violence that affect the areas we studied. The third shows how both phenomena are linked. Lastly, the fourth section analyses how social exclusion promotes the rise of certain forms of violence.

Core concepts

The problem with the study of violence today is that, in our common parlance, the concept has come to mean almost anything—from an aggressive exchange of words, to manslaughter, to cheque fraud. In my opinion, this overuse has diminished the word’s value as an investigative tool (Chesnais 1981). To overcome these obstacles, in this chapter, I propose to use only the original meaning of violence: the real or threatened use of force to achieve a certain purpose or goal (Keane 1996). However, this conceptualisation of violence does not imply reducing the phenomenon to its immediate and palpable manifestation. Although physical confrontation—real or potential—is the bedrock of violence, we also need to understand the social processes that define the meanings that every society assigns to violence. This historic and cultural meaning is what makes it relevant from a sociological viewpoint (Hernández 2008).

However, several aspects of violence require clarification. First, the use of force, as an expression of human behaviour, is not always defined as “violent”. This expression is the result of a social construct in which some people—those with relatively more resources—are able to impose their own definitions, interests, and world views on other people. Second, this capacity gives the dominant actors the power to establish and define not just what is violent and what is not, but also under what circumstances a violent act is legitimate or not. The institutionalisation of these processes, through different social mechanisms such as norms and beliefs, ends up being imposed on the dominated groups. This moulds their mental schemas and predisposes them to act in accordance with the wishes of the dominant group.

Third, as a corollary of the above, the phenomenon of violence obscures a structural and organising dimension in terms of social practice, shaped and defined by systems of cultural significance. This is different from the idea of *structural violence*, which normally refers to a set of social barriers that hinder the realisation of human potential (Galtung 1985). As such, it usually expresses an idea of social justice more than the use of force (Giddens 1993; Wieviorka 2009; Riella 2001; Winton 2004).

Fourth, in relation to that argument, if we accept the idea that violence is a meaningful social action designed to achieve a certain purpose, we must reject the idea of structural violence. This viewpoint separates the action from the actors and attributes it to the structures—which removes agency, and hence the meaning of violence in terms of social practice. Furthermore, the concept of structural violence is limited in its use. It declares the existence
of barriers that prevent the development of human potential, but it does not explain how these barriers emerged in the past or how they act in the present. For this reason, I propose to use the concept of social exclusion here to address this dimension of the problem. Unlike the idea of structural violence, this concept does analyse and define the mechanisms that prevent a certain sector of the population from becoming members of the political community.

Social exclusion—understood as an extreme form of inequality—results from a process of disempowerment experienced by certain individuals in the basic markets (a primary exclusion), as well as in regard to fundamental social policies and rights (a secondary exclusion). In the first instance, it takes place in the mercantile environments where the fundamental resources circulate for the material production of society: employment, land, capital, and even knowledge (Polanyi 1992; Pérez Sáinz and Mora 2007; Pérez Sáinz 2014). In the labour market, where the struggle between capital and work takes place and the conditions for the exploitation of the workforce are created, disempowerment translates into two specific situations: unemployment and job situations in which labour rights are not respected.

In the other basic markets—credit, insurance, land, and knowledge—the conflict occurs between the resource owners: those with the power to hoard resources develop the capacity to accumulate capital. In contrast, those who are excluded from these resources are forced to carry out mere subsistence economic activities that rely on an unpaid workforce. In this case, one form of disempowerment is manifested by small business owners, who find it almost impossible to accumulate capital (Tilly 2000; Pérez Sáinz 2014). These dynamics create the conditions for hoarding.

Thus we see that extreme disempowerment in the basic markets is caused by situations where workers are unemployed, where employees cannot exercise their labour rights, and where small business owners are excluded from opportunities for accumulation and can merely manage to subsist. However, these situations can be mitigated by the creation of citizens’ social rights. These are designed to create basic equality (Marshall 1992) though their scope is limited by the economic logic of the capitalist system itself. Social rights do not aim to eliminate class inequalities, but rather to attenuate their effects (Darendorf 1959; Barbalet 1993). Also, social policies tend to segment and differentiate populations, thus making it possible for different degrees and types of citizenship to emerge (Chatterjee 2008). In this sense, the lack of access to basic goods and services such as education, health, or pensions—or the failure to offer them to others—are manifestations of secondary exclusion. This social policy of a state is what most engenders disempowerment and it consolidates the process of primary exclusion (Pérez Sáinz 2014).

For those on the margins of society—who lack access to institutional mechanisms such as jobs and education, but still seek to satisfy their real and perceived needs—the use of violence is one possible response.
such a context of socioeconomic deprivation, violence is an effective, and hence valuable, resource for those who are socially excluded. In their hands, it becomes a tool that they can use to compete for social resources. In much of the literature, the link between exclusion and criminal violence has led authors to inflate the aspect of economic gain to the point that some speak of “forced entrepreneurship”. In this view, instrumental rationality predominates (Portes, Roberts, and Grimson 2005). However, other authors have highlighted the cultural and social links between violence and social exclusion (Young 2003; Sánchez 1995; Bourgois 1995; Calderón 2012). For this reason, I propose a typology (one that I originally developed in my 2013 article, Analytical proposition for the study of violence in Central America: A look from social exclusion) that encompasses both the financial and social dimensions of violence. Both are instrumental social actions—in effect, relationships—since they do not constitute a purpose in themselves, but aim to achieve objectives that are not reachable through institutional channels.

However, the two differ in their goals. The fact that violence is a means to achieve a purpose does not mean that the rationality behind it is of an instrumental type as some authors such as Wieviorka (2009, 2014) and Portes, Roberts, and Grimson (2005) suggest. The issue is not simply a question of maximising material or social gains, but of fighting for a place in the world. Social violence is carried out in order to obtain, maintain, or increase esteem, honour, and prestige. Its goal is to prevent the deprivation of social status that is generated by social exclusion (Sánchez 1995; Bourgois 1995; Calderón 2013). Some of its most common manifestations include violence in the home and neighbourhood, and among youth (ECLAC 2008; León-Escribano 2008; Sánchez 1995; IDB 2008). Profit-seeking violence, in contrast, stems from the need (in the absence of legal resources) for perpetrators to access, maintain, or increase material gain, in order to participate in the types of (licit or illicit) pleasure enjoyed by the dominant culture (Sperberg and Happe 2000; Zinecker 2010; Calderón 2013). This means that, at its core, the utilitarian act of criminal activity is satisfying to those who commit it precisely because it breaks the rules of the social order that humiliate and exclude those individuals (Young 2003; Calderón 2012). Theft and other property crimes are the most frequent manifestations of this principle. On the larger scale, so are criminal activities by organised groups, such as human trafficking and the international drug trade (Calderón 2012; Castro 2010; UNDP 2010).

Social exclusion and violence

In this section, I describe the conditions for social exclusion and the forms of violence identified in the areas we studied. In the following section, I analyse the links between both issues.
Social exclusion

To comprehend the degree of social inclusion or exclusion of the households in our study areas, the research team constructed an index using information from the household survey. To assess the situation, we plotted the data on three scales: labour-market inclusion, educational qualifications, and access to public health insurance. The first captures the degree of empowerment (or lack thereof) in the labour market, a preeminent institution: disempowerment here is a primary exclusion. The second two scales approximate the concept of social citizenship, where disempowerment is a secondary exclusion.

Table 6.1 describes the different indicators of social exclusion we found in the two study areas. We classified them according to their specific disempowerment aspect: labour markets (which relate to primary exclusion) and educational qualifications and health insurance (which express secondary exclusion).

As you can see, the values differentiate the Costa Rican communities from the Salvadoran ones with the former having much greater inclusion. On the labour-market scale, for instance, El Carmen stands out both for its low percentage of workers in jobs unprotected by labour regulations, and for its relatively low incidence of small businesses unable to rise above the subsistence level (though this figure still exceeds half). Both situations can be explained by the fact that El Carmen is located in a metropolitan labour market, which is much more favourable to economic activity than the other

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Costa Rica</th>
<th>El Salvador</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>La Gloria</td>
<td>El Carmen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour-market inclusion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% unemployment rate</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of paid workers with no labour force protections</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of small business owners in subsistence</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>56.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational qualifications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of population over age 13 with no primary education</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health insurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of households with no social insurance coverage</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Violence and social exclusion

four communities. In those, about a tenth of the paid workforce is employed in positions where labour rights are not enforced, and between 80 per cent and 90 per cent of small business owners find themselves trapped at the subsistence level. From this perspective, La Gloria appears to reflect the grim Salvadoran realities more than the relatively affluent Costa Rican ones—a situation worsened by the fact that it has the highest unemployment rate (8.8 per cent) of the five territories. This may be associated with the job instability that characterises the area’s agro-industrial activities.

In terms of educational qualifications, the indicator of disempowerment we chose was the percentage of people over age 13 with no primary education. In this respect, there are fewer differences between the two countries. This reflects both the unfortunate deterioration of public education in Costa Rica, and the progress made by El Salvador since generating “human capital” was a major social policy objective of the four governments of ARENA (the Alianza Republicana Nacionalista [Republican Nationalist Alliance], the political party that governed El Salvador from 1989 to 2009). The three Salvadoran communities range from 23.2 per cent to 29.9 per cent, indicating that almost a third of young individuals did not finish primary school. The highest percentage for low educational achievement corresponds to one of the Salvadoran study areas. Obviously, when some 30 per cent of the population has not finished primary school by the appropriate age, this expresses a huge social problem. By contrast, in Costa Rica, El Carmen stands out for its low percentage (14.3 per cent) of those with little education. In other words, some 85 per cent of individuals in that community had some education.

With regard to state-provided health insurance, the expected national differences stand out clearly. In Costa Rica, thanks to the Welfare State, only 8.2 per cent and 4.9 per cent of households in the two communities have no coverage. But in El Salvador, the percentage of those lacking coverage ranges from 51 per cent to 66.5 per cent. This reflects a historical situation that still persists today. However, it is important to point out that in Costa Rica the primary issue is not the lack of public services, but the deterioration of their quality. In El Salvador, the issue is the lack of access to public services, which is in turn a symptom of the weak institutional presence of the state. Together with the labour-market situation, this reflects processes that are characteristic of the social fragmentation experienced by disadvantaged urban groups in the neoliberal era (Portes, Roberts, and Grimson 2005).

Analysing these indicators at the household level allows us to identify which populations live in conditions of social inclusion or exclusion. Two aspects are worth pointing out, one in La Gloria and the other in El Carmen.

- In La Gloria, the inclusion group has more weight than in the Salvadoran cases, with a more consolidated inclusion status. Also, state involvement, through the provision of social services (such as health and education) and public infrastructure (such as electricity and water), ameliorates
conditions for the excluded group, helping to reduce the impact of primary exclusion. Although there are similarities between this territory and the Salvadoran ones, La Gloria remains Costa Rican.

- El Carmen is the most heterogeneous territory. Although most of its households are (like La Gloria) in a zone of labour-market exclusion, this problem is offset by access to social citizenship.

In summary, in the Costa Rican study areas, unlike the Salvadoran ones, primary exclusion is mitigated by social citizenship.

**Forms of violence**

With regard to the forms of violence identified in the household survey, the data on victimisation shown in Table 6.2 highlight an important characteristic: the predominance of purely social violence, over violence for financial gain. Included in the former are expressions of violence, involving both adults against adults and adults against minors, that occur between people related by family ties and also between people close to them, such as neighbours. These might take the form of violence against people (including verbal insults, threats, and actual physical assaults and injuries, with or without weapons of any kind) or violence against property, including total or partial destruction of a home or vehicle. In all cases, the data include verbal as well as physical aggression. Surprisingly, despite the frequency, intensity, and consequences of this violence, residents do not identify social violence as a major source of fear.

With regard to profit-seeking violence, two aspects must be highlighted. The first is that more of these events are reported in Costa Rica than in El Salvador. This paradoxical fact seems to be explained by three factors.

- Costa Rican households have more assets than Salvadoran ones, and residents are more willing to report property crimes when they take place. This is particularly the case in La Gloria, where a Safety Community

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of violence</th>
<th>Costa Rican communities</th>
<th>Salvadoran communities</th>
<th>P &lt; (chi-squared test)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% against people</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% against property</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% against minors in the home</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% against adults in the home</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% among adults in the home</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>0.123</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

was established to tackle the issue of insecurity. This appears to have raised awareness of the need to report such events.

- In El Salvador, the contrary tendency is to deny the existence of these crimes because residents feel that their existence creates a stigma in the community.
- In El Salvador, profit-seeking violence is monopolised by the *maras*, which reduces citizens’ interest in reporting it to police. This is partly due to fear of retaliation by the gangs, and partly because people rely on the gangs to deal with local problems such as conflicts between neighbours.

The second important aspect of profit-seeking violence is the fact that these crimes are, in fact, quite rare compared to social violence. In both countries, the percentage of households surveyed who reported having been a victim of assaults and robberies in the preceding year was less than 1 per cent. This finding—that profit-seeking crimes are relatively infrequent and that other chronic forms of violence are much more damaging—is consistent with existing data, such as those provided by Muggah (2012) and Manzano (2009). In Costa Rica, we found that assaults, when they happen, mainly take place outside the community. This is consistent with reports from other Latin American cities: property crimes tend to occur in areas where wealth is concentrated (Portes, Roberts, and Grimson 2005). In both countries, however, inhabitants identify profit-seeking violence as a significant source of fear and insecurity.

In the study, interviews with key informants allowed us to identify other types of violence that were not captured by the survey. These are linked to two specific phenomena: small-scale drug dealing (mainly in marijuana and crack cocaine, with some powdered cocaine) in Costa Rica and the actions of the *maras* in El Salvador.

In the first case, the constant clashes between criminal groups fighting over the micro-markets frequently unleash public violence that generally ends in injury and death, often for innocent bystanders. These “collateral victims”, people not involved in the use or sale of drugs, may be unintentionally wounded or murdered by drug dealers, having simply been in the wrong place at the wrong time. Or the act may be intentional but by mistake, as in when people are wrongly associated with the drug world.

As well as being endangered by the drug dealers, citizens are also at risk from the robberies, thefts, and assaults committed by drug users to finance their drug consumption. This may take place in the citizens’ own homes or in the community’s public spaces. Another factor, the result of the first two impacts, is the generalised fear and insecurity that people feel, which may lead them to isolate themselves both socially and physically. These actions erode the foundations of community, as people abandon public spaces such as parks, squares, and even the few convenience stores, and barricade themselves in their homes (Álvarez and Auyero 2014).
In the second case, in El Salvador, the maras monopolise the use of violence in the settlements where they operate. Aside from controlling the sale of drugs in the community, their crimes against inhabitants include offences against property (robberies and extortion), against sexual integrity (abuse and rape), and against life (threats, assaults, and homicides). The sexual offences disproportionately affect female children and adolescents. For young girls, their greatest risk is being attacked sexually. For adolescent boys, the biggest danger is forced recruitment by the gangs, who threaten them to intimidate them into joining. If they reject the “invitation”, the maras escalate to physical attacks in order to “persuade” these boys to become part of the gang and this might end up with the boys being injured or even murdered. The maras also use threats and violence to control private disputes between neighbours and family members in order to prevent the involvement of the police, since those established authorities would challenge their domination of the community.

Links between social exclusion and violence

In the previous two sections, I described both the social exclusion conditions that characterised the households of the study and the predominant forms of violence. Now, I examine the relationships between the two phenomena.

Violence in the intimate circle: family and neighbours

One aspect of personal violence we analysed was violence against minors. The results indicated that these types of episodes were most likely to occur in households in El Salvador when the parents (or heads of the family) were young and had a low level of education. The last variable is an important secondary indicator of social exclusion, since education is one of the markers we use to define access, or lack thereof, to social citizenship. We also conducted a second study of violence between adults in the home, and this also found three variables that increase the probability of violence. These are a favourable demographic dependence relationship (meaning a situation where there are more adults than minors or elderly adults), low or nonexistent insurance coverage, and male unemployment. The last two variables clearly express disempowerment in terms of social citizenship and the labour market. Although our survey did not allow us to determine precisely who was committing injuries and aggression in the home, and against whom, the facts of male unemployment and female victimhood allow us to infer that it is predominantly men who harm their partners. Then again, the perpetrators or victims might also be gang members, drug dealers, or other relatives, such as siblings. Those situations have different implications for policymakers.

Regarding the factors that trigger such aggression, we might propose that they are linked to the erosion of male authority in the home due to
the impossibility of men actually fulfilling their culturally assigned role of provider. The increase in violence against women reflects the weakening—rather than the validity—of male domination (Giddens 1993). In beating up their wives, men are attempting to maintain their control of the home despite their disempowerment in the labour market.

The statistical information gathered in this survey also shows that the probability of violence occurring among neighbours is statistically associated with violence towards minors: both stem from low levels of education, a secondary exclusion. However, two other household factors are clearly linked to the social exclusion. The first is domestic overcrowding, which blurs the boundaries between private and public areas, and converts physical space into an object of constant dispute. The second is the perceived issue of honour, particularly concerning the sexual practices of women and the masculinity of men. Disputes over this last point are always more frequent in contexts where there is a lack of material goods. Lacking other sources of prestige, honour constitutes almost the only resource people have to negotiate status in their social environments (Sánchez 1995).

In Costa Rica, conflicts among neighbours are not mediated by a third party as they are in El Salvador, where the maras deal with these types of problems. The gangs take conflicts out of the hands of the parties concerned and effectively replace the state institutions that would otherwise be responsible for providing security and justice. This fact ensures that the maras
maintain control of this important contribution to social order, which has the effect of legitimising their authority.

**Violence in public spaces: youth**

The presence of micro-markets for illegal drugs in the Costa Rican territories must be understood in the context of the “War on Drugs”, promoted by the US government in the early 1990s. Since that time, Central America has become a strategic zone for international drug cartels—due both to their own need to find new routes for their product and to the fact that regional governments are too weak to control their presence (UNODC 2007). But not all of the vast cargo of drugs is shipped abroad to foreign markets. A small part always remains in the region to pay local contacts or because it was somehow stolen from the cartels. Either way, along the transport, warehousing, and supply routes, a certain amount of such substances stays trapped in the Costa Rican communities (Gurney 2014).

Our team identified the people, particularly young men, who were willing to get involved in drug dealing for two fundamental and inseparable reasons: income and social status. The occupation of selling drugs addresses the primary exclusion they experienced from the conventional working world. This is itself the result of a variety of factors: their low levels of education, the scarcity of legitimate employment in their area, their lack of access to cash or credit to start their own businesses, and the stigmatisation they suffer from living in territories considered dangerous. Drug dealing also provides valuable benefits to the young men. It gives them not just quick access to the cash resources they require to satisfy their material needs (real and perceived), but also to meet their most important symbolic needs of power and recognition.  

This last point is vital since it is the search for social recognition that ultimately matters most to these youth. Status symbols, such as brand-name clothing, a car, or money to spend on lavish partying, are important not only for their inherent value, but because they allow a young man to gain esteem and social recognition from his peers. The link between social exclusion and selling drugs, or between inequality and transgression, needs no further discussion, since it is well documented (both theoretically and empirically) by many others, including Merton (1968), Agnew (1998), and Calderón (2012). Rather, I intend to highlight the context that makes this activity feasible.

The connections between the maras and social exclusion can be established in at least two ways. First, as identified by several studies, most of the youths who belong to these groups are excluded not only from labour markets and the education system, but also from the majority of other social institutions. For this reason, the gangs constitute the primary source of belonging and
identity for their members. These social ties enable the young men to overcome the state of economic precariousness and existential uncertainty they face in other aspects of life.

Second, the success of these groups in monopolising power in the communities where they operate stems from the weak or nonexistent presence of the state. In such places, it is almost impossible for people to exercise their citizenship. They have no basic infrastructure, such as sewers or roads, still fewer services like schools and hospitals or public justice. The situation is reinforced by the actions of the maras, who constitute the de facto authority. This creates an ambivalent relationship between the gangs and the residents, with the former offering protection and security to the latter. For this reason, most people rate the maras positively because they protect them against outside criminals and they regulate domestic and community disputes. But the gangs are a double-edged sword; they also victimise residents. Therefore, the inhabitants also reject the maras because of their criminal acts, the increased exposure to police violence they cause, and the social isolation that comes with their control of the territory.

The small-scale sale of illegal drugs in Costa Rican communities and the actions of the maras in Salvadoran territories illustrate significant relationships between exclusion and violence. In the first case, there is a clear connection between the disempowerment suffered by youth in the labour market and their participation in the business of prohibited drugs. In the second case, the connection is not merely the primary exclusion process that drives the emergence of these groups, but also the dynamics of secondary exclusion.

Finally, it is important to point out that the forms of violence associated with the sale of drugs and the activities of the maras constitute a meeting point between economic and social logic. Both do more than generate economic resources; they also support the criminals’ search for recognition and identity. In other words, they help overcome the lack of status generated by the social exclusion these youths experience. Therefore, it is not possible to simplify these forms of violence to mere economic rationality.

**Final considerations**

In this section, I highlight various aspects of the analysis that are especially useful in understanding the relationship between social exclusion and violence. Specifically, there are four points I would like to stress.

First, I note the heuristic value of social exclusion in describing the dynamics that prevent the excluded from accessing the resources they need for their material and social well-being. From this perspective, inequality originates in a process of disempowerment in the basic markets (primary exclusion), which is increased when access to the rights of social citizenship (that is, the redistributive sphere of the state) is weak or nonexistent. I propose that this is a novel concept because existing theory has always described
inequality, in the context of violence, in terms either of income (the Gini coefficient)\textsuperscript{27} or of social rights. Inequality as a disempowerment process has not previously been used to analyse the links between such inequality and violence. That shortfall ignores market relationships, and thus the social realm where the conditions for the generation of wealth are defined.\textsuperscript{28}

This analysis suggests a major obstacle to understanding the relationship between violence and exclusion. As I argued earlier, disempowerment in the basic markets is a determining factor for the emergence of certain forms of violence, specifically that which unemployed men use against women and that originating from the small-scale drug business in Costa Rican communities. Along similar lines, my rejection of the concept of structural violence constitutes another point of contention with established theory. As I indicated earlier, one of the objectives of our study was to use the concept of social exclusion to comprehend the barriers to human potential posed by violence. In the process, we also specify and conceptualise the meaning of these practices and mechanisms, ones that prevent many thousands of people from living a decent life, according to the social, cultural, and material standards of their society.

Second, the conceptualisation of violence I have developed here achieves two major objectives. The first is to understand the meaning that people assign to the various forms of violence that they carry out. In the absence of more legitimate mechanisms, it allows them to achieve their goals of accessing the resources, whether material or symbolic, that they consider valuable. The second objective is to overcome the well-established and dominant idea that the violence brought on by social exclusion is driven primarily by utilitarian rationality aimed at material gain. Rather, such violence has as its goal the quest for respect and recognition, one of the main objectives of disempowered people. This view does not deny the existence of economic motivations; it merely gives them a subordinate place.

Third, our research has led us to rethink the traditional connection between violence and power: that the former constitutes an extreme exercise of the latter. We might also say that those subject to power use violence to break away from their subordinate condition (Fanon 1963). But my analysis here shows that disempowered subjects use violence to attempt to overturn their situations. This act is not an extreme exercise of power, nor an attempt at empowerment through political-revolutionary channels.\textsuperscript{29}

Fourth, our field work allowed the research team to ascertain that those who live in the study areas, especially the Salvadorans, encounter serious difficulties in accessing basic government services, such as security and justice, outside of their communities, or even opportunities for work and education. There are two reasons for this lack:

- the social stigma attached to living in a community generally perceived as violent and inhabited by criminals
- the isolation imposed by the *maras*. 
This aspect of our analysis shows that the link between exclusion and violence goes both ways: exclusion creates the conditions for the exercise of violence, but, at the same time, violence generates obstacles to overcoming exclusion. Residents of the areas affected by the maras are cut off, materially and symbolically, from the city and its opportunities.

Finally, having extensively described the dynamics of violence, I would like to offer a few thoughts on the subject of controlling and reducing it. An effective approach requires well-informed public policies, and this state intervention must address two areas. It should regulate market dynamics, mainly the labour market, to reduce primary exclusion and it should also strengthen citizenship rights to offset the negative impacts of primary exclusion and avoid secondary exclusion. These policies, if properly designed and executed, should help to reduce the impact of violence on society: if it is easier for disadvantaged populations to achieve valuable social assets in a legitimate manner, this may prevent their use of illegitimate means. Such a strategy might well neutralise the predominant source of violence in the urban context of Central America.

Notes

1 Similar results have been found in other Latin American countries. See Kessler (2002) and Portes, Roberts, and Grimson (2005).
2 For the cases of Mexico, Peru, and Colombia, see Maldonado (2010).
3 The project is part of the “Safe and Inclusive Cities” program, coordinated by Canada’s International Development Research Centre (IDRC) and the United Kingdom’s Department for International Development (DFID). It was conducted by a research team from the Facultad Latinoamericana de Ciencias Sociales: Costa Rica Campus and El Salvador Program. The complete results can be found in Pérez Sáinz et al. (2015).
4 Both territories were founded by migratory processes. In the first case, people moved from the country to the city; and, in the second, people moved from one urban area to another—responding to the new patterns of urbanisation that emerged during the neoliberal experiment (Portes, Roberts, and Grimson 2005).
5 Originally, the research project covered nine areas in those urban centres. However, for various reasons—safety being one of them—it was not possible to collect information from all of them in all project phases. Therefore, this analysis only includes the five communities where we were able to gather data at all stages of the project.
6 The survey involved the design of a probabilistic sample and the other techniques were applied using theoretical samples and expert criteria.
7 That goal or objective may take either of two forms: offensive or defensive. People may use violence to access valued resources they do not possess, and want to have—for example, food, alcohol and status symbols. They may also use violence to prevent the loss—real or potential—of things they already possess. See Agnew (1998, 2001).
8 In this perspective, social exclusion is not synonymous with structural violence. On the contrary, it is an alternative and competing interpretation of the same phenomenon: the barriers that prevent certain sectors of society from accessing the resources they need to develop fully. My purpose here is to underline the novelty of the way scholars have conceptualized and articulated the two categories of violence and social deprivation. This way of understanding the problem helps to improve the general body of knowledge.

9 This disempowerment is never absolute, but must be understood to be a relative and multidimensional process. See Gore (1995) and de Haan (1999).

10 When small producers operate only at the subsistence level, they characteristically are unable to pay their workers. This constitutes another expression of extreme disempowerment in the basic markets (Pérez Sáinz 2014). Normally, unpaid workers are family members, though that is not always the case. These individuals are less volunteers than conscripts: they engage in this kind of work either because they do not have the skills required to find a paying job or because, even when they do have the qualifications, it is impossible for them to find a paid position.

11 This type of action can also be carried out, as pointed out earlier, by those who perceive a threat—real or potential—to the control of the resources they own.

12 From a theoretical point of view, this connection has been dealt with by authors such as Merton (1968); Sullivan (1989); Kornhauser (1960); Toch (1965); Davies (1971); and Agnew (1998, 2001). From an empirical point of view, particularly for Latin America, the relationship between social exclusion and criminal violence has been examined by scholars such as Caldeira (2001); Riaño-Alcalá (2006); IDB (2008); Savenije and Andrade (2003); Londoño (1996); Bourguignon (1999); Arriagada and Godoy (2000); Fajnzylber, Lederman, and Loayza (1998); CONARE (2008); Hojman (2004); and Portes, Roberts, and Grimson (2005).

13 For details on the construction of this scale, see the Appendix of Pérez Sáinz et al. (2015).

14 We chose this indicator, a negative one, because the expected age for finishing primary school in Central America is 12. If a child of 13 or over has not finished primary school, that person is either out of the school system or in a situation of educational lag.

15 Although criminal actions perpetrated by strangers can be included, the case studies confirm that violence among family members and neighbours is fundamentally socially motivated.

16 The FBI’s Uniform Crime Report defines larceny-theft as the unlawful taking, carrying, leading, or riding away of property from the possession of another. It also defines robbery as the taking (or attempting to take) anything of value from the care, custody, or control of a person or persons, by force, threat of force, violence, or by putting the victim in a state of fear.

17 That said, most gangs in El Salvador tend to perform their criminal activity, including extortion, in the territories they live in—and these are usually the most deprived areas of the city.

18 In this regard, Carrión (2008) has pointed out that cities with high degrees of inequality are characterized by a population that is fearful of public spaces. This leads them to seek refuge in domestic life, even though—paradoxically—this is occasionally even more dangerous and violent.
The role played by the maras in controlling the dynamics of violence in their territories is also an issue in Guatemala. See Urusquieta (2014).

Statistically, this exercise consisted of calculating binary logistical models with dependent variables for homes where this type of violence had occurred, and for homes where it had not. Apart from the socio-demographic characteristics of the household, the independent variables were the three social inclusion–exclusion scales (labour-market inclusion, educational qualifications, and insurance) along with male unemployment. For more details and specifics see Pérez Sáinz et al. (2015).

A review of the reference material showed that there is little empirical evidence to link men’s socioeconomic status with violent conduct against their partners. See Vives Cases et al. (2007).

In our case studies, women who were victims of violence by their partners, or ex-partners, argued that the principal reason for it was consumption of legal and illegal drugs. In only a very few cases did the women identify male frustrations associated with the economic conditions of the household.

These results are consistent with those of Bourgois (1995); Bourgois et al. (2013); and Alvarado (2013).

Other authors have identified similar findings regarding the acceptance and legitimacy of gangs among residents of the areas where they operate. See Perea et al. (2014) and Alvarado (2013).

See also Imbusch, Misse, and Carrión (2011).

This primary exclusion is not sufficient to explain the problem, because there are complex processes of intermediation in its configuration. These are linked to the relational construction of expectations—a topic we did not address in this research project since there is already ample reference material about it. Some examples are Merton (1968); Agnew (1998, 2001); Bourgois (1995); and Calderón (2012).

The Gini coefficient (named after the Italian statistician and sociologist Corrado Gini, who first developed it in 1912) is a statistical measure that analyses the relative distribution of household income in a society. The coefficient ranges from zero (perfect equality) to one (perfect inequality). To facilitate the analysis, households are divided into 10 equal groups (deciles). This makes it possible for researchers to contrast the average income of each of the groups with the others.

Some examples of studies linking violence and income inequality include Fajnzylber, Lederman, and Loayza (1998); CONARE (2008); and Hojman (2004). For studies that attempt to go beyond the focus on income inequality and recognise the role of social rights, see Winton (2004).

Some authors have described this phenomenon as “diffused violence” in which individuals fight for social resources: no clearly defined actors come together around an institutionally recognised conflict (Blau and Blau 1982; Wieviorka 2009).
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7 Social disorganisation and neighbourhood effects in Latin America
Insights and limitations

Enrique Desmond Arias and Ximena Tocornal Montt

Introduction

In Latin American cities today, violence has a critical impact on the daily life of tens of millions of people. These effects are particularly acute for those living in urban areas that are characterised by high levels of social disadvantage (Sabatini, Cáceres, and Cerda 2001; Rodriguez and Sugranyes 2005). However, evidence indicates that the lack of economic resources alone does not fully explain the violence that afflicts these regions (Buvinic et al. 1999; Fay 2005). For example, some isolated rural communities are highly impoverished yet have relatively low levels of violence (Medina-Mora Icaza et al. 2005). In the urban context, particularly in Latin America, inequality and social exclusion—rather than poverty itself—are the key elements of interpersonal violence (Pérez Sáinz 2015).

To understand the determinants of violent crime in disadvantaged neighbourhoods, in 2014–2015 our team carried out comparative research in three large urban areas: Bogotá, capital of Colombia; Lima, capital of Peru; and Santiago, capital of Chile. Our project in those cities was to analyse violence in impoverished communities in order to understand the implications of social disorganisation with respect to crime. In fact, this work builds heavily on social disorganisation theory, which argues that social stresses, such as high levels of poverty and social marginalisation, produce higher levels of crime.

We focus particularly on the Collective Efficacy (CE) hypothesis, developed by Robert Sampson and his colleagues, which shows that local social ties and norms can help to control crime (Sampson and Groves 1989; Sampson, Morenoff, and Raudenbush 2005; Sampson 2008; Sampson and Graif 2009; Sampson 2012). Over the past 30 years, CE theory has emerged from masses of quantitative and qualitative data, principally from North American cities. Sampson and colleagues played a seminal role in this literature, based on their long-term research with the Project on Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods. These data show that indicators of extreme disadvantage—factors such as a high density of poverty, low
population stability, and many single-parent households—tend to correlate strongly with the presence of violent crime.

However, this social disorganisation approach emerges from the North American context and must be adapted to the particular dynamics that characterise Latin American communities. These local dynamics—particularly the two aspects of population migration and police legitimacy—are key factors in the Latin American metropolis.

Migration from rural to urban areas is a late phenomenon here compared to North America: it did not really begin until the 1960s. People coming from the countryside and looking for a place to live with no means to afford it developed an organised and collective housing strategy. Lacking any means to acquire formal lodging, they settled—usually illegally—in the interstices of the city, occupying land in the gaps and on the peripheries. These poor neighbourhoods were mostly constructed by their inhabitants, and were characterised by the absence of any public services or proper urban planning. (In recent years, such areas have to some degree become regularised: some residents—who might have lived there for more than 30 years—are now being given deeds of ownership.)

Such areas also lack effective and legitimate policing—an element that, in this region, is very different from in North America. Policing in Latin America originally emerged from a historical context of repressing and abusing the poor populations. At the same time, the police are often woefully underpaid, making the temptation to engage in corruption (for instance, by taking bribes and abusing their authority for personal gain) very difficult to resist. Even when this does not happen, inadequate resources still limit their ability to control criminal activity. This fact plays a key role in our understanding not just of why violence occurs, but also of the specific types of violence, and of the ways these are reinforced through political and social practices. These local differences place constraints on CE theory that are not adequately conceptualised in models derived from the United States.

Our project had three main phases. The first consisted of interviews with public officials and policymakers in the three cities, regarding trends in public safety. The second phase involved a battery of household interviews in two impoverished areas of each city, chosen for their different levels of violent crime. Finally, we surveyed a total of 81 neighbourhoods across the three cities to measure their levels of social capital, social disorganisation, and victimisation by crime. We used part of this survey data to illustrate the general perception of crime in each city.

To better understand the causal connections between social disorganisation, urban segregation, and violent crime, we selected the two focus neighbourhoods in each city with an eye towards finding ones with similar levels of social disadvantage, but dissimilar levels of crime. Eventually, we chose one area at the centre of each city, and one at the periphery. For comparison, we also identified three or four census zones in each city region.
that we felt reflected the median conditions, and then worked to develop our knowledge of those areas. These characteristics are outlined in Table 7.1.

In each of the six neighbourhoods, our research teams conducted some two dozen in-depth interviews with a variety of people: local residents, community leaders and organisers, members of the police force, and public servants. These interviews were based on standardised questionnaires. To guarantee confidentiality to those concerned, and to minimise any potential stigmatisation of the localities, in our research we refer to the communities by the pseudonyms indicated in Table 7.1.

- Bogotá: the small Santa Fé neighbourhood we studied became La Fuente and that in Ciudad Bolívar became Las Rosas.
- Lima: neighbourhoods in Independencia and Villa El Salvador became San José and El Sarmiento, respectively.
- Santiago: our Pedro Aguirre Cerda neighbourhood became Las Carmelitas and its counterpart in La Pintana became Los Copihues.

Site selection

The cities we selected for this study are all large ones, each with around eight million residents—which accounts for a sizeable portion of the population of that country: Santiago holds 45 per cent of Chile's total, Lima 29 per cent of Peru’s, and Bogotá 16 per cent of Colombia’s. Table 7.2 gives a “by the numbers” overview of the three communities. (Since data were drawn from different sources in different countries, they are not available for exactly the same years in all places.)

Beginning in the 1960s, each city began experiencing a rapid population increase as people migrated there from rural parts of the country. This was the result of several factors: not only the cities’ own substantial economic growth, but also the economic dislocations and states of conflict prevailing in the countryside. This influx led to new neighbourhoods being created haphazardly, often via land invasions, and the burgeoning impoverished populations were displaced from the city centres to the peripheries. Since these expansions took place without any systematic urban planning, they created a number of problems with respect to transportation, water pollution, and rapidly increasing land prices.

Santiago’s influx has now levelled off somewhat, but Lima and Bogotá still continue to receive considerable numbers of rural migrants: their respective annual growth rates are 1.6 per cent and 1.5 per cent, respectively. This trend reinforces residential isolation among the poorest and most needy segments, who increasingly live on the margins of the cities in a closed cycle of poverty and urban segregation. While all three cities are trying to bring their poverty levels under control, Bogotá and Santiago still have Gini coefficients that reflect significant inequalities. (Lima is among the least unequal cities in the region.)
Table 7.1 Characteristics of the neighbourhoods studied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>City region housing neighbourhood</th>
<th>Neighbourhood pseudonym</th>
<th>Location in city</th>
<th>Violence level</th>
<th>Origin of settlement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bogotá</td>
<td>Santa Fé</td>
<td>La Fuente</td>
<td>Centre</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Built in 1940 as homes for forestry labourers; main migration in the 1970s and 1990s; neighbourhood legalised in 1996.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ciudad Bolívar</td>
<td>Las Rosas</td>
<td>Periphery</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Settled in 1993 via land invasion, as the result of a civic strike.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lima</td>
<td>Independencia</td>
<td>San José</td>
<td>Centre</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Settled in 1967 via land invasion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Villa El Salvador</td>
<td>El Sarmiento</td>
<td>Periphery</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Land was first occupied in the 1980s, and was officially invaded in 1995.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>La Pintana</td>
<td>Los Copihues</td>
<td>Periphery</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>In 1992, the government constructed public housing for a population that had previously occupied another site.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Arias and Tocornal (2017).
In terms of the relative levels of victimisation and poverty, all three cities have similar levels of property crime; however, Bogotanos suffer more violent home burglaries than Santiaguinos do (19.1 per cent versus 12.7 per cent). Table 7.3 shows that Lima has slightly fewer burglaries overall than Bogotá, but nearly a third (28.3 per cent) of those events are accompanied by violence. Bogotá and Lima suffer markedly higher levels of violent crime than Santiago. In almost 40 per cent of the households interviewed in Bogotá, and 34.7 per cent of those in Lima, at least one member was the victim of a violent crime in the previous year; in Santiago, this occurred in only 17.8 per cent of cases. In terms of homicides, however, Bogotá has far higher rates than either of the other two cities. It reports 18.2 murders per 100,000 inhabitants compared to 5.4 in Lima and 3.4 in Santiago.

The data in Table 7.3 illustrate the varied interactions between urban poverty, inequality, and violence. Despite similar levels of poverty, homicide rates in the three cities vary. Santiago has the highest levels of inequality, but the lowest rates of homicide and general victimisation across all four categories. Lima has the least inequality and median victimisation, but the highest level of property crime—yet its homicide rate is nearly as low as Santiago’s. Finally, Bogotá has inequality levels similar to Santiago’s, an
average amount of property crime, but the highest rate of violent crime. Before assessing what these numbers reveal, let us turn briefly to examining the background of our study.

Theoretical framework: collective efficacy

As indicated earlier, CE theory argues that socially and economically disadvantaged areas have higher levels of social disorganisation—of which violent behaviours are merely one indicator. Physical and social disorder, in the forms of delinquency and violence, are common symptoms of neighbourhoods that lack sufficient state investment in physical infrastructure (such as roads, water supply, sewers, street lighting, etc.) and social infrastructure (such as police presence), and that also lack strong social cohesion. However, in exceptional cases, the shortage of the former can be compensated for by the latter: social ties among residents can be sufficiently vigorous to control disorder.

Both these factors can be measured by assigning values to the intensity of interpersonal relationships and the degree to which local organisations have developed formal institutional structures. The first factor is an indicator of people’s potential to cooperate and provide mutual aid for socially normative ends. When close enough relationships exist, we can examine the effects of CE (Sampson 2012). As a community attribute, CE results from two mechanisms: overall social cohesion and shared expectations about the exercise of informal social control. This is only possible when neighbours have mutual trust.

Ultimately, CE is a situational variable—that is, it differs according to the specific tasks needed to maintain physical and social order by regulating people’s behaviour in public spaces. In any particular neighbourhood, CE depends on the vigilance and commitment required of residents to cope with threats. It also requires that they share the same tolerance thresholds for disorder and the same shared expectations about what constitutes a state of order and a common good. This, of course, varies culturally and socially.

In residential areas without any signs of physical or social disorder in their public spaces, there generally exist active mechanisms of formal or informal social control that prevent undesirable activities. The formal type is provided by the public authorities, in the form of legal restrictions, bylaws, and police presence; the informal type is usually set by normative social mores, customs, and practices, as well as by formal and informal institutions. But when public and private resources are both too limited to address basic needs, it is easy to understand that neither public officials nor community residents choose to focus primarily on physical and social disorder. Thus, in any particular geographic area, there may be a continuum of greater or lesser levels of social order. And these levels of social order or social disorganisation—the state of the social fabric—are reflected by
the visible presence or absence of antisocial behaviours that undermine the security of property and persons. They are also reflected in the degree to which the community at large succeeds in maintaining order in common spaces.

At the public level (depending on the nature of political order in each country), it is national and local governments that implement policies to improve public services. In highly disadvantaged areas, where residents have few resources of their own, governments may help to provide basic necessities such as access to housing, child care, and health interventions, including treatment for addiction. In the absence of any local security resources, state interventions—such as the police responding to requests for assistance or to community disturbances—play an important role in guaranteeing basic order. This allows residents to dedicate their own limited resources to addressing what needs are most important to them. Another important factor in social organisation is the quality of the relationship between an area’s residents and the local police force. Can the residents work effectively with the police to enforce law and order, or not? If that is not the case, even intelligent and well-intentioned public safety policies can fail. (In the Latin American context, these failures are intensified by the presence of powerful criminal gangs that engage in drug trafficking in disadvantaged areas.)

What are the implications of these facts for Latin America? The work of Villareal and Silva (2006) points to some significant differences from those seen in the American context. In Chicago, for instance, bonds of trust and intimacy are an important factor in CE, the positive results of neighbourhoods’ mobilising their human resources to minimise disorder. But in Latin American shantytowns—such as the poor and violent neighbourhoods in Belo Horizonte, Brazil, where public goods and social services are often provided by the joint commitment of neighbours—society operates differently. The need to resolve problems collectively forges strong social ties, but also creates higher levels of crime. Another critical difference between Chicago and Bogotá, as pointed out by Escobar (2012), is the degree of police violence and abuse in Colombia. More positively, Cerda et al. (2012) have shown that neighbourhood-level policy interventions have lowered crime rates in Medellín, Colombia’s second-largest city. These are some of the factors that limit the applicability of North American theory and data in explaining crime in Latin America.

Our research framework builds on these critiques, but goes beyond them to translate the principles of the Project on Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods into a form that can be tested in disadvantaged Latin American cities (Sampson 2012). Our model gives special attention to the actions and institutions of the state, which have a fundamental role in public safety, social policy, and the administration of justice. The efficacy of this critical structure in applying the law and controlling crime is taken as a given in much of North American criminology. But in Latin America it is highly variable. In North America, the issue of policing is usually about how
to understand a social problem correctly, design a well-thought-out policy, and exercise force in the right way. In Latin America, by contrast, the variation in police efficacy can be dramatic. Chronic abuse and corruption riddle the system with highly deleterious effects on the implementation of even high-quality public safety policies.

In CE theory, interpersonal relations among neighbours, including residents’ associations, play an important role in producing order. Even in Latin America’s most impoverished neighbourhoods, at the time of their settlement the inhabitants themselves organised and managed the housing construction and solved problems such as access to water, sanitation, and electricity (Sepulveda 2006). During the mid-to-late twentieth century, amid the great waves of migration from the countryside to the cities, the poor had increasingly little access to housing in existing neighbourhoods. As a result, these migrants—along with others who lacked housing in the city—illegally built their homes on any unused land they could find: on steep hillsides, waste land, ravine edges, or other inaccessible terrain. Under pressure, some governments tolerated these settlements or even provided construction materials. But nearly all these places lacked basic civic services to begin with and, since there was usually no systematic plan for their development, certain parts of many Latin American cities have complex, almost medieval, street patterns (Davis 2005). While many of these problems have been ameliorated over time, the original informal citizen-organised solutions have left substantial legacies in most cities in the region (Portes et al. 2005). Even today, many such neighbourhoods still exist on the very edge of legality and are under constant threat of eviction by the police.

Such self-organising efforts, autonomous tendencies, and cohesive social ties in poor neighbourhoods form a strong contrast with the United States, where the poor are so often accommodated in public housing built by government and also with more established middle- and upper-class neighbourhoods in Latin America, where services are provided by the local government. In this context, with the recent history of rapid city growth, migration into communities plays an important role in the nature of local CE.

The urban dimension and the role of migration

The United States experienced its phase of rapid urbanisation much earlier than Latin America: in the first half of the twentieth century rather than from mid-century onwards. In 1900, urban populations accounted for only 40 per cent of the US population; by 1960, the figure had risen to 69 per cent, and by 2010, 80 per cent of the US population lived in cities. (A similar pattern prevailed in New York: in 1950 it had a population of 7.8 million, and, in 2010, a population of nearly 8.5 million.) But in Chicago, the source of most of Sampson’s data, the numbers rose even faster at first, then dropped. The population was around 1.7 million in 1900; by 1950, that had
more than doubled to 3.6 million, and then the city’s population decreased to just above 2.7 million in 2010 (US Census Bureau 1993).

The combination of rapid and unequal urbanisation in the US in the early twentieth century may have contributed to the conditions of urban social disorganisation during this period and even in subsequent generations. During this epoch, there was a great deal of public interest, among policymakers and social reformers, in the condition of urban slums, and there was some discussion among scholars of systems of informal social control that could counter the problems (Whyte 1943). The concomitant slowing of rural-to-urban migration in the late twentieth century, and the extended process of extending public services to poor urban areas, may have contributed to the declining crime rates in US cities over the past 30 years.

Unfortunately, the contrast with Latin America in general, and with our study sites in particular, could not be starker. As indicated earlier, rural-to-urban migration began there in the middle of the twentieth century and the trend continues to have major impacts on urban dynamics to this day (Varela 1998). Between 1970 and 2010, for instance, the population of the three study cities skyrocketed:

- Bogotá went from 2.8 million to 8.5 million
- Lima went from nearly 3 million to 8.9 million
- Santiago went from 2.6 million to nearly 6 million (UN-Habitat 2012).

This rapid growth of Latin American cities in the second half of the twentieth century put immense stresses on public and social infrastructures. While urban areas are important engines of growth in the regions, they are also often characterised by a shortage of housing that meets basic standards and by inadequate public services, irregular building and planning, and poor sanitation. These disadvantaged areas—either in the hearts of urban areas or at their peripheries—also often face (among their many other challenges) high levels of inequality and high incidences of crime (UN-Habitat 2008).

Each city discussed in this study faces particular challenges associated with internal or external migration. Table 7.4 compares the rates of internal and external migration for the poor neighbourhoods of the three cities. Santiago, for instance, has a relatively high degree of residential stability: 27.7 per cent of the residents we interviewed were born in the neighbourhood where they now live. If we include those who were born within the same general city region (12.8 per cent), then more than 40 per cent of the population has remained within their area of birth, and more than 80 per cent has remained in the urban area of Santiago. Only 17 per cent of residents moved there from another city or region of the country. As a result of the relative parochialism in these neighbourhoods, the 2.3 per cent of truly foreign immigrants, from another country, have a high salience. (This fact was often commented on by residents in our interviews.)
In Bogotá, on the other hand, 47.4 per cent of poor inhabitants—almost half—were born in another part of the country. This fact reflects substantial and ongoing internal migration, the result of half a century of civil conflict and criminal violence in the country. In 2008, for instance, Colombia had 2.9 million internally displaced people, accounting for 7 per cent of the national population (Ibáñez and Velez 2008). Millions sought refuge from the conflict in cities, many bearing the physical, economic, and psychological scars of their experiences (Shultz et al. 2014). In Bogotá, this large-scale rural-to-urban displacement placed a particularly heavy burden on neighbourhoods, leading to real challenges in building social capital. Another ongoing factor is intra-urban displacement, when city residents flee from one neighbourhood to another; their movements have real effects on neighbourhood cohesion.

Such internal migration is often not captured by national statistics, but it has tangible effects on social cohesion within a neighbourhood. One of our interviewees, a community leader from Las Rosas, described the recently displaced as unsupportive of local collective efforts—even though national policies offer such forced migrants the kind of economic support that other residents often need but do not get. She sounded a note of resentment about the fact that the newcomers obtained government assistance:

I mean, give them help to buy things. They suddenly give them clothes for children. They pay their rent for a certain time... So, take a girl or a young woman who is in a better situation, [but] who is going to get shot [if she stays in the neighbourhood. She does not] have that help, simply because [she] is not displaced. Then, if displacement is a terrible thing, and taking away their land and taking away their life is tough, but also... Look, people don’t have to be [forcibly] displaced to need [help].

Another local leader commented that some people who were not really victims of forced migration still claimed displacement benefits and that this generated some distrust. However, he also noted that the neighbourhood he
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lived in was mostly made up of displaced persons, and that fact contributed to understanding and support for the displaced.

Lima, in Peru, had the highest percentage of national migration: more than half (56.5 per cent) of its population was born in another city or region of the country and moved to the city in the 1980s. There, too, conflict-induced migration has affected neighbourhood growth, though it weighs less heavily on social relations. In interviews, residents frequently indicated that such migration was an important issue in the construction of their communities. One woman from El Sarmiento spoke of the tragedy that forced her family to move to Lima: “They killed my father. They burned him… They burned my house. Why, [we] were left with only the clothes on our backs. We had no help from anyone… because everything is far away from my village: you need a car to go to Ayacucho and then it takes a week to get to Lima.”

Today, however, when we asked residents about the origins of their neighbours, most merely noted that they came from diverse regions around the country. Migrants now seem to be accepted in these communities, but there is still evidence of some potentially negative effects from continued resettlement since new arrivals have little space to build homes. As a result, they tend to rent, which makes them more transient residents. They have fewer reasons to commit to collective improvements and less ability to accumulate even limited wealth. One local city councillor of El Sarmiento noted that “many young couples come here to work … [but] they don’t have enough money to buy themselves a [home]. … so they continue to rent.” He contrasted such newcomers with “those of us who are children of the founders”, whose living space consists of “the second or third floor of our parents’ homes”.

So while migration is widely accepted in all three cities, it is evident from our interviews that migrants to established neighbourhoods tend to have different land ownership patterns. This results in a different level of engagement with the community, which affects CE.

In Santiago, Chile, the overall rate of migration is lower. The residents we spoke with referred less often to migration than in the other two cities: this subject came up in only about a third of our interviews in Santiago, but in almost all interviews in Bogotá and Lima. Their statements usually focused on the migration of other national groups from abroad, since lack of internal conflict in Chile, plus the relatively rapid growth of its domestic economy, has attracted many immigrants from other countries. For some residents and leaders, this issue creates concern. One local social leader from Los Copihues noted the increase in property crime. “We have Peruvians, which are the ones that you see most. We also have some Dominicans, if I am not mistaken. They are persons of the coloured race, Afro-Americans,” she said. “[Sadly], they have already gotten into … houses to rob them.”

Another person from the municipality of Los Copihues, a local city councillor, had a different perception of the Peruvian and Colombian immigrants.
The Peruvians, he believes, are “much more educated, more prepared” to fit into Chilean society. But the Colombians, he feels, “generate problems”.

[In Colombia,] there is everything: drugs, trafficking, that is … There is everything … There are good people [in Colombia], but there is also prostitution, drugs, trafficking, and terrorism … How did that wave of terrorism manifest when they come [sic] here? … I don’t know. We don’t know. We have not confirmed that … but they may be involved … in another country, with the bombs.

This perception—that some migrants are terrorists or criminals fleeing from police at home—is not an uncommon one. Neither is a tendency to look down on the nationals from other countries: one interviewee referred to them as negritos, a local term meaning “little black people”. The data from all cities point to the very different challenges migration poses for CE. In Lima, the effects were relatively limited, but new migrants found it much harder than older residents to save money, accumulate capital, buy property, and build a place in the community. In Bogotá, significant waves of newcomers fleeing from conflict had a different vision of local life, with its obligations and solidarities, than more settled inhabitants. Government policies to support the migrants contributed to solidarity among them, but also created tensions between them and the other residents. And in Santiago a large majority of residents have lived in the city for an extended period, and a fair degree of solidarity exists among them—which results in a certain amount of animosity against the small number of recent foreign migrants, which some of the long-term inhabitants view as an alien group. In this case, strong CE coexists with a rejection of perceived outsiders.

The efficacy of policing

As already indicated, Latin American cities differ significantly from North American ones in many respects—not least in the ways these regions manage urban space and neighbourhood security (Salcedo and Dear 2012). In urban Latin America, there are serious issues with police efficiency that usually do not exist (or not to such a degree) in the Global North. In general, policing in the North has positive effects on crime control and the ability to build social control (Sampson 2012). Studies of social disorganisation tend to treat police and the justice system as a constant, an institution that can be relied on, in a way that is often not possible in Colombia, Chile, and Peru. While police inefficiency, abuse, corruption, and engagement with criminals certainly happens in every country, Latin America has historically had serious problems with those aspects. In his detailed work on Chicago, Sampson (2012) acknowledged that police corruption may play a role in neighbourhood effects in Latin America. Indeed, Escobar (2012) has shown that a higher police presence in Bogotá actually correlates with more
homicides, rather than fewer. For this reason, to understand the implications of policing on social control, we should examine the logic of the failed efficacy of these organisations.

Our survey showed only moderate levels of respect for the police. On a scale of 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest), values in all three cities fell below 3. Figure 7.1 shows that Santiago’s police had a very slightly higher level of legitimacy; the services in Bogotá and Lima received slightly lower ratings.

In our neighbourhood interviews in each city, we heard descriptions from residents of three main types of police failures. The inhabitants’ array of complaints ranged from chronic inefficiency to corruption and outright abuse. Regarding inefficiency, for example, some Bogotá residents said they would file complaints about property crimes such as burglaries, but that police were useless in situations of violence (such as a fight breaking out). People also noted that police response times were consistently out of sync with the nature of the crime. A deep lack of confidence and trust in law enforcement was also expressed. Many residents were explicit in their belief

Figure 7.1 Box plot of police legitimacy
(A box plot displays the distribution of data through their quartiles.)
Source: Arias and Tocornal (2017).
that the local police were corrupt. One man from La Fuente, in Bogotá, complained that he had to pay the police to protect his business. Another, from Las Rosas, said “They always go for money, they are very easy to buy.” A woman from La Fuente said she didn’t trust the police, because “they themselves are accomplices of the drug addicts ... they extort money from those that sell, and those that consume.” Such complicity with criminals caused most people to fear the police, a fact that raises important questions about how the police contribute to the prevailing disorder rather than combatting it.

More chillingly, many people still well remember the history of violence and abuse at the hands of both police and the military during the conflicts that tore the country apart in the 1990s. One woman from La Fuente told us that she remembered hearing about complicity between local residents and the police: the locals had a list of names of people “to keep an eye on” and, ostensibly, have jailed. But, “they didn’t jail them, they had a list and with that list they went killing,” she said. “There was the police behind [them]. The [local] man still lives down there ... they didn’t come dressed as police, they were soldiers or police, but [the police] gave them munitions and they came here from Boyacá ... they had their assassins.” As a result of such incidents, Bogotanos in general have a remarkably low opinion of the police. These negative relationships likely contribute to the poor police–citizen interactions that impede crime control efforts (Arias and Ungar 2009; Moncada 2009).

In Lima, as in Bogotá, people complained that local police responded late to calls about serious incidents and generally did little to suppress crime or create improvements in the neighbourhood. The service was most effective when victims only needed to report stolen belongings after a robbery. They did contact the police for robberies, though it didn’t usually do much good. “We tell them what happened, but we still see the armed robbers walking around here!” said one person.

That said, concerns about police corruption in Lima were much more limited than in Bogotá. Even the infrequent accusation of corruption seemed to involve fairly mild forms of “shaking down” neighbourhood residents. For instance, one man from El Sarmiento grumbled that the police, when called, showed up only “when everything is over”, and then demand money “for gasoline, and that type of thing”. Even this much was uncommon among Lima interviewees, who did not express as much fear of police abuse as people in the other two cities did.

In Santiago, inhabitants also had little confidence in police. A number complained about their limitations, and their inability to effectively enforce the law in their neighbourhoods. However, relatively few people accused the Chilean police of not responding to calls as they did in Lima and Bogotá. But there were pervasive concerns about police corruption. One non-governmental organisation worker from Los Copihues described a situation when the carabineros, the Chilean national police, catch someone “with kilos of coca”. They don’t
charge people immediately, he said: “Instead they leave you in the dungeon. Then they wait for a relative to arrive and say, ‘What can we do? How much does that cost [to get him out]?’” Then the relative pays the police to release the offender.

Even when drugs are not involved, the theme of legality versus illegality is a constant refrain when talking about the police. A religious leader from Los Copihues noted the distrust around the matter of alcohol.

We know that the carabineros who supposedly protect us from crime, are also the ones who are consuming [illegal drugs], who go to the clandestine bars... One of the sources of funding [for neighbourhood associations] are their licenses to sell alcohol. But, you know, it’s hard to sell officially if the place is full of illegal shops—and even more so if those are the ones the carabineros go to.

On the whole, there was extensive and sharp dissatisfaction with the Chilean police.

The foregoing tells us that the nature of police legitimacy varies significantly. In Lima, the police are detached, slow, and absent, but generally less abusive and corrupt. In Santiago, police respond to at least some calls, but are seen as very corrupt. Bogotá’s police seem worst of all: they combine a poor response time with corruption and abuse. This points to different issues that need to be addressed to control crime in the three cities. In Lima, increasing police funding, and developing better training and policies, might have significant effects in improving criminal justice outcomes. In Bogotá and Santiago, on the other hand, greater funding may actually exacerbate the existing problems, since it may empower a police force that is already corrupt. In the communities we studied, at least, reforms of local police units would have to be accompanied by larger policy changes to have any real effect.

Discussion

This chapter has examined two key areas where the contemporary Latin American experience differs from the North American. One is the urban dimension and the role of migration, and the other is the efficacy and legitimacy of the police. Our analysis focused on how variation in these two areas affects social disorganisation, and the issue of formal and informal social control. Comparing results across the three cities reveals the immense differences that emerge in different national contexts. And using the concepts of social disorganisation and CE allowed us to look at both the similarities and the differences in migration patterns in Latin America and the US.

Heavy migration always tests social ties for a variety of reasons. However, the particularities vary, and, as a result, the effects on social ties can also differ. For example, relatively low levels of external migration create some
very real tensions in Santiago. In Lima, significant migration generates few overt tensions, but new migrants face economic challenges with respect to property ownership, meaning that they are relegated to lower economic, social, and political positions in the community. Bogotá experiences significant and ongoing migration as a result of conflicts. For the rural migrants, this is a benefit as it provides them with a community to participate in when they move to the city. But their numbers, combined with the fact that they receive government benefits amid extensive community poverty, results in long-term tensions with their neighbours. All this confirms the general insight that a transient population contributes to strained social ties, which in turn may increase crime in urban neighbourhoods. This data provides a perspective on culturally specific vectors through which migration can affect local collective efficacy.

A further insight from this research is that the people we interviewed in the three cities demonstrate an openness to discussing police legitimacy—an openness that is not evident in existing ecological approaches to neighbourhood-level crime developed in the United States. The residents’ experiences of law-enforcement failure provide us with some important insights, notably into the limitations of standard measures of formal social control. The operative question, it seems, is not so much whether police are present, but how effective they are. Having a small police station in a neighbourhood is good, but it is less beneficial if response times are slow. If the police are corrupt and abusive, their presence is counterproductive to the community. The specific nature of these failures provides important perspectives on the implications of policing policy, and on the wider application of social disorganisation and social control concepts in the Latin American context.
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8 Urban poverty and institutions in Venezuela

Roberto Briceño-León

Introduction

The neighbourhoods where the poor of Caracas have built their homes sit on the slopes of the mountains or are sunk into the ditches carved by the rivers that flow through the city. The flat spaces of the three valleys that make up Caracas are occupied by formal urban scenery: homes, high-rises, and commercial buildings—all legally constructed, with official permits to occupy the land and build on it. But the areas where the poor live have no such authorisation. Their settlements were built in the interstices of private property, on rocky and difficult public land on mountains, or on the riverbeds where construction is hazardous and expressly prohibited.

On one of those mountain slopes lives 17-year-old Jonathan, whose house has a beautiful view of the city’s towers and buildings. But the house’s foundations are so fragile that it is in danger of collapsing. His mother had no money for repairs, so Jonathan decided to help her. He left school, joined a neighbourhood gang, and began stealing. Now, he unabashedly tells of having already killed two people.

Not far from there, at the edge of one of the mountain gullies, lives Ederson, another 17-year-old. When he was a boy, the rising river destroyed his family’s home. They lost almost everything. But despite the danger, Ederson’s father decided to rebuild the house in the same spot. The location may be illegal, but it’s convenient for everyone in a central area of the city, near where the parents work and the children go to school. Ederson packed groceries at a nearby supermarket to help pay for the repairs and for his own education. He currently dreams of attending university.

Here are two poor yet ambitious young men, who grew up in the same conditions of urban poverty and exclusion. Why does one enter the world of crime and violence, and the other hope for higher education? This chapter will examine the results of research into criminal violence in three Venezuelan cities. With the evidence gathered here, I aim to establish a critical and constructive dialogue on the theories of urban insecurity.
Urban poverty and violence

The most popular theories explaining crime and violence place the blame not just on poverty, but also on the inequality experienced by poor people in the Global South, particularly in Latin America. According to this well-known hypothesis, Jonathan would become a delinquent and a killer because of his family’s poverty, and as a reaction to the fact that he was living in destitution right beside a city full of wealth. But if those were the only two operative factors, why didn’t Ederson become a criminal too?

The explanation of poverty and inequality as the causes of crime is rooted in a set of theories that originated in the Global North, which has social realities that are very different from those in Latin America. Applying those theories to this region’s problems is an easy task, given the overwhelming evidence of poverty and inequality, and the weight of authority of the Northern academic and political tradition. For instance, we could explain Jonathan’s criminal behaviour using the theories of functional “social disorganisation” (Shaw and McKay 1972; Finn-Aage and Huizinga 1990; Gottfredson and Hirschi 1990; Laub and Sampson 2003). We could also turn to Marxist theories of crime (Russell 2002; Sozzo 2008; Camacho and Guzmán 1990), since Jonathan’s family could certainly be classed as dysfunctional and his feeling of exclusion from urban life and consumerism could well lead to a class struggle. But then how do we explain the hundreds of thousands of other Edersons, with the same family and social circumstances, who never become thieves or murderers?

The reality of Venezuelan society forces us to creatively rethink some of those standard theories. In the early 2000s, for instance—the decade in which the country was wealthiest, not most impoverished—Caracas was the capital city with the world’s highest homicide rate (UNODC 2011). Furthermore, at this time the government had the nation’s largest expenditure in social assistance. That period in Venezuela—when homicide rates tripled, and it became one of the five most violent countries in the world—was when official reports proclaimed it to be the least unequal country in Latin America (CEPAL 2004). Under those circumstances, how can we sustain theories affirming that poverty and inequality produce criminal violence?

The radical transformation of criminality in Venezuela, and the differences in the lives of Jonathan and Ederson, show us that we need to consider other factors. The working hypothesis of the research I present here focuses on the normative dimensions of a society. I feel that this is a highly relevant factor, and one to which the dominant theories on urban crime do not pay sufficient attention. It is the rules of the social contract, both formal and informal, which govern relationships and make life predictable. My thesis is that the social institution acts to control violence, and that the tragedy of urban exclusion is not based on the lack of material things. Rather, it is normative exclusion that leaves part of the population outside the rule of law, and fosters the rise of crime and violence.
Venezuela: Urban poverty and institutions

The fragmented city

Venezuelan cities, like much of Latin America, developed with a different pattern than that of European and American cities. The standard theory of urbanisation is that the process of industrialisation brought with it the growth of cities: industrialisation preceded urbanisation. In Latin America, something very different occurred, there was a process of urbanisation without industrialisation. Not only did it not come first, but, in some cases, industrialisation never arrived at all (Quijano 1977).

The urbanisation of Latin America was the product of Spanish colonisation, which, as a tool of political domination, displaced or replaced pre-colonial urban centres. Some of those Aztec, Mayan, or Incan cities were very large, and were likely developed for commercial and ceremonial purposes. In other areas, such as Venezuela, only small villages existed. For more than four centuries, the colonial city of Latin America was built in the form of a chequerboard around a plaza, as established in the 1576 Ordinances of Felipe II of Spain. It grew in a slow and orderly fashion with new blocks added onto its fringes, where new inhabitants of the city lived.

In the twentieth century, the situation changed when a predominantly rural continent suddenly became urban. This process was marked by three major traits: speed, magnitude, and incapacity.

- **Speed**: The process of urbanisation was a very quick one. In 1950, only 43 per cent of the population of South America lived in cities; 50 years later, by the end of the century, this had nearly doubled, with 80 per cent of the population being urban.

- **Magnitude**: South America has a very large population and much of it moved into the cities at once. In 1950, there were 48 million urban dwellers; in 2000, there were 279 million. Those 230 million new inhabitants of the cities meant an almost 600 per cent population increase (CELADE 2004)—the equivalent of building, in just half a century, six times the total number of all of South America’s cities.

- **Incapacity**: For cities accustomed to slow growth, it was very difficult to welcome so many new residents. This scant capacity for urban integration was evident in the overloaded systems for housing and also in the strains placed on urban infrastructure such as roads, water, and sewers, and on services such as hospitals and schools.

That inability to assimilate so much new population growth, due to its speed and magnitude, was what led to the illegal occupation of huge portions of marginal territory that was not suitable for urbanisation: the mountains and gullies where Jonathan and Ederson live. These informal new areas, created by the inhabitants themselves, were both integrated into and excluded from the formal city: they are an essential part of it, but lack both legality and services.
These areas, known variously as favelas, barrios, or tugurios, have a situation of material exclusion that has been widely studied in the region (Valladares 2005). They also, as I indicated earlier, are in a state of normative exclusion and this makes them areas not strictly governed by the rule of law. They are social spaces in which the formal law is rarely enforced. Due to the circumstances of this abandonment, these spaces are governed by an informal institutionalism that offers some advantages for those who live in them, but also a number of serious problems (Calderón 2005).

**Social theories on crime in society**

Among the social explanations for violence and criminality, there are two major schools of thought. One believes that crime arises from poverty and inequality, and the other that criminality is driven by normative and institutional deficiencies.

The poverty-based explanation says that individuals commit crimes in order to quickly obtain the things they lack in life; they feel justified in this because of the inequality they observe in society, where others have the things they lack (Kruijt 2008; Moser and Shrader 1998). According to this perspective, since the poor have no legal access to the things they need, whether vital or superfluous, they decide to snatch them illegally by force. The attractive thing about this theory is that it removes the justification of crime from the active individual and his environment, and turns instead to a collective explanation that aims more to understand criminals than to condemn them. Its origin is found in a 1939 book written by two German-American sociologists, George Rusche and Otto Kirchheimer, *Punishment and Social Structure* (1968). With all the prestige of the Frankfurt School to which they belonged (Wheatland 2009), they demonstrated their new hypothesis attributing the causes of criminality not to individuals but to an unjust social order.

The explanations of crime from poverty come in various forms. In some cases, it has been a micro-social analysis, such as ecological studies, in which poverty (expressed as low household income, substandard housing, or percentage of youth that do not attend school) is the cause of crime (Shaw, van Dijk, and Rhomberg 2003). Alternatively, the macro-social perspective argues that the conditions of poverty are themselves a type of violence, known as structural violence (Galtung and Hölvik 1971; Del Olmo 2000). Another widely accepted explanation is based on the theory of inequality or “relative deprivation”. The idea, first formulated by Marx, is that a person might feel anger if a palace is built next to their little house. The difference between the two buildings makes the house look like a mere hut (Marx 1968). Many other studies have considered inequality as a cause of violence, including Blau and Blau (1982); Fajnzylber, Lederman, and Loayza (2002); and Buvinic, Morrison, and Shifter (2000), as well as publications by the World Bank (2011) and the World Health Organization (WHO 2000).
Some Latin American studies have sought an association between inequality and criminality (Cano and Santos 2001; Gawryszewski and Costa 2005; Bourguignon, Nuñez, and Sanchez 2003; Cramer 2003; Kruijt 2008; Moser and Shrader 1998). But they have found no convincing explanation.

A different perspective comes from studies that seek an explanation for violence in the interaction of individuals and the social norms that govern their coexistence. All societies have such standards and laws to regulate relationships, distribute duties, and establish which actions are acceptable and which are reprehensible. Society praises some behaviours and criminalises others with the result that the behaviour of most people is predictable (Guidice 2005). For simple societies, these mechanisms work well enough. But when urban society becomes more complex, they become even more crucial. Émile Durkheim, the founder of sociology, found that at times these normative provisions—the ones that set the guidelines for how individuals should act—are either not conveyed adequately, are not learned, or lose their impact. In such situations, the “criminal profession” arises (Durkheim 1978: 343). Criminal behaviour arises from shortcomings in society; it is learned in terms of relationships with other people and in the choices an individual makes between behaviour that accepts or breaks the rules (Sutherland 1955).

This perspective is revisited by Robert Merton, who interprets criminal behaviour as the result of the conflict that arises between an individual’s desires and his limited means for achieving those goals (Merton 1965). Societies respond to those who break their rules; we might call this reciprocation “punishment” although Durkheim does not (Durkheim 1960). Punishment is the opposite of positive reciprocity in which kindness is met with kindness, and gifts with gifts (Mauss 1973). As a social norm, negative reciprocity translates into the willingness to inflict pain on a person in response to the pain that this person has previously inflicted on others. This process restores the universal value to the social norm that has been broken (Meares, Katyal, and Kahan 2004; Hart 2008).

This institutional perspective contends that the most important thing in society is the rules of the game since these allow individuals to control their behaviour, resolve conflicts without using force, and make life predictable. This normative dimension of the social contract is known as institutionality in sociology (Brinton and Nee 1998) and in economics (North, Wallis, and Weingast 2009), and has recently been adopted by criminology (Messner, Rosenfel, and Karstedt 2013). Institutions reduce the motivation of individuals to wander off the prescribed paths and commit crimes by applying formal and informal mechanisms of social control (La Free 1998). This might help us to explain the non-criminal behaviour of Ederson, even though his condition of poverty was similar to Jonathan’s. In his case, perhaps the presence in the family of his father and the parental teaching of institutional norms, including the value of work, were what prevented his participation in crime.
Theories of crime: the institutional dimension

To understand the singularity of crime and violence in Venezuela and Latin America, I have identified eight important factors that serve as material and normative determinants either alone or in combination with one another (Briceño-León 2005, 2008). These factors are:

- changes in family structure
- the double exclusion of youth
- the secularisation of urban life
- unmet expectations
- urban fragmentation
- the culture of masculinity
- the drug market
- criminal impunity.

I explain each of these points in detail below.

Changes in family structure

In previous generations and in rural communities, families were extended ones, but now the urban family is nuclear. In addition, two-parent families are decreasing and single-parent families are increasing (Jelin 2000). With these changes, the capacity of the family as an institution to convey values to children, and impose rules on them, has diminished. Studies now show a reduction in the normative role of the father and an increase in the regulatory role of the mother (Hurtado 1998). While their parent(s) is (are) at work during the day, many children are left alone at home or in the care of other children (since there are now few grandmothers to help). As a result, socialisation mostly occurs in the street. Some teenagers from deprived areas do not go to school, either because there are no schools where they live or because their family does not send them. When they are able to attend, classes only last until noon, leaving young people unattended for the rest of the day.

The double exclusion of youth

In adolescence, young people in cities can choose between continuing their education or entering the work force. However, a sizeable percentage of youth leave school, but do not manage to enter the work force—which leaves them doubly excluded. This fact not only leaves them with no training and no income, it also segregates them from the regulated social world. Such excluded youth are vulnerable to the allure of criminal groups, which may provide them with both an income and a sense of belonging.
The secularisation of urban life

The loss of the power of religion to regulate social behaviours in daily life has left a gap, since secularisation and civil law have not adequately replaced religious control. These changes may well have modified people’s relationship with the divine; they have certainly affected the impact of their religious beliefs as a mechanism of social control (Levine 2012). The commandments “Thou shall not steal” and “Thou shall not kill” have lost their force; yet, no effective substitute is available in either secular morals or in the criminal justice system. The known shortcomings of the latter, however, mean that the religious institution is maintained as a reference in terms of morals and punishment.

Unmet expectations

The process of urbanisation also brings with it a major transformation in the expectations of citizens. The opportunity for equalisation was one of the major purposes of urban development: to overcome the conformism of the rural population—their ingrained tendency to be resigned to the status quo, in both material and cultural life, and to lack any ambition or desire for personal or family improvement (Stavenhagen 1973). But the economy did not offer the chance of wealth to everyone. Market research today shows that both rich and poor youth in the city aspire to the same tokens of luxury consumption, such as name-brand clothing and cell phones—but they do not have equal funds to purchase them. This asymmetry often leads poor youth to obtain them in criminal ways. In the Global North, it may seem unlikely for young people to be willing to kill a person just to get some Levi’s jeans, Nike sneakers, or the latest iPhone. But in Latin America, this is not surprising.

Urban fragmentation

The informality and illegality that mark the urban landscape of Latin America, and often the Global South in general, bring about two material conditions that encourage violence. One condition is demographic, the other is topographical: high population density and the irregular design and layout of these mountain or ravine areas, the result of adapting to the land in the absence of any planning (Bolívar 1995), combined with the shortage of roads to make access difficult for outsiders. Steps and streets are steep, narrow, and twisted, and the sprawling layout of the area is like a labyrinth. The police, in their regular patrol vehicles, can barely get into such an area without being ambushed by criminals, nor can they establish a permanent presence in these areas as that would require almost a military operation. This fact allows for easy control by gangs. The rule of law in such territories is precarious and they are largely lawless.
Urban fragmentation demonstrates exclusion not just in terms of the built environment, infrastructure, and services, but also security. People living in such areas also do not have security of calling on the police for protection; they can easily be victimised by criminals. They are excluded from the security that the state must provide to its citizens and also from the normative mechanisms of conflict resolution (Pedrazzini 2005). These mechanisms offer ways to resolve differences peacefully, and with some institutionality. For example, one man does not work and stays up late at night playing very loud music. His neighbour works in the early morning and wants to sleep at night. How can the state help citizens to resolve such a conflict? Or when two neighbours both claim that a property boundary belongs to them. How should this situation be handled peacefully? Absent formal conflict resolution mechanisms, one person must either submit or defend himself with violence, thereby generating more violence. Whatever their other faults, the gangs at least offer those mechanisms: they act as judges, deciding who is right and who is wrong (even in cases of domestic violence between couples). Absent any better alternative, the gangs assume the role of the state.

The culture of masculinity

Social norms in Latin America define a man as a person who must be bold and not avoid confrontation. One result of this is that of all the homicides that occur in the continent, in almost nine out of ten, both the victims and the killers are men. The origin of this violence appears to be less in the biology of sex, and more in the rules of society that define how males and females should behave (Zubillaga 2003; Pedrazzini and Sanchez 2001).

The drug market

In cities, the highly profitable market for drug manufacturing and distribution is very competitive and, despite its illegality, strictly regulated by the gangs that run it. The business is enforced either by threats of violence or its actual use. Fights over territory or murders over the collection of debts express the strict rules that govern this perverse institutionality.

Criminal impunity

The criminal justice system, which should be a means of containing violence, is barely able to catch more than a small percentage of those who commit crimes and only a negligible proportion of them are actually punished (Briceño-León 2012). This invulnerability to prosecution on the part of criminals exists because the justice system is so overwhelmed with such cases that it has no ability even to apprehend or try criminals, still less the prison capacity to lock them up. Overworked prosecutors deal with hundreds of new cases every week and they can only choose which few to take up. The
majority are simply forgotten, meaning that the zone of impunity is ever-expanding. This situation means that law-enforcement authorities have lost all power in the cities of Latin America, and the gangs are well aware of it.

These eight factors help to explain the current state of institutionality in Latin America. They are present in all countries, but their magnitude and relevance varies from one society to another, which is why it is so important to study them in the field.

**Methodological multiplicity**

The study of institutionality and its impact on crime is a very complex matter. Some criminologists—such as Messner and Rosenfeld (2004)—consider it a difficult task, especially if only surveys are used. Indeed, qualitative studies are often too specific to be easily generalisable. To overcome those limitations, I developed an integrated model using both qualitative and quantitative methods to explore the diversity of institutionality (Briceño-León 2003). It used qualitative techniques at the beginning of the study (focus groups, interviews, and case studies) and this was followed by the quantitative technique of a random national population survey to evaluate the magnitude and significance of qualitative results.

For the qualitative part of this study, I used the case studies technique (Yin 1984), adapting the methodology in order to apply it to multiple cases. With the goal of obtaining greater diversity and reliability (Briceño-León 2016), I established seven case studies in four cities:

- Caracas, the nation’s capital and the principal city for services, such as banking and commerce, and the seat of national government
- Guayana City, a port city in Bolívar state and also an industrial and mining town
- San Cristobal and San Antonio, both located on the border with Colombia and both specialising in livestock production and trade.

For the quantitative study, I used a population survey with a multi-stage randomised national sample. This allowed me to evaluate the results of the qualitative study.

**Research results**

The results of the study show the importance of the normative dimension in the context of security and inclusion in cities. This dimension has generally been overlooked in terms of providing evidence of poverty or physical exclusion, but it can be a very powerful tool for explaining increases in violence and the institutional responses to it. But with no institutionality to support social processes—to motivate people to behave well, convince them of the virtues of the norm, oversee its enforcement, and punish
offenders—security policies will always have limited effectiveness. In the six sections below, I examine the research findings and how they may affect the design of sustainable policies related to citizen security.

**The positive contribution of informal institutionality**

“Informal” institutionality refers to common rules for coexistence that are unwritten and not sanctioned by any formal authority. This factor had an unexpected relevance in the results of my research. Its study was included in the theoretical design, but much less weight was originally allocated to it; this changed as we encountered the phenomenon increasingly during the research. Notably, this occurred in all the study zones: in poor city neighbourhoods, in the marginal areas, and even in the behaviour of the police.

As I indicated earlier, a community that sprang up from illegal occupation of land and self-built housing, with no construction permits or legal status, exists outside the rule of law. When residents launch housing rental or sales businesses in an informal marketplace, none of those transactions is technically legal; however, the citizens do not consider them exactly illegal. We could say that they fit into a dimension of “paralegality”, as the rules are legitimised by the stakeholders themselves. Their strength lies in the fact that they have proven to be quite successful. A smoothly functioning system has been created that includes a rotating credit arrangement between neighbours and especially the “real estate” and house rental market. All these operate with strict, but not formal, rules. This informal institutionality allows some important levels of internal social cohesion and social functioning. The rules are different from the formal system, as they are based on trust and personal ties between the citizens involved, but they are nevertheless recognised as legitimate.

Certainly some authors have emphasised “institutional diversity” (Ostrom 2005), but the phenomenon of informal institutionality is something much more powerful. Other studies (Helmke and Levitsky 2006) show that it involves a large percentage of the population who live according to different rules from those that formally govern social life. This is an important distinction: informal institutionality is not a fringe part of society, but a component that contributes to society’s proper functioning.

**Informal institutionality can be perverse**

However, there is also a “perverse” aspect to the regulatory framework offered by informal institutionality, since these are the kinds of rules that can replace the law. Informal institutionality does not cause violence if its establishment is the product of coexistence among citizens. But when this is not the case—when it is imposed from the outside by organised criminal groups—it takes on a different aspect, and becomes a source of fear and
crime. In some marginal urban territories, the criminal gangs replace the state in three of its important functions: establishing regulations, collecting taxes, and imposing punishment. Under perverse institutionality, criminal gangs establish social rules as they like, at their whim. They charge “taxes” that simply extort money from people and businesses for the “protection” they offer—that is, usually to protect citizens from their own harassment. And they cruelly punish anybody who does not submit to their authority or obey their rules.

This situation is exactly what we encountered in the border areas where Venezuela meets Colombia and within the cities in the territories controlled by criminal groups. The criminal rules thus constitute an institutionality in themselves. Although perverse, these are still important to show the relevance of the normative dimension of social life; in order to do business, even criminals must establish and obey certain rules. Even perverse institutionality, when criminal gangs replace the state, can fulfil the same functions as the positive kind such as setting expectations (Luhmann 2005) and making people’s behaviour predictable (North and Weingast 2000). The same perverse effect can be true of social capital with its virtues of trust and its networks of cooperation, when these are implemented by organised crime (Rubio 1999).

Response to violence: strengthening the rule of law

The individuals we spoke to in focus groups strongly supported the idea that the government must use the army to control criminals. Their attitude was “plomo al hampa”— “fight scum with bullets”. But alongside their enthusiasm for a “kill the bandits” strategy, there was also vehement support for the ideas of “negotiating with gangs” and “creating peace zones”. These would be territories handed over to the gangs by the government, where the police could not go and where the gangs would be officially in charge with a mandate to reduce violence. This was considered a “least harm” compromise to avert political scandal; the bandits could still engage in extortion and selling drugs on the condition that they reduced the homicide levels.

In the survey, people had very different responses to these two proposals. The majority (77 per cent) supported sending in the army and only 18 per cent agreed with the idea of negotiation. The other 5 per cent were undecided. They wanted severe and decisive action to combat crime, not talk. However, this popular demand for an iron fist against crime has the potential to lead to extrajudicial excesses by the police and the military that, paradoxically, could end up destroying institutionality rather than strengthening it (Cruz 2011). And, from a methodological point of view, it was interesting to compare the results of the qualitative and quantitative methods. The quantitative surveys showed there was little popular support for negotiation approaches that had a lot of support in the qualitative work.
The gender dimension in social control

Our study showed that the most efficient operators for institutionality were not men, police, or members of the criminal justice system, but women. In their roles as mothers, teachers, or nuns, women were able to create pacts, agreements, and initiatives to promote positive informal institutionality. The female figures acted as protectors of the people and regulators of violence. Mothers were able to scold gang members that no one else dared to confront, teachers denounced delinquents if they came to school with guns, and nuns held street processions of saints to reclaim the public space from drug dealers.

Despite the government’s failure to protect the people and uphold the norms, the wage research team discovered that women have made it possible for “traditional” institutions of social control, such as family, school, and religion, to be revitalised. These institutions remained valid despite having lost much of the power they once had in rural society or in small urban nuclei. They have maintained some of their legitimacy and represent great potential for resistance to crime and insecurity. This reality challenges the theories of modernisation, which maintain that social control is now the responsibility of a civil, impersonal, and secular state.

Violence produces and increases inequality

Our research found a different dimension of the link between violence and inequality. The results showed that inequality did not produce criminal behaviour and it was not the cause of violence. However, the opposite relationship was true: crime and violence increased social inequality. This happens because victimisation is not evenly distributed throughout the city. The poor are more likely to be victims of crime than other socio-economic groups and are also victims of more violent crime. This is the result of economic inequality in protection from crime. When the state fails in its duty of universal protection, citizens must protect themselves privately. Only the wealthiest people can afford to pay for private security, bodyguards, or armoured cars. The poor are more vulnerable because they cannot do this.

As well, there is inequality in the damage caused to the victims of crimes against property. Although the items stolen from the poor may be of lesser value than those of the rich, that lower value still represents a much higher percentage of the family assets than it does for high-income earners. The loss of the modest vehicle of the motorcycle taxi driver, for instance, whether due to robbery or because he had to sell it to pay the ransom in a kidnapping, represents a much greater economic burden to his family than the loss of a luxury car to a wealthy businessman.

There is even inequality in the impact of injuries and death. If a family member is wounded or injured in an assault, there is a large difference
between rich and poor in the economic capacity to afford the medical treatment needed to heal that person, ensure their survival, or cope with their being unable to work, and, in the worst case, to deal with the consequences of their death. The poor have much less ability than the wealthy to remedy the damage caused by crime and violence. This further impoverishes the poor and causes greater inequality in society.

**Crime undermines the social legitimacy of success**

Finally, our research showed that crime sets a bad example for honest young people. Theft, kidnapping, and selling drugs provide criminals with the kinds of money that law-abiding people cannot hope to obtain legitimately through their education and hard work. The criminals are well aware of this, and look down on students and young workers. Their nickname for them is *chigüire*, the local term for a capybara, a South American rodent. On a weekend night, one low-level drug peddler said, “I earn double what one of those *chigüires* earns in a month.”

This means that the gap between youths’ consumer expectations and their ability to satisfy them can only be bridged by criminal activity, which gives them access to large sums of money. As pointed out by Merton (1965), this reality devalues the accepted means of work, study, and saving as ways to achieve goals of social and financial success, and it reinforces the belief that only the prohibited means of crime can accomplish those goals. As Durkheim (1978) explained, these situations produce anomie: a breakdown of the social contract and the rules established by society.

**Conclusion**

The social sciences, and politics, have recently tended to view violence and insecurity in the light of theories marked by what Lahire (2016) has appropriately termed “the culture of the excuse”. Remember Jonathan and Ederson, who grew up in very similar environments: in poverty, in a country that boasted of general wealth and had generous social policies for the poor. According to these theories, Jonathan would bear no responsibility for his thefts and homicides; poverty, inequality, familial abandonment, exploitation, or capitalism (depending on preference of theory) would all be sufficient to excuse his behaviour. Such excuses disguise themselves as understanding in order to forgive criminals their transgressions and place the blame on others: divorced parents, an exploitative economic system, the larger social structure, etc.

However, the research on insecurity and violence in Venezuela, with its major investments in social programs and a political effort to reduce inequality, refutes these theories on a macro level. And the lives of hundreds of thousands of young people like Ederson—who study and work, hard and honestly, to achieve their aspirations (and who are occasionally victimised
by people like Jonathan)—refute the theories on a micro level. There are no possible excuses for decisions made by individuals and for social policies that have negative consequences. These sociological and political theories were developed in the Global North, yet they are accepted without criticism in Latin America, continuing to affirm that insecurity has its origin in this kind of “violence of the rich” (Pinçon and Pinçon-Charlot 2013). But research in Latin America shows that violence is linked less to circumstances of poverty or misery, and more to social norms and managing expectations. It is significant that none of the people we interviewed rob or kill people to obtain basic necessities like food or shelter; they do it for luxury goods like fancy jeans, sneakers, or cell phones.

We must think of the difference between Jonathan and Ederson in terms of managing the legitimacy of the means and time required to achieve goals. The theories of rational behaviour affirm that some individuals choose the path of crime because they consider it an acceptable alternative, while to others crime is not acceptable (Wikström 2004). Hence Jonathan wants to achieve his goals of luxury consumption quickly, and he is not troubled by the fact that this can only be done by prohibited means. Ederson, on the other hand, does not accept the use of illegal means, his personal values and ethics forbid such a shortcut. His “institutionality”, his sense of compliance with the law, and his preference for moral means to achieve his goals, all mean that deciding to become a thief or a murderer is not an option for him. Like many thousands of other law-abiding citizens, the vast majority in fact, Ederson is willing to make the effort of studying, working, and waiting until he can achieve his goals legally.

This mindset illustrates the social contract that makes it possible for society to work. Preventing or controlling crime cannot be done by the after-the-fact intervention of the police or criminal law. These institutions can play an important role in fulfilling the social contract and strengthening the norms by punishing offenders once a crime has been committed. But the framework of society relies on morals, values, standard rules of behaviour, and reliable mechanisms for conflict resolution. These mechanisms are intended to prevent people from behaving badly in the first place.

The theoretical difficulty is that the normative dimension has been understood exclusively from the perspective of law—that is, from formal institutionality (Robert 1988). This is not sufficient to maintain good order as the social contract and informal institutionality have a diversity of norms and agreements. They are both the shadow and the mirror image of the law: “shadow” because they maintain it as a reference and “mirror” because they tend to imitate it in an informal way.

Evolutionary psychology explains the predominance of young men as murderers and rapists in terms of biologically programmed youthful aggression. Young men are at their highest level of sexual desire and their violence constitutes a primitive expression of masculinity in terms of fighting to exercise reproductive domination (Collins 2008; Daly and Wilson 1988). So
why can Ederson control his sexual and aggressive impulses, while Jonathan can’t? Why did one choose a life of crime and the other not?

To control people’s impulses, society educates; to dissuade people from a criminal life, society punishes. We can assume that for Ederson, as for thousands like him, his self-control of his impulses worked. He accepted the choice of prescribed means and he believed in the threat of punishment. None of these were the case for Jonathan or for the thousands like him in the city who kidnap, steal, assault, rob, rape, and kill.

When a society’s moral, normative, and punitive mechanisms work properly (Luhmann 2005), it expectations can be established either in a formal or an informal way. Either way, people know how they must behave and what they can expect from others. Formal or informal institutionality makes society predictable (North, Wallis, and Weingast 2009), which reduces the potential for conflict and violence. This moral and normative dimension of informal institutionality allows formal institutionality and law to function. In the end, as maintained by Habermas (1996), what makes a society safe is not repression but the acceptance of a set of self-imposed norms that are valid for everyone. The same principle is true of Latin American cities: safety and security must be based on a renewal of the social contract. This contract includes everyone, not only in the material goodness of urban life, but also in the normative inclusion that allows the rights of citizens to be exercised.
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Interpersonal violence
9 Understanding Côte d’Ivoire’s “Microbes”

The political economy of a youth gang

Francis Akindès

Introduction

With the development of criminology as a discipline, we have come to realise the extent to which crimes are a “social mirror” that reflects the health of a society (Kawachi et al. 1999). In this context, youth gangs are a universal phenomenon (Klein et al. 2006; O’Brien et al. 2013; Deuchar 2015; Hughes and Short 2015). Youth violence has even been identified as a global concern by the World Health Organization, in its World Report on Violence and Health (Krug et al. 2002) because of its impact on public health (Meddings et al. 2005). As a social phenomenon, youth violence is discussed in a large body of literature in the United States and Latin America, and to a lesser extent in Europe. However, it is rarely discussed in Africa, except in South Africa.

In this chapter, I discuss some of the results of the Safe and Inclusive Cities project that studied youth crime in Côte d’Ivoire. Here, I focus specifically on Abidjan, the country’s economic capital. In 2010 and 2011, in the midst of the country’s post-election crisis, a new form of criminality and criminal identity emerged: the enfants-microbes, or “germ children”. These ultra-violent children and teenagers are criminals of a new breed. They are younger delinquents than their predecessors, and as a group they specialise in the violent group extortion of goods and money. Nobody seems to know quite how the name Microbe originated; it seems to have arisen spontaneously. But it’s an accurate description: they act on society like germs in the human body, seriously harming the individuals they attack.

Who are these Microbes, and why have they appeared at this particular time? How do they differ from Abidjan’s ordinary street children, called “les enfants de la rue”? What lessons can we draw from research in these risky fields (which is otherwise rarely conducted)? In the literature on gangs, there are four competing theories for the emergence of the phenomenon. These are:

- the criminal-sociology perspective (including social disorganisation), proposed by Thrasher (1927) and Shaw and McKay (1931)
- the ecological theory of crime, proposed by Sampson and Groves (1989) and Kawachi et al. (1999)
In terms of these perspectives, how does my research on the Microbes in Côte d'Ivoire contribute to the general discussion on the gang phenomenon? This chapter will attempt to answer that question.

**Background and context of the study**

Criminal violence is nothing new in Ivorian cities, and has rarely attracted the attention of social scientists. The few recent studies of insecurity show a growth in criminal acts between 1970 and 1990, and in the last decade this activity has reemerged. This timing coincides with a period of economic recession in Côte d'Ivoire, characterised by a reduction in public spending and high unemployment (Duruflé 1988; Contamin and Fauré 1990; Diomandé 1997).

The turning point—from petty crime to organised crime—came in 1974, and this change raised some scientific interest in the topic of criminal violence (Touré and Kouamé 1994; Marie 1997). These studies on hardship in a city like Abidjan pointed out that “the last resort of the ‘marginalised’,” unable to adapt to the system, “was crime, which was said to threaten this city with an ‘implosion-explosion’” (Touré and Kouamé 1994). From the 1980s onward, a combination of factors fuelled social frustrations: the economic crisis, increasing unemployment and employment instability, and the loss of social benefits (such as scholarships). Even the most educated youth were not immune, since they faced a greatly reduced possibility of socio-professional integration.

Among educated young people, particularly males, these frustrations gradually bred a culture of violent defiance of the social order. On university campuses, brutality increased: battles between political rivals were conducted with machetes, and students were killed. This criminal phenomenon drew the attention of researchers (such as Akindès 2000, 2009; Le Pape and Vidal 2002; Konaté 2003). Scholarly interest intensified with the sociopolitical crisis at the end of the 1990s and early 2000s (Banégas 2007; Bouquet 2005; Marshall-Fratani 2006; Strauss 2011; Bovcon 2009; Banégas 2010; Akindès and Fofana 2011; McGovern 2011; Koné 2011, 2012). That turbulent time, which lasted more than 10 years, saw an escalation of politically motivated violence. The political and military crisis that followed the 2010 elections also promoted the illegal proliferation and trafficking of firearms, which significantly contributed to the rise of urban crime.

But in terms of sociological research, interest in this criminalisation of the political sphere overshadowed lesser forms of crime. (Only the works
of Eliane De Latour [1999, 2001] looked at the phenomenon of gangs in the ghettos.) As Ivorian society was transforming, so were the street gangs. The appearance of the Microbes was only one symptom of this evolution of criminality. Unlike the street children, the Microbes perpetrated new and more dangerous forms of robbery and physical assault. Armed with clubs, knives, and machetes, these children and teenagers terrorised city residents creating a kind of public hysteria.

While the northern Abidjan commune of Abobo is the epicentre of Microbes activity, central Abidjan is also a hot spot. This phenomenon has spread to other cities in the various provinces, including Daloa and Gagnoa, although not to the same scale. The public panic caused by the Microbes is such that citizens have even turned to mob violence in addition to pressuring the government to deal with the gangs as part of its public security agenda. In May 2016, the police launched the highly publicised “Sparrowhawk” operation against the Microbes, with the goal of cleaning up the worst districts and rounding up young suspects. But it has since become apparent that this action was merely for cosmetic purposes. It has not prevented the phenomenon from redeveloping and adjusting its operating modes to match police strategies.

**A new form of criminality**

The Safe and Inclusive Cities project in Côte d’Ivoire was initiated in 2013 with the objective of filling in the gaps in our research on the new faces of crime and better understanding the transformations of criminal violence. To this end, it identified the features, manifestations, and history of criminal violence by two factors: location and type. Widespread newspaper reporting over a three-year period identified many of the assaults as having been committed around hotbeds of crime such as bus terminals and transport hubs, and the crimes attributed to the Microbes included not just robberies but also assaults and even murders. We sought to understand the relationship between these factors and the genesis of the Microbes—a category of “criminals” whose sociological characteristics are still poorly understood.

**Methodological considerations: methods and data**

Beyond being a research field that focuses on trying to better understand the individual and social reasons for these new forms of violence by children and adolescents, our work with the Microbes also yielded valuable methodological lessons.

**Investigating the Microbes was viewed as troublesome**

Engaging in a research program on the Microbes was perceived as politically incorrect by the government of Côte d’Ivoire, which was less than
enthusiastic about the project, and our initial forays met with strong resistance. The social issue of the Microbes is one the authorities find troublesome, fearing that scientific interest in the phenomenon might establish it as a sort of indicator of the poor performance of their economic growth policies. For many public servants, especially the police, the Microbes deserve only to be “eradicated, not studied”. In a 2013 interview, one senior police official said the kids should be “power-washed out” of the cities. This negative reaction to research on the Microbes is shared by the general public, who are terrified by these gangs. In 2016, to redefine the political stance on this issue, the Ministry of Justice rebranded the Microbes as “children in conflict with the law”.

**Transformation to a legitimate research subject**

Despite several general publications on the matter (Agier 1997; Kovats-Bernat 2002; Wood 2006; Boumaza and Campana 2007), the methodological literature on how to address risky topics such as criminal gangs remains weak. Once we overcame the initial hurdles, our research—the first in-depth field study of the Microbes—took a qualitative approach, using semi-structured interviews. We engaged with a gang from the Clouetcha neighbourhood of Abobo, an area with a high concentration of poorly constructed housing and public spaces. It is home to many large households (an average of eight people) who live in small spaces, with an average of four people sleeping in each room. The heads of household are most often involved in precarious economic activity.

Our qualitative approach required some innovation, since we did not wish to compromise our research methodology or ethics. We identified five main challenges to the project, some related to collecting data and others to the safety of both subjects and researchers.

- **Access:** The Microbes know that the police are tracking them and distrust all strangers. This made it difficult to choose the best strategy for approaching them.
- **Trust among family members:** The immediate families of Microbes, who might otherwise be key informants, are reluctant to speak to researchers. They fear that their statements will be used against the gang members.
- **Trust among associates:** Other gang members tend to confuse research with police investigation. They are reluctant to answer questions about their involvement with the Microbes because they fear retaliation from their peers.
- **Unsafe research environment:** The lawless target population of this study poses serious risks to researchers, as do the study sites (such as smoking dens), which may be unsafe places. For this reason, it is important to mitigate these risks by establishing trust with the gang members, particularly about how our data will be used.
Police territoriality: Some police officers see researchers as intruders, others as competition. Most are reluctant to share their information about the Microbes, which they view as “professional secrets”. In their view, the gangs deserve a “zero-tolerance” approach. The police also have a hard time understanding why researchers treat these outlaws as legitimate subjects, whose statements have the same value as those of the police.

All five of these factors intersected to complicate our study and hinder our attempts at triangulating the data. Accordingly, our most essential task was building relationships of trust with the various actors—both gang members and police, with their competing priorities—allowing them a space in which to express themselves freely.

**Building essential relationships of trust**

How does one go about building trust? The methodology for research into such difficult topics requires the creation of “transferable relationships of trust”. This means that subjects may be convinced to trust a researcher, based on a guarantee of trustworthiness offered by the person who introduces the researcher into the study environment—in other words, a de facto “sponsor”. This person also acts as a mediator between the researcher and the study site, and its inhabitants.

For our study, this important process consisted of two phases. First, we identified an individual—the “introducer”—from within the Microbes’ social circle, with whom they had an existing relationship of trust. Then we patiently worked to establish trust between that person and the researcher. We knew that the quality of the data we collected would depend on the quality of immersion into the research site, and that that immersion would depend on the quality of the trust the introducer transferred to the researcher. The chemistry of this two-way trust would not only make it possible for us to talk to the Microbes, but also to learn about their private lives through the stories they told us.

To accomplish this, we first shared our study objectives, protocols, and intended uses with our introducer. A vital component of this was our ethical commitment not to disclose the identities of the Microbes or of any of our informants. After two months of negotiations, this strategy was successful: the introducer understood and accepted the spirit of our research, and made it possible for us to contact the target population. We were finally able to speak with four small groups of people:

- 18 children—12 boys and 6 girls, all aged 10 to 12—who were Microbes
- 6 heads of families that included Microbes
- 10 victims and witnesses of violence committed by the Microbes
- 8 police and security services officers.
Our conversations with the Microbes took the form of semi-structured interviews asking about their life stories and personal family history. These focused on four points:

- the process of their involvement in a gang
- the factors that led them to become Microbes, and stay with them
- the initiation ritual they went through
- the respective roles of girls and boys within the gangs.

Following those four points, I present the results of our research in five parts. First, I focus on the gang’s socialisation process. Second, I discuss how young people first get involved with the Microbes. Third, I analyse the importance of the socio-ecological factors in this new form of criminality. Fourth, the ritualised process of resocialisation in the gangs is presented. Fifth, I discuss gender relations within the gangs.

Results

From desocialisation to resocialisation in the gangs

The Microbes gangs are not an exclusively male territory: youth of both sexes, aged 10 to 20, are members. Most of the time, the gangs grow by recruiting new members, who tend to be at the younger end of the spectrum. This recruitment rejuvenates the criminal environment and ensures its continuation and renewal. As long as nothing cuts their criminal careers short, the more youthful members are able to stay in the gang longer and develop more refined skills. In effect, they serve an apprenticeship of violence.

Another characteristic of the Microbes is their specific modus operandi. They operate in groups of 4 to 20 individuals, sometimes more, but never on their own. They surprise, swarm, assault, and rob their victims, using weapons such as clubs, knives, and machetes. This form of crime is new in Côte d’Ivoire. Although there has been a long-standing issue of delinquency among the country’s children and teenagers—especially Abidjan’s regular street children—what sets the Microbes apart is their escalation of violence, and their unprecedented level of organisation.

While there is still no consensus among researchers defining what exactly constitutes a gang (Wood and Alleyne 2010; Deuchar 2015; Hughes and Short 2015), there is some basic agreement (Wood and Alleyne 2010; Papachristos and Zhao 2015) on their external features. These features, shared by the Microbes, are:

- engaging in criminal activity in public places
- perpetrating criminal acts in an organised group
- size of the group (at least three members per group)
- existence of codes of conduct within each group.
However, unlike youth gangs in the United States (Akiyama 2012) or Brazil, Microbes do not take the trouble to identify themselves with tattoos or symbols. This may be because the individual’s identification with the gang is so strong: it represents a substitute family, one that reconfigures their personality and destiny. (From their stories, the Microbes certainly experience this sense of inclusion.) The literature on this point has extensively documented the process of belonging and identity (Watkins and Taylor 2016), which gives some meaning to members’ lives. Their new identities are constructed around the control of violence. Unlike the Latin American countries, where a firearm in the hand is seen as a “symbol of power” (Stretesky and Pogrebin 2007), Ivorian gangs use the machete as a tool of self-expression. This helps these children and teenagers to reject the social invisibility forced on them by their low socioeconomic status. Indeed, this demographic is distinguished by signs of low status. They are likely to come from single-parent (most often female-headed) families, with low incomes or none at all; to be orphans; or to have left school very early, averaging only six years of education.  

This forced and early distancing from the norms of family and education are well-known indicators of desocialisation in the literature on street children in general, and gangs in particular (Bjerregaard and Lizotte 1995; Klein 1995; Vigil 1996; Stretesky and Pogrebin 2007). The life histories of most Microbes we spoke to reveal that they live in a breeding ground of social vulnerability, accustomed to breaking norms that are meant to be reinforced by institutions of socialisation: the family and the school. They view themselves as adrift from the society around them and refer to themselves as “vagabonds”. In this milieu, the reference systems of their social adoptive family gradually develop and a new assumed identity emerges. This identity is socially co-constructed in the crucible of risk-taking. The community of practice is built on the collective planning of attacks, involving frequent gatherings at certain specific locations; the primary meeting places are the smoking dens where the children go to smoke marijuana or crack cocaine, or to take heroin, powdered cocaine, and other drugs. Their main affinity is to their clans, such as “Marley’s Gang”, “the Warriors”, or “Boribana”. The families of Microbes are organised by their neighbourhood or sub-territory, such as Clouetcha, Colombie, “Abobo derrière-rail”, etc., and new recruits must give proof of their allegiance to the group. 

The literature on gangs shows very clearly that cohesion is essential for their survival (Decker 1996; Hagedorn 1988; Suttles 1972; Klein 1971; Thrasher 1927). Groups are headed by a leader, and everyone feels responsible for the others. Despite the risks of belonging to a gang with such strict rules about security, if a member is disloyal, the others are required to kill him. As one male Microbe, aged 12, put it: “Often, often, we kill our fellow vagabonds. It hurts us. We weep for him. But tomorrow, we start again. And we talk about why and how we killed him.”
For the Microbes, internal cohesion means sharing information on potential threats, including police raids. This cohesion is facilitated by the fact that the criminal gangs have adopted a slang of their own, almost a private language, known as Nouchi, which only the initiated understand (De Latour 2001). Their social environment is one of semi-secrecy and hostility—not just against the authorities but also against rival clans, with whom they engage in turf wars on an almost daily basis: they need to defend and control their territory, the basis for their existence. They survive by resisting external pressures, especially attacks by the police.

**Becoming a Microbe: Paths into the gangs**

How do the Microbes recruit their members? Do children join because they are attracted to the possibilities for violence? And how did the crisis of 2010 fuel the emergence of this phenomenon? Thornberry et al. (1993) suggest three perspectives on the relationship between gangs and violence.

- The selection perspective: young people are already delinquents, with a taste for crime and violence before they self-select themselves to join a gang.
- The social facilitation perspective: for newcomers, the gang plays a normative role in socialising them in the values and social norms of gang life, which include crime and violence.
- The strengthening skills perspective: new gang members, who are not already delinquents, are recruited from among youths who have a predisposition to engage in crime and violence. Their brutality intensifies when they join the gang, since it provides them with a structure that encourages their criminality.

These three perspectives help us to analyse and better understand the Microbes’ recruitment methods and their sociological configuration.

The first perspective, selection, helps to clarify the link between the violent conflicts of late 2010 to early 2011, and the appearance of the Microbes—who then increased in power over the next five years (and are, in fact, still increasing their power to disrupt society). That period created a window of opportunity for the Microbes to bloom. While the regular army opposed the rebel forces, the latter founded the Invisible Commandos militia group in Abobo. The children and teenagers of Abobo escaped being recruited as child soldiers, but they did carry bags and ammunition for the Commandos. This proximity taught the young people new skills: how to handle firearms and how to trivialise violence. During this lawless period of general disorder and fear in the adult world, these opportunistic youth found valuable economic opportunities. They took advantage of the chaos to extort goods that they lacked, such as food supplies, and they also stole consumer goods (laptops, cell phones, watches, jewellery, etc.) that they could quickly trade.
or sell. In fact, the goods most often extorted by gang members from their victims are almost always smart phones, which can be easily resold on the black market.

Many of the Microbes we interviewed were barely 10 years old in 2010; yet, during that period, many of them had used weapons such as clubs, knives, and machetes to assault and rob people. This violence was the distinguishing factor between the Microbes and the street children, whose activities were mostly confined to pickpocketing. The Microbes had only been petty delinquents themselves prior to serving the rebels; afterward they became the members and bosses of a new category of gang. Their criminal skills quickly helped some of them to prosper, and they became role models for others. Boosted by a group dynamic, this violence against others—and the escalation of transgression that distinguishes it from other forms of criminality—blew open the doors of what had previously been culturally and morally unacceptable among children and teenagers. As one male Microbe, aged 15, put it: “We even attack our mothers and grandmothers when we are roaming around looking for money. But we know that it’s not good. ... But what are we going to do?”

Children tend to become Microbes via three routes:

- After gaining some experience with the Invisible Commandos. While the post-election conflict had an impact on the path of some children who became Microbes, only a few of them took this route to joining the gangs.
- Joining directly after leaving their families (usually unhappy ones from which the children felt compelled to run away), without any transition period in another group. In such cases, the Microbes directly resocialised these new recruits into the norms and values of the gangs, and taught them the skills they needed to commit crimes.
- After being recruited from among the gnambros at local informal transport (bus and taxi) hubs. The gnambros are young workers (mainly boys) who recruit clients for the bus and taxi drivers. Part of a sophisticated organisational structure, the gnambros’ activity is coordinated by the syndicalistes, the senior managers of the organisations that run the transit hubs. These gnambros and syndicalistes organise themselves into rival clans that frequently clash with one another. This fighting experience, together with their talents for picking pockets and using bladed weapons, provide the gnambros with both social and violence capital that makes them attractive recruits for the Microbes. Most of the time, new recruits do not rise to be gang leaders, but the gnambros are often serious contenders for seniority and leadership within the clans.

Regardless of their route into the gang, all of the Microbes come from backgrounds marked by precariousness and vulnerability. They may have been the main providers for their families from an early age, their parents
unable to meet their basic needs (perhaps because of sustained unemployment and economic hardships). Emotionally, their family situation may have become unbearable. Or they may have grown accustomed to taking care of themselves since childhood because they were orphans.

Whatever the cause, the children may feel strong resentment toward their degraded situations, unable to go to school and feeling fated to always live on the margins of society due to their lack of education. That resentment may fuel the feeling of being “justified” in preying on other members of society. Some comments made by several of the Microbes during interviews reflected these sentiments.

“How are we going to eat if we don’t do this?”
“Being a Microbe, it’s a job like any other.”

Surviving as a child from Abobo means being able to use force and physical violence. This is necessary for personal protection, and also to “make oneself” in order to advance in the social hierarchy of the gang.

Another common reaction among male Microbes to the intolerable sensation of being socially marginalised, and suffering from “social invisibility” (Le Blanc 2009), is a deliberate decision to put their own lives at risk as a way of testing and demonstrating their masculinity. Suffering from several forms of inequality and exclusion, the Microbes try to resist by transgressing social values. They feel understandably bitter and disadvantaged when they compare themselves, for instance, to the privileged children from affluent Abidjan neighbourhoods such as Cocody, the most well-off of Abidjan’s 10 boroughs and where most of the city’s political elite lives. The Microbes we spoke to indicated their sense of the tremendous gap between the living conditions of children from Cocody, and their own: “They sleep at home, they have their parents, they go to school … they have everything. But us, the vagabonds, we have nothing … we have only gbonhi [group living].”

The Abobo Microbes define their own identity in opposition to the “normal” youngsters in other parts of Abidjan. They are characterised by the use of physical violence that they find necessary—both to protect themselves and to “make something of themselves”. Perversely, the Microbes we spoke to feel a certain pride in their criminal accomplishments: “When we carry out our operations, this makes people see us a bit in Abobo; we’re even in the newspaper. We—the children of the poor—people talk about us.”

Another way for young Microbes to learn about new modes of criminality is by watching movies. Modern media know no borders, and, throughout Côte d’Ivoire, secret low-cost video clubs abound in unstable districts. All the children and adolescents we interviewed, male and female alike, had seen the 2002 film City of God made in a Rio de Janeiro favela.
Of all the modern mainstream films available, this must be the one that most closely reflects their own life experiences. One of the main characters in the film is Zé Pequeño (Little José), an ambitious child the same age as them, who grew up in harsh conditions of poverty and violence, and established himself as a drug dealer. In the imagination of the Microbes, Zé is their ideal role model: he acquires upward social mobility through transgression. Like the gnambros’ bosses, the syndicalistes, this mobility represents social success. If social and military conflict and disorganisation led Abidjan society to trivialise violence, the socio-ecological environment depicted in City of God—and the norms and values the film defends—give the Microbes some powerful arguments for legitimising their own criminal practices.

The breeding ground of youth criminality

The phenomenon of the Microbes took shape in a specific socio-ecological environment. While the communities in the north of Abidjan, including Attécoubé, Adjame, and Yopougon, are the most affected by the Microbes’ activities, Abobo is still their main home. One of the most dynamic areas of Abidjan, its population increased rapidly from 638,237 residents in 1998 to 1,030,658 in 2014. Its annual growth rate was 3.2 per cent, with an average density of 17,000 residents per square kilometre, according to the 2014 General Census of Population and Housing (RGPH 2014). In other words, Abobo has all the characteristics of a neighbourhood where planning was quickly overtaken by demographic pressure. It developed by simply spreading out on its peripheries rather than as the result of a master plan. This promoted the sprawling development of unstructured housing in unplanned districts such as Abobo-Sagbé, Quartier Colombie, Abobo “derrière-rail”, and Abobo-Clouetcha—this last being the true niche of the Microbes.

These slums, most often lacking proper roads and lighting, are usually made from scraps and salvaged material. The uncleared land around these “African favelas” is overgrown and harbours many smoking dens; the surrounding valleys serve as refuges for criminals. In these areas, a poor population that is economically weak and socially disadvantaged is concentrated. Heads of households, when they work at all, are active in the informal sector or work at low-paying jobs as chauffeurs, taxi drivers, construction workers, domestic servants, etc. Parents have generally lost control of their children, many of whom, as mentioned above, have become the main providers for their families. In short, everything about these districts favours the development and entrenchment of crime.

Throughout our interviews with the Microbes, the depressing quality of their family lives, and their own feelings of being neglected, were often mentioned. In their miserable situation, sample comments included: “Look where we live” and “Are we not Ivorians like the others?” Their wretched living conditions, and their lack of access to basic social services, make them feel like second-class citizens.
Two theories provide ways to understand the relationship between the Microbes’ living conditions and the development of their violent activity. One is the study of the effects of the local environment on criminal behaviours (Copping and Campbell 2015); the other is the paradigm of human ecology developed by Robert Sampson (2012), which focuses on the “poverty traps” generated by “neighbourhood effects”. In Abobo, these traps can be explained by the consequences of a downgraded environment on the psychology of its occupants, especially those children who became Microbes. Those poverty traps also play an important role in the children’s social construction of their subjective reasons for violent acting-out, which they feel is justified by the need to “get out at any cost”. As some of the Microbes told us in interviews, “Our life is like our death, we just have to die at the same time.” This lends force to the general strain theory (Agnew 1992, 2001; Baron 2006), which attempts to link the onset of delinquency with the feeling of failure (strain). The burgeoning of Microbe gangs, and the escalation of transgression within them, can both be explained by this psychological disposition. The children perceive their living conditions as something to be rejected, and they consider resorting to violence as a triumph over failure and social degradation.

The moral economy of violence

As other studies in Latin and North America have shown, the decision to turn to criminal violence to make a living is essentially an economic one: people have no other options. The young criminals may feel that any increase in the overall economic prosperity of Côte d’Ivoire bypasses them. The current government’s economic policy, dubbed “emerging in 2020” and promoted in the national and international media, promises a massive investment in new road infrastructures—not an aspect likely to have much discernible effect on the living conditions of the poor and dispossessed. When the Microbes talk about the issue, it is clear that they have some political awareness. They make comments like:

“People talk about emergence in the country. But us, we don’t see anything.”

“We can’t eat tar [off the roads].”

“People see us as not mattering.”

Reading between the lines of such statements, we might view this as criticism of the national economic policy from the lowest rungs of society. The Microbes perceive their criminal activity as defiance against their own social marginality. One boy said in an interview: “Both my parents are old and sick; and me—a boy—I can’t stay here looking at them, doing nothing. I’m going to fight.” Another person pointed out: “The police kill us every day. But we are still here. We are numerous, we cannot disappear.”
They also used an expression about mob justice inflicted on them by members of the general population when they are caught after one of their attacks: “People use Section 125 on us.” In street language, this refers to buying 100 Francs worth of fuel and a 25 Franc box of matches and using them to set someone on fire. Section 125 was practised with impunity during the 1990s, and it gained momentum during the post-election crisis and civil war of 2010–2011: immolating one another became a method of settling scores between people of rival political factions. Today, this gruesome act is used against the Microbes, reflecting the popular vindictiveness against them whenever they are apprehended by incensed citizens. Confronted with such drastic responses, the Microbes in turn intensify their own violence. They often seem to feel a desire for revenge on the society that rejects them. One young male told us: “People say that the police just have to kill us … if people kill us here, we too are merciless.”

For virtually all of the Microbes we spoke with, resorting to violence is not a choice but a necessity. One asked: “If we don’t do this, how are we going to [make a living]?” Most of the time, the spoils from their robberies are sold for cash. (Individual gang members keep their own takings; nothing is invested in the gang itself.) Those who have families use a portion of their ill-gotten gains to help and maintain them.

“I give money to my parents, letting them believe that I won it in poker.”
“I take care of my mother and father, who are both sick, and I pay for my little brother’s school.”
“I pay the rent whenever I stay with my aunt and mother, and I feed my family of eight.”

The rest of their “earnings” is spent on consumer goods to boost their social prestige, to satisfy their need for self-assertion and their pursuit of social recognition. In this respect, the Microbes do not much differ much from the urban culture of consumption of other youth around the world. In Ivorian society, bluffing is an important aspect of the culture of appearance, which depends on the outward signs of success (Newell 2012). By the violence of their surprise attacks on richer citizens, the Microbes capture the resources that allow them to project a mimetic image of modernity and masculinity (Matlon 2011). Sasha Newell (2009a) has analysed the lavish spending of urban Ivorian youth, including the Microbes, on clothing—preferably made in the USA—on various accessories, and on luxury phones. They also demonstrate their conspicuous consumption in a bustling nightlife filled with sex, alcohol, and drugs, and even dance parties (where they perform la simpa, a dance from the 1960s still very popular with young Mande people). The robbery, violence, fighting, and struggle of their daily lives are all designed to give the gang members the margin of extra cash to afford this power of action, this freedom, this ability to consume, that they dream of.
While the emergence of the Microbes illustrates the theories of social disorganisation and resilience to deprivation, we might also say that the political economy of their criminality involves three elements: the politics of survival, the politics of social recognition, and the politics of signs. The gangs transgress the social order to access goods, and having goods allows them to demonstrate their “affluence”. In the Microbes’ structuring of the world, this makes sense. Such ways of thinking, feeling, and acting can be viewed as local reactions to the inequalities of globalisation.

The socialisation rituals of criminals

The process of inducting new candidates into any criminal group often requires them to undergo an initiation ritual, to introduce them to the norms and values of the gang. For the Microbes, these rituals of affiliation play a significant role. Their process can be mapped out in three phases. In the first, young aspiring gang members start by “courting” friends who already belong to delinquent groups or networks: children who work at bus terminals, who hang around with other gang members, or former soldiers or rebels. Under their guidance, the youth show their willingness to smoke cigarettes and drink alcohol, which prepares them for using cocaine and heroin later. They also learn to take part in improvised or organised brawls, either between members of the group or with rival gang members.

In this first stage, there is an African particularity in the Microbes’ practices: the association of narcotics with talismans. These are magical or religious objects that candidates can use as psychological crutches to help them to conquer fear; the novices believe that the talismans can even grant invincibility in risky situations. Kanks, in Nouchi, are special amulets with the “imaginary” ability to make those who wear them invulnerable against attack. Putting on such “protection” is known as “se travailler” (to get worked up) or “se kanker” (to wear a kank). The adolescent or child who is wearing an amulet (and under the influence of narcotics) feels ready to face the street, to take part in robberies, and to engage in assaults.

This belief in “gris-gris” charms and amulets is a common African tradition, based on the belief of the influence of the “forces of the invisible on behaviour” (Schatzberg 2000). In situations involving the economics of violence, it can be viewed as cultural risk management. Even before the Microbes adopted them, the widespread use of kanks to confer inviolability had already been noted in the colonial war of the Bani-Volta in 1915 (Royer 2003) and in many other armed conflicts in different parts of Africa. These include Sierra Leone and Liberia (Ellis 2000; Ferme 2001; Hoffman 2011), Zimbabwe (Lan 1985), and Casamance (Marut 2010). The psychosociological disposition to use such objects almost indicates a mindset of “mystical war” (Miran-Guyon 2015) in the combatants of the military-political conflict: its protagonists shared the same mental universe as the Microbes.
Once the novice has got used to being involved in the criminal environment, the second stage of initiation begins: actually committing a crime. Here it is worth noting that recently, since June 2015, the pattern of Microbes assaults has changed. Due to increased police crackdowns and patrols, robberies now take place more at night and less during the day. The usual thing now is for the gangs (at least 20 individuals) to target housing blocks, which are systematically robbed one after the other. Before the most frequently used weapons were knives, clubs, and machetes. Now the groups use pistols and Kalashnikov rifles. This transition to firearms has several meanings for the Microbes. For one thing, carrying them is a sign of “professional success” in performing their work. For another, the police crackdown has led the Microbes to change the way they operate, both offensively and defensively. When hold-ups or armed robberies are committed during the day, for example, the robbers may carry guns to threaten their victims while the “operation” is carried out.

The third stage of initiation takes place when the candidate succeeds in actually carrying out an armed robbery. This act marks his acceptance into the Microbes group with the potential for a future criminal career. But if he shows any sign of hesitation, fear of the unknown, or the consequences of risk-taking, then he fails the test and is disqualified from joining a band of “vagabonds”. However, this happens rarely. Novices generally have such a strong desire to create a new life for themselves, and to pursue social recognition, that few give up on the initiation; they are nurtured by the thought of belonging to a new social family. They are willing to work hard to build trust between themselves and their new peers so they can be considered a member of the gang.

Gender relations within the gangs

The presence of girls in a masculine social space deserves some attention. As St. Cyr and Decker (2003) have pointed out, in the Microbes gangs of Abidjan, the girls have the same socio-demographic profile as the boys, virtually identical life stories, and the same social trajectories. They are introduced to the gangs by a member who tempts them with gifts, sexually abuses them, introduces them to narcotics, and keeps them in the group by feeding their addiction.

However, within the gangs, the roles of girls and boys are gendered. Beyond the sexual use made of girls by their sponsors, they also have some agency, serving in operations—either as a lure to target male victims, who are then assaulted and robbed by the group, or to incite brawls that the gang takes advantage of to commit their crimes. As the result of the sexual activity, some young girls have the gang members’ babies. They are also often the cause of battles between Microbe gangs, as they leave one partner for another, often a more generous male from another group. The battles between Microbe gangs can be murderous, but they also serve to restructure the hierarchies in both the groups.
Conclusion

This study attempted to understand how the Microbes, the harbingers of a new form of urban criminality, appeared in the urban landscape of Côte d’Ivoire. We also looked at the various factors that contributed to their emergence. Overall, we learned five lessons from the study.

The first lesson has to do with methodology. Research on the topic of gangs—which is so difficult and dangerous that it is rare in Africa—requires stringent precautions to be carried out properly. We have codified our approach, including the strategy of transferable trust that facilitated our entry into the social circle of the gang and allowed us to gather the data reported in this study.

The second lesson involves theories of why children break away from their families, including the classical analysis of deviance and delinquency in at-risk populations with antisocial and criminal practices. The Microbes’ deviance lends credence to theories of social and socio-ecological disorganisation that attempts to understand this burgeoning form of criminal violence. In their system of organised crime, the average age tends to be closer to 10 than 20. The fact that the criminal environment thrives on younger members poses a real problem for any future solutions.

The third lesson relates to the harmful and long-lasting effects of armed conflict on societies. Our study shows that the 2010–2011 post-election conflict encouraged the criminality of at-risk children in the marginal sections of society (even though they did not actually serve as child soldiers). Five years later, the Microbe gangs were prospering. Other factors that aided the growth of this phenomenon included the increasing poverty that resulted from the conflict, the socio-ecological effects on the disorganisation of the family circle, and the inversion of roles between parents and children, with children becoming the breadwinners, leading to a loss of parental control. The implication of these observations is that any political response to the challenge of dealing with youth gangs cannot focus merely on police activity alone. It calls for solutions that directly address the underlying parameters: poverty, uncontrolled and unplanned urbanisation, and a high density of poor populations in spaces that are insufficiently designed to cope with them.

The fourth lesson involves the aspect of magic and religion. The consumption of narcotics is universal in criminal environments, allowing gang members to dehumanise themselves and decrease their awareness of danger. But among the Microbes, drugs are less important than the assurance provided by their amulets, which they imagine grant them invincibility. This tendency is specific to Africa, rooted in a system of belief in supernatural forces.

The fifth lesson relates to the moral economy of crime among these children and teenagers. For the Microbes, criminality is partly a matter of sheer survival: they need to acquire, by any possible means, the necessities of life. Just as important for them, though, is the power to purchase signs for social recognition—the objects and activities that give them
much-needed prestige within the reference systems of meanings and values in their urban society.

Finally, we learned that solving the problem of the Microbes is likely to be a difficult task. The increasingly young age of these criminals suggests that, with nothing to interrupt their social trajectory, they will have all the time they need to consolidate their violent skills. Faced with such a fast transformation of the criminal scene, police crackdowns cannot be the only solution. Combating brutality with greater brutality is unlikely to work well. The ideal political response would incorporate more positive solutions, such as offering these wild children alternative education and training opportunities. This approach could resocialise them away from the street, the gangs, and their disadvantaged home environments, back into normal society, allowing them to reinvent and improve their lives. There must be action in two respects: territory, including infrastructure development and planning (roads, lighting, water, sanitation, etc.), and social initiatives to save these Microbe children from the need for criminal activity.

Notes
1 This contribution is a partial presentation of the results of my research into the phenomenon of violence in Côte d’Ivoire, which I have conducted since the 1990s. I thank the reviewers and my colleagues Walter Kra and Séverin Kouamé for their careful review of this chapter.
2 Abidjan is a megalopolis. Its population was estimated at 2,877,948 inhabitants in 1998; by 2014, it had increased to 4,395,243.
3 The crisis following the election of 2000 led to murderous clashes between government troops and the rebel forces that appeared in 2002. Sporadic conflicts afflicted half the country for over five years; recently a mass grave was discovered, containing 57 bodies from that time. And, in 2011, in the four-month turmoil after the 2010 election, the death toll was estimated at around 3000 people.
4 The city of Abidjan is divided into 10 communes, a municipal-level administrative unit.
5 In three months, more than 11,500 people were questioned, 250 of whom were brought to court. Hundreds of weapons were seized, including six firearms, Kalashnikovs, and automatic pistols. Some 166 “smoking dens” were closed, and 2.5 tons of cannabis confiscated (Cessou 2017).
6 Another part of the research program focuses specifically on the ethnography of violence in bus terminals and public transport hubs. See Kra (2016).
7 A report on the Ivorian educational system assesses the average school experience at 7.7 years in 2015, while in the same period it was 9.7 years in Africa as a whole, and 12 years in middle-income countries (World Bank Group 2017: 28).
8 To protect their privacy, we do not identify any of the individual interviewees that we quote in this chapter.
9 Money-dependent activities perceived by the Microbes as being extremely gratifying include buying drinks for their friends, accumulating and displaying empty beer cans as signs of wealth, and buying gifts for desirable girls and seducing them in short-stay “love hotels”—the type of small spaces that proliferate in low-income neighbourhoods for people wanting a brief private space for sexual activity.
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10 Preventing violence in Cape Town
The public-health approach

*Sam Lloyd and Richard Matzopoulos*

**Introduction**

Worldwide, interpersonal violence is responsible for a wide array of detrimental effects on health and development. The places that bear the brunt of these violence-related harms, which include an estimated 1.6 million lives lost annually, are low- and middle-income countries (Krug et al. 2002). Among these, South Africa has particularly high levels of violence, with a 2009 homicide rate of 38.4 per 100,000 population—roughly six times the estimated 2010 global average of 5.91 per 100,000 population (IHME 2017; Matzopoulos et al. 2015). Within the country, there are wide disparities in rates of violence between regions, cities, and metropolitan areas.

The public-health approach to violence prevention identified a number of well-known risk factors and also several protective factors. These are best understood in terms of the socio-ecological model of human health and development. According to this conceptual model, individuals are embedded within interactive systems at multiple levels. The causes and consequences of interpersonal violence arise from the complex interplay of processes at four different levels: individual, microsystem, exosystem, and macrosystem (Ward et al. 2012). We describe each of these levels below.

At the individual level, known risk and protective factors (for becoming either a perpetrator or a victim of violence) include biological factors such as age and sex (Matzopoulos et al. 2010), mental illness or impairment (Corrigall and Matzopoulos 2012; Moffitt 1993; Raine 2002), and behavioural factors such as the use of alcohol or other drugs (King et al. 2004; Corrigall and Matzopoulos 2012).

The microsystem level relates to contexts such as family, school, and peer groups, where daily interactions occur, and that most shape an individual’s behaviour (Ward et al. 2012). For example, family-related factors that can cause a child to later exhibit violent behaviour include low socioeconomic status, child abuse, and low family cohesion. Peer group-related factors include having violent friends (Butchart et al. 2004) and being involved in gang activities (Ward et al. 2012).
Next, the exosystem level comprises the contexts that shape the lives of families, such as neighbourhoods, extended families and social networks, socioeconomic factors, and the availability of legal and security services such as police protection. Factors at this level that negatively affect violence prevention include low levels of social cohesion, little social support, socioeconomic inequality at the neighbourhood level, and poor provision of services such as health, education, and social assistance (Matzopoulos et al. 2010; Ward et al. 2012). As well, some characteristics of the urban environment also shape the incidence and nature of violence; these include the design of urban space, and the physical and social infrastructure for providing services.

Finally, the macrosystem is composed of structural factors and processes such as sociocultural norms and ideologies, government policies, and wider socioeconomic influences (Ward et al. 2012). Contributory factors to violence at this level include gender and social norms that support violence (Krug et al. 2002), economic inequality (Wilkinson and Pickett 2010), the availability of firearms (Matzopoulos et al. 2010), and migration and urbanisation patterns (Burton et al. 2004; UNODC 2005). Figure 10.1 illustrates the four levels and their interaction with one another.

In recent years, with the goal of achieving sustained reductions in the incidence of violence, there has been a renewed focus on wider contextual factors (known as “upstream” factors, which act primarily at the exosystem and macrosystem levels) rather than on the more immediate “downstream” factors (CSDH 2008). However, while some types of interventions show great promise for achieving that goal, there is currently a dearth of evidence to support
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*Figure 10.1 Ecological model for understanding and preventing violence*  
Source: Based on a diagram from Ward et al. (2012).
their use. The effectiveness of these interventions, which target the social determinants of violence at the structural level (such as unemployment, low education levels, low incomes, and the misuse of alcohol and other drugs), is difficult to quantify—mainly due to the difficulty of directly attributing to them any observed changes in violence rates. Stronger evidence is available for the effectiveness of interventions concentrated at the downstream level, which are more amenable to evaluation. The main reason for this is their more easily measurable targets, since these interventions have fewer interacting determinants of effectiveness to address. Consequently, despite its having less promise for large-scale changes in violence rates, the scientific literature is significantly biased towards downstream programming (Matzopoulos et al. 2010).

However, that limited evidence of effectiveness has not stopped urban upgrading in Cape Town from targeting multiple upstream factors. That strategy is included in two important initiatives: the new White Paper on Safety and Security (Civilian Secretariat for Police 2016), and the decade-old Violence Prevention through Urban Upgrading (VPUU) programme, established in 2006.

Conceptual framework: the public-health approach

In this chapter, our aim is to assess the feasibility of applying a public-health approach to the evaluation of such urban upgrading interventions in the context of Cape Town’s township areas. Focusing particularly on the quality and suitability of the data available, we begin by describing the public-health approach, and how we used it in our research (which was ongoing at the time of writing). We also discuss the problems we encountered and how we adapted the approach in order to apply it successfully.

Evaluating upstream interventions

To evaluate interventions, the public-health approach is based largely on the quantitative paradigm (Williams et al. 2015) and focuses on how effective the intervention is at achieving its chosen outcomes. Research to determine whether an intervention did (or did not) work usually precedes the task of establishing why: the former would rely more heavily on quantitative approaches, the latter on qualitative.

The public-health approach comprises a well-established hierarchy of evidence (Rychetnik et al. 2002) with rigorous studies designed to approximate experimental conditions. Such studies randomly select and measure two groups to assess all factors that are relevant to the outcome. One group, the study group, receives the intervention; the other, the control group, does not. The study then follows the two groups over the same period of time. Any changes to the outcome are assumed to be attributable to the intervention, since that was the only difference between the groups. For this reason, randomised controlled trials (RCTs) are considered the “gold standard” of social science research.
The randomisation aspect—assigning individuals to either an intervention or a control group—is designed to create groups that are, on average, the same in terms of all factors other than exposure to the intervention. The goal of this is the lowest amount of bias in the results (Williams et al. 2015). However, conducting a RCT is not always feasible. In the real world, when action often arises naturally in response to local concerns, frequently an intervention has already been adopted when the study begins or an intervention group is selected in a non-randomised way. The public-health researcher must then consider alternative study designs. Among these, the controlled before–after study is considered the most robust.

This quasi-experimental type of study involves observing the outcome of interest, in our case the incidence of violence, both before and after the intervention. Since there is no formal ready-made control group, researchers create a sample of individuals, groups, or areas that did not receive the intervention. The first step in such research is obviously to decide which outcomes to use to measure violence prevention, and what indicators to use for the intervention. With these two components in place, a simple analysis tells researchers whether the intervention “worked”. Using the VPUU initiative as an example, we could simply compare the changes in violence rates in areas exposed to the intervention with other areas (the “control” areas) that were not exposed.

But of course, research involving complex socio-ecological problems is rarely that simple. We must also understand the interrelationship of violence with a wide range of other factors, including the intervention. We need not only to measure its effect on the outcomes, we must also consider the effect of intervening factors that could affect the association. These numerous risk factors must also be controlled in the analysis, using statistical methods that allow us to isolate and measure the true effect. This is an extremely difficult task for interventions at the upstream level, because to definitively attribute any outcome to the intervention we would need to control for “the whole of society”. This explains the relatively weak evidence for such holistic interventions, compared to the rather stronger evidence for more directed downstream interventions that are less affected by extraneous factors.

For example, if we observed that the high incidence of violence in a community was reduced over the same time period that a particular intervention was taking place, we might be tempted to attribute the reduction to the intervention. However, that might be a mistake. The intervention may, in fact, have simply coincided with some unrelated factor in the community: a vast increase in police presence perhaps or improved employment and recreational opportunities for young people. Those might be the true causes of the decrease; but since no one was looking at those factors, the intervention got the credit. The impact of an intervention in a community may also be greatly enhanced if it is implemented alongside other changes or initiatives, such as improved community cohesion. In other situations, it may work only for
some groups (such as young people, or men), and not for others. Therefore it is important to identify concurrent interventions and measure the factors that we know are most likely to affect violence rates. That strategy allows us to rule out any alternative explanations for the associations we observe, and to better understand potential causal mechanisms.

Putting the public-health approach into practice

In order to control for the effect of intervening factors, we need to be able to identify and measure them. To do this, we develop indicators for each one, and they must meet three key requirements:

• validity: they must accurately measure whatever they are meant to measure
• reliability: they must measure consistently over time
• availability: the measurement data should be available for the entire period of the research.

A further challenge is examining the area-level effects on outcomes that are usually measured at the individual or household level. This is often the case with research on the effects of urban upgrading, since those effects occur differently in different spaces. For this reason, it is important that the basic geographic building blocks of the analysis be defined in terms of their spatial resolution—that is, the size of the area that will have the most meaning in terms of the research. The most commonly used area borders, for the sake of convenience, are usually official administrative boundaries. Nevertheless, the indicators chosen should be as fine-grained as possible so that they can be adapted for different levels of outcome (individual, group, or area). This allows researchers to explore the relationships between various factors, and the various ways an intervention might affect different segments of the population.

The theory may be relatively straightforward; but putting this approach into practice—actually collecting and incorporating all the various indicators—is where difficulties arise. This is why there is such a dearth of evidence for programmes that target multiple upstream risk factors.

Evaluating urban upgrading in Cape Town

In 2013, we began our research to evaluate urban upgrading programmes in three Cape Town communities: Khayelitsha, Gugulethu, and Nyanga. Our goal was to examine the VPUU in terms of its impact on community safety, using the public-health approach. In the following sections, we outline our strategies for putting this approach into practice, including the key challenges we faced and the ways we adapted the methodology to a
real-world, low-income setting. Our initial outputs and early research findings provide an initial assessment of the relevance and feasibility of this approach.

The research context

Disparities in violence and crime levels are nowhere better exemplified than in Cape Town, South Africa’s most violent city. The distribution of interpersonal violence there follows the geography of inequality, coinciding with differences in income and living standards: it is chiefly concentrated in the predominantly black and coloured townships.

Khayelitsha, Gugulethu, and Nyanga are three such communities. Originally designed as settlements for Cape Town’s black workforce, under the government policy of apartheid, Nyanga was founded in 1948, neighbouring Gugulethu in 1958, and nearby Khayelitsha in 1983. The settlements are located between 15 and 30 kilometres from the centre of Cape Town, and are separated from it by several natural and man-made buffer zones. Since their inception, these areas have been underserved in terms of infrastructure, education, and other basic services. They have always been deprived areas and sites for political repression and violence—in stark comparison to the high standard of living and the relative security experienced elsewhere by the ruling white minority (Besteman 2008). While some efforts have been made, since the end of apartheid in 1994, to redress those historic inequalities, today all three of our study communities remain characterised by high levels of a range of well-established risk factors for violence. These include:

- abuse of alcohol and other substances (Peer et al. 2014)
- mental-health problems (Havenaar et al. 2008)
- family breakdown
- unemployment
- limited services and infrastructure
- unrestricted access to firearms
- negative gender roles that equate the use of violence with masculinity (Matzopoulos et al. 2010; Ward et al. 2012)
- inadequate policing (O’Regan and Pikoli 2014).

Another element in the communities is the recent proliferation of shack-dwellers in informal settlements, the result of high levels of inward migration. This new trend has only exacerbated the stress placed on local services. Taken together, all these factors have resulted in homicide rates that are double Cape Town’s average and among the highest in the country. These three townships are almost a “perfect storm” of urban deprivation and violence. (For an illustration of what daily life can be like in such a community, see Nomfundo’s story, below.)
The intervention

Recognising the multi-faceted nature of violence in these areas, in 2013, the Western Cape provincial government launched its Integrated Provincial Violence Prevention Policy Framework. It adopted an intersectoral, whole-of-society approach that emphasised the importance of comprehensively targeting high-risk areas. Its aim was to move beyond mere law enforcement...
and use evidence-based interventions to address the wider social determinants of crime. These interventions included:

- infrastructural improvements
- the modification of public space
- the provision of after-school activities for children
- the development of life skills for youths
- long-term societal and structural interventions.

The long-term initiatives included interventions such as early childhood development programmes, economic development programmes, and measures to counter the social and cultural norms that support violence (Cassidy et al. 2015; Matzopoulos and Myers 2014).

In Cape Town, the city’s flagship VPUU programme encapsulates the whole-of-society approach. Restructuring the urban environment is a key aspect, encompassing easier access to basic amenities and social services. Among its elements are the urban planning principles known as Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED). These focus on reducing the opportunities for individuals to commit crimes by a number of methods, including:

- promoting formal and informal surveillance
- constructing safe public spaces, infrastructure, and facilities, and engaging community ownership of these
- developing and strengthening physical barriers to crime
- enhancing area aesthetics to encourage feelings of safety and neighbourhood pride.

For example, one of the VPUU’s key innovations is a series of “active boxes”, small community buildings situated on major pedestrian routes in dangerous areas. These are used both as spaces of sanctuary for individuals who feel threatened or endangered, and for surveillance of the surrounding area and its activities by a caretaker and civic patrol groups. Other examples include the creation of well-lit pedestrian walkways between main activity centres, and the construction of “live-work units”, mixed-use buildings with a business on the ground floor and a housing unit above. This combination enhances occupation of space throughout the day, and also has the desirable effect of increasing the number of “eyes on the street”.

To facilitate civic engagement and community cohesion, these strategies are carried out in consultation and in partnership with the community affected: a cornerstone of the intervention is encouraging community members to volunteer. Other long-term social-development strategies try to:

- increase adult employment
- provide early childhood development programmes, with the goal of preventing young people from becoming involved in crime and violence
• support victims of crime
• construct new recreational and cultural facilities, such as a library and sports grounds (Cassidy et al. 2015).

Evaluating VPUU

The first step in our evaluation approach was to determine the basic geographic building blocks for the analysis. Urban upgrading is never applied quite equally all throughout a target community; certain areas always receive a greater share of the investment. The hypothesis is that the intervention will measurably affect the rate of violence at the neighbourhood level. In the Khayelitsha, Gugulethu, and Nyanga townships, we relied on community-defined areas that were small enough to detect the differential application of the intervention. Residents of the neighbourhoods participated in defining the boundaries, which differed slightly from the more commonly used political and jurisdictional borders (such as census zones). We felt that our boundaries would not suffer the limitations of the official kind: poor coherence and lack of recognition by the residents. Rather, they reflected the actual lived experience of each neighbourhood and had the added benefit of enhancing the homogeneity of area-level constructs of interest.

We also had to overcome the issue of incorporating data sources that did not follow our spatial framework. To this end, our geographic information systems (GIS) specialists devised innovative methods to allow us to aggregate our own primary data with higher-level data such as census enumeration areas, police precinct boundaries, and the like.

With this geographic framework in place, the next step was to select constructs and indicators to measure three vital elements:

• outcomes
• interventions
• intervening factors.

This was done in accordance with the key requirements indicated earlier: validity, reliability, and availability. To these was added the fourth factor of their spatial resolution. Those elements are each described in detail below.

Outcomes

A major problem with international research into violence prevention, particularly in developing countries, is the lack of data available on the actual incidence of violence. This is particularly true at the neighbourhood level, where systems for surveillance are usually lacking (Dahlberg and Butchart 2005). Studies must frequently rely on official data sources, which are generally of substandard quality, or on inferior proxies such as changes in local knowledge or attitudes (Dahlberg and Butchart 2005; Matzopoulos et al. 2010).
To select our outcome measures, we began by reviewing what was currently available from routine sources such as police crime statistics. These are a commonly used source of data on violence, but they are beset with problems. Most importantly, they represent only crimes reported to the police. This was an issue of particular salience in our study context, since the Khayelitsha Commission—established, coincidentally, at the same time as our research project, and tasked with investigating police inefficiency and the breakdown in police-community relations—found that only about 60 per cent of crimes were reported. In fact, this phenomenon is common in high-violence settings (Levitt 1998). As well, when these crime data are released in South Africa, they are aggregated to the police-precinct level, which makes specific neighbourhood-level effects difficult to ascertain. These two shortcomings meant that the data were not considered valid or reliable enough for our purposes, nor did they provide sufficient spatial resolution.

Another data source is the homicide statistics of the Forensic Pathology Service (FPS), which do meet the criteria of reliability and validity. However, the numbers involved are too small to be an accurate indicator of changes in violence at the neighbourhood level, and over such a relatively short time period. As well, given the fact that the subject is deceased, little contextual information is available. To address these shortcomings, we collected data from two original sources.

- Three surveys conducted between 2013 and 2015 that described the characteristics of more than 3500 Khayelitsha households, each of which was geocoded to a specific location in the study area.
- A series of biannual, cross-sectional studies of all trauma patients seen in the casualty departments of six health facilities located in Khayelitsha, Gugulethu, and Nyanga, over a one-week period. Data collected, through interviews, included the cause of injury (whether violence or a traffic accident) and, if the cause was violence, information about the perpetrator, whether either party had used alcohol or drugs, and the time and location of the injury.

These primary sources offer several advantages. They allowed us to collect data on a far wider range of violent outcomes than would otherwise be possible, painting a more detailed picture of our study context. This enhanced our understanding of potential differences in the effect of VPUU across different categories. They also enabled us to collect data on incidents not captured by official statistics—since, as indicated earlier, only 44 per cent of violent incidents involving strangers, and 49 per cent involving family members, were reported to the police. Similarly, only 48 per cent of reported
incidents required a hospital visit (Cassidy et al. 2015)—hence the limitation of relying on hospital statistics alone.

A third advantage is that multiple forms of data allowed us to triangulate the results, thereby improving the validity of the estimates. Combined with other factors—the geocoding process in the community survey, the self-reporting of injury locations, and the more meaningful neighbourhood boundaries—we were able to analyse the effects of violence with a higher degree of accuracy than was previously possible. Overall, we believe that these benefits outweigh any potential inaccuracies in the self-reported data. The combination of all these activities enabled us to develop a solid set of outcome indicators for our study areas.

With regard to the nature of violence, the results of the cross-sectional studies of trauma patients offer a number of insights. The most common types of violent injury found, in descending order, were interpersonal violence, crime-related violence, and gang-related violence. Furthermore, as expected, violence differed in many important ways between men and women. The overwhelming majority of people presenting at health facilities with injuries were male, since men are most likely to suffer violence at the hands of other community members, who frequently use weapons such as knives. Women, in contrast, are most commonly injured by a spouse or partner—and the use of a weapon is less frequent (Mureithi et al. 2016). These results highlight the importance of disaggregating data by violence category, gender, and other factors.

In terms of our main research question, early findings indicate that the incidence of violence (along with other key outcomes, such as depression) is lower in areas that received the VPUU intervention than in those that did not. These findings offer hope that, at least to some degree, the intervention has been successful in achieving its goal.

However, a significant drawback of our sources is the fact that, in some areas, the intervention had already started by the time we commenced data collection. It is therefore not possible for us to determine whether the lower levels of violence in those areas reflect changes due to the intervention or simply pre-existing circumstances. To counter this, a key adaptation of our evaluation approach has been to use an additional source: robbery data, which dates back to 2002. This can be used as a proxy for violence and crime to determine whether there were any differences between the intervention and non-intervention areas in the preceding period. Should the temporality criteria be satisfied, we will use the robbery data to test for a displacement effect (or alternatively a diffusion of benefits effect). We will examine whether reductions in violence in the intervention areas have the negative result of a higher rate of violence in the surrounding areas or, conversely, whether they have the positive effect of a diffusion of benefits there.
Interventions

Although our early findings, as described above, indicated that violence levels are lower in intervention areas than in other locations, this analysis does not take into account the complexity of the VPUU programme or the differing degrees to which it has been implemented. The fact is that this programme of urban upgrading is not one single unit that can be clearly observed and measured, but rather a wide array of projects and activities of various sizes, functions, and scope. This means that we cannot simply treat all VPUU-affected areas as the same if we want to gain a true understanding of the intervention’s impact.

To deal with this complexity, the first step in our measurement process was to determine the relative size of each individual component of the intervention at different points in time. This involved two elements:

- Scrutinising financial records to assess the level of financial investment in each component—on the assumption that the amount of money spent is directly correlated with the level of exposure.
- Calculating the level of each component’s functionality (that is, the degree to which its capacity was exploited). We derived these qualitative data through discussions with VPUU staff based on criteria specific to the component.

With the relative size of each component of the intervention in place, the second step was to determine its relative reach or geographic footprint. Plotting each project on the map allowed us to determine its physical location, but this alone did not tell us the full story. To a greater or lesser extent, a project’s influence always tends to extend beyond its physical boundaries. For example, the effect of the aforementioned “active boxes” on resident safety and violence reduction is relatively localised. In contrast, a library, which serves the wider community, may affect safety and violence levels both locally (by increased pedestrian traffic through its neighbourhood), and over a much wider geographical area. It accomplishes this through the educational and social benefits it provides to the community at large.

To establish the reach, or geographic footprint, of each project, we used a mixed-method approach. This included discussions with VPUU staff in charge of each project to determine its “catchment area” and using maps to analyse the relative positions of other projects with similar functions and transport links (such as roads and bus networks). We will combine the information derived from these different sources with the goal of developing accurate geographic footprints. This information on the size of each project’s reach made it possible for us to quantify the degree of exposure to the intervention of each sub-area, a great improvement on the former
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simplified binary (intervention or no intervention) approach. By creating a more realistic picture of the intervention, this approach increases the validity of our results. It also allows for the possibility of further analyses based on different categories and combinations of projects. If combined, we hope the results of all these analyses might shed some light not only on the overall impact of the intervention, but also on how these effects occur.

Early results point to the benefits of this more refined approach. Our analyses, which defined sub-areas only in terms of whether or not they had ever been intervention sites, showed that the size of the intervention effect was significantly dampened. But when we scrutinised more closely, it became clear that some sub-areas had received the intervention only to a small degree, with limited functionality; therefore, we would not have expected it to have a significant effect. Yet when we removed these areas from the intervention group, the effect sizes were inflated. Both these situations indicate the importance of careful measurement and of correctly classifying the intervention and control areas. This also provides evidence for the idea that VPUU is effective when fully implemented, but that implementation is not always possible in all sites. There may be, for instance, certain factors that allow the VPUU to succeed in some communities, but not in others (where perhaps the intervention ended prematurely or never reached a reasonable level of functionality).

Finally, our approach highlights the importance of working with the implementers to evaluate complex interventions. Such partnerships offer researchers a wealth of data not otherwise available. It is also vital to incorporate both qualitative and quantitative methods as part of the measurement process.

Intervening factors

In an ideal research world, we would be able to develop indicators for every construct of interest; but in the real world, projects face considerable constraints of time and resources. The pragmatic requirement of time-relevant data with suitable spatial resolution, plus our discussions with key stakeholders and experts, led us to consider four thematic domains for our intervening factors:

- urban upgrading
- economic and human development
- alcohol
- safety and security.

We considered many other factors that might well have had an impact on violence, but we excluded them for various reasons. Either they were too difficult to measure reliably, or it would have taken us too long to see the results, such as changing cultural and gender norms, early child development
programmes, and youth development initiatives. Having reduced the list to four factors, we describe each in detail below.

Urban upgrading

VPUU is only one of many governmental and non-governmental agencies that have the goal of improving the physical and social environment in Cape Town’s low-income communities. Others work to deliver better housing, services, and infrastructural and social programmes. These efforts need to be measured concomitantly to isolate any additional effects of the VPUU. Unfortunately, we were unsuccessful in our attempts to acquire data on programme spending from those other agencies, which would have allowed us to disaggregate the temporal and spatial elements. So we reoriented our methodological approach to measure just the infrastructural aspects, using aerial photographs of the study area (including control communities), before and after the VPUU intervention. Going forward, this will allow us to identify changes in the urban environment over time.

Economic and human development

Not all individuals are equally likely to become either a perpetrator or a victim of violence: a range of biological, behavioural, socioeconomic, and cultural factors influence both possibilities. As indicated earlier, these risk and protective factors include age and gender. (A gendered approach was necessary for us, given that nearly all factors of interest are shaped to some degree by prevailing norms and power relations.) Also a factor is an individual’s mental health, and their position in the community in terms of social cohesion and social capital. As well, poverty, low socioeconomic status (SES), and other deprivations negatively affect the incidence of violence (Matzopoulos et al. 2010). However, precisely measuring these constructs can be challenging. In South Africa, typical proxies for SES such as income and expenditure are considered to be of poor quality, since economic resources are usually shared within extended families and communities. As well, low SES often correlates poorly with formal education, given the historical under-resourcing of the education system for disenfranchised populations (Myer et al. 2004). In addition, economic and human deprivation affects SES characteristics at all levels: individuals, households, neighbourhoods, and communities.

For this domain, we developed multi-level indicators from a range of sources. These provided a finely detailed elucidation of poverty, and the different ways the socioeconomic landscape impacts on safety. They also allowed us to explore the relationships with other factors.

At the individual and household level, we used SES measures from community surveys, such as employment status, household economic contribution, and the education and assets of all household members. Other measures
were self-reported social status, housing quality, and neighbourhood-level deprivation. To bolster measures of the last factor we used the South African Indices of Multiple Deprivation (constructed by the Centre for the Analysis of South African Social Policy). It measures deprivation across four domains at the individual level:

- income and material status (that is, having the basic necessities for an acceptable standard of living)
- employment status
- education status
- living environment (Noble et al. 2013).

As our understanding of the study environment evolved, informed by preliminary results, we were able to include a more nuanced measurement of mental health (and access to mental-health care). We also included additional measures of social capital and social cohesion to complement other projects within the Safe and Inclusive Cities programme.

**Alcohol**

Alcohol has long been known as a risk factor for interpersonal violence. This is true both for perpetrators—through heightened levels of disinhibition and aggression while intoxicated, particularly for men (Parry and Dewing 2006; Matzopoulos et al. 2010)—and for victims, due to the lowering of cognitive perception and motor coordination. This makes them more vulnerable to interpersonal and sexual violence (Matzopoulos et al. 2010; King et al. 2004). In some cases, individuals might be both victims and perpetrators. We heard many anecdotal reports of patrons leaving alcohol outlets being at increased risk of robbery or assault on their way home, and, once they arrived there, at increased risk of being perpetrators of domestic violence.

We developed alcohol-related indicators to measure its demand, supply, consumption and access, the harms associated with its use, and policy enforcement, including community members’ perceptions of proposed policy initiatives. Most of the data were derived from our primary collection tools, in conjunction with a few secondary sources. Early results demonstrated the importance of these indicators. Alcohol was strongly implicated as a contributory factor to violence in the community survey; and, in health facilities, alcohol use was reported in over half of all violent injuries (Mureithi et al. 2016). We measured access to alcohol by including questions in the community survey, and we also mapped liquor outlets in a separate survey. It recorded characteristics such as capacity, operating hours, and type of outlet (onsite or off-site consumption, licensed or unlicensed). This information will provide the basis for an improved method
of measuring access by incorporating a wider range of factors than existing methods.

**Safety and security**

The police and the courts are the standard tools employed by the state to control crime and violence. We aimed to develop indicators for relative security, whether provided by the police, private security firms, or community-based initiatives. Thanks to the Khayelitsha Commission mentioned earlier, we were able to access data on staff allocations for local police precincts (O’Regan and Pikoli 2014) and this, combined with salary data for the staffing complements, provided a relative measure of police presence. (We were unable to obtain more detailed information on resource allocation by any of the other agencies involved in security provision.)

**A final note**

Tables 10.1 to 10.5 attempt to illustrate the issues described in this chapter, and to summarise the indicators we used in our research so far (or will use going forward). The tables are arranged according to variable type: the first is outcomes, and this is followed by our four main intervening factor themes (as described earlier):

- urban upgrading
- economic and human development
- alcohol
- safety and security.

The information presented in separate columns for each indicator relates to:

- the construct: the type of outcome or intervening factor that needs to be measured
- the indicator(s) selected to measure the construct
- the data source for the indicator(s)
- the availability of data (what years and phases we could obtain)
- the measurement level for the indicator: area, household, individual, or a combination of these
- the spatial resolution, or geography, of the indicator—such as police precincts, or sub-areas of the VPUU programme
- the limitations of the indicator.

The range of indicators for which we collected data, the variety of sources we used, and the limitations they present all emphasise the complexity of the task of evaluating urban upgrading interventions and the difficulties inherent in the process.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Geography</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Violence and crime</td>
<td>Household experience of violence</td>
<td>Community household survey (CHS)</td>
<td>3 phases (2013–2015)</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>Small areas delineated by VPUU</td>
<td>• Self-report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Violent injuries</td>
<td>Cross-sectional studies of trauma patients</td>
<td>6 phases (every 6 months since 2013)</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>VPUU geocoded only to small areas</td>
<td>• Geocoded only to small areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Homicide</td>
<td>Forensic Pathology Service</td>
<td>July 2012</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Geocoded</td>
<td>• Access to data complicated; small caseloads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health, including depression</td>
<td>Measurements of depression: Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression, 10-item scale</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013–2015)</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Self-report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experience of mental-health problems, plus treatment</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>2 phases (2014–2015)</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Self-report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Lloyd and Matzopoulos (2017).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Geography</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| VPUU infrastructure development | Construction and maintenance expenditure; area of influence | Financial budgets, reports, VPUU staff | Since 2009 | Area | VPUU | • Figures may not be completely accurate  
• Lack of security expenditure, as it mostly comes from City of Cape Town  
• Areas of influence still being developed |
| VPUU social crime prevention | Expenditure across intervention areas | Financial budgets, reports, VPUU staff | 2014–2015 | Area | VPUU | • Currently have for the last financial year only  
• Only building locations; no indication of scale or cost of development |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Geography</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Household economics</td>
<td>Household employment and economic contribution; plus dependency ratio</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013–2015)</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Lack of income figures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perception of relative income</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013–2015)</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household wealth</td>
<td>Asset index</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>2 phases (2014–2015)</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Subjective self-report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing quality</td>
<td>Wall material, floor level, rain water, garden</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013–2015)</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Index not validated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Satisfaction with housing</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013–2015)</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Variations in infrastructure and quality of dwelling not recorded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Education level</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013–2015)</td>
<td>Individual, household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Subjective self-report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood deprivation</td>
<td>South African Index of Multiple Deprivation (SAIMD)</td>
<td>South African Social Policy Research Institute (SASPRI)</td>
<td>For 2001, 2007 and 2011</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Data zones (agglomeration of census Enumeration Areas)</td>
<td>• At present only have data at the ward level • Same limitations as census data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poverty index</td>
<td>SASPRI</td>
<td>For 2011</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceptions of and satisfaction with neighbourhood (services, etc.)</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013–2015)</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Variations in infrastructure and quality of settlement not recorded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social capital (structural)</td>
<td>Group membership or community participation</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013–2015)</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Self-report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social capital (cognitive)</td>
<td>Perceptions of trust and social cohesion</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>1 phase (2015)</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Self-report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preference to continue living in area</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013–2015)</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Self-report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Lloyd and Matzopoulos (2017).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Geography</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption</td>
<td>Young adult alcohol use</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013-2015)</td>
<td>Individual or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• For young adults only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol abuse or dependency</td>
<td>Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT)</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013-2015)</td>
<td>Individual or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• For young adults only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol-related neighbourhood problems</td>
<td>Experience of alcohol-related problems</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013-2015)</td>
<td>Individual or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Self-report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol availability</td>
<td>Outlet data: number by type, capacity, hours of sale, location</td>
<td>Outlet mapping survey</td>
<td>Gugulethu and Nyanga (2013-2014), Khayelitsha (2015)</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Hours of sale not verified (self-report)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Only 2/3 of Khayelitsha surveyed in 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Limited number of variables for Khayelitsha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 2014 data from Gugulethu and Nyanga of poor quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Self-report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol and violence</td>
<td>Distance to outlets, hours of nearest outlet</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013-2015)</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Self-report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Association of alcohol with experience of crime and violence</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013-2015)</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Self-report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Association of alcohol with trauma cases</td>
<td>Cross-sectional studies of trauma patients</td>
<td>6 phases (every 6 months since 2013)</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Geocoded to small areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceptions of alcohol as factor in violence</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013-2015)</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Self-report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol policy perceptions</td>
<td>Perceptions of alcohol policy</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>3 phases (2013-2015)</td>
<td>Household or area</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td>• Self-report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Lloyd and Matzopoulos (2017).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Geography</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Police presence</td>
<td>Police salary data</td>
<td>Khayelitsha Commission</td>
<td>2012–2013</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Police precinct</td>
<td>• Post-2013 data not currently available • Currently only have staff levels; need salary scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro police and private security</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>• Currently unavailable • Limited detail on time, location, and type of alcohol (spirits or beer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforcement of alcohol laws</td>
<td>Alcohol seizures</td>
<td>South African Police Service Provincial Liquor Control</td>
<td>For 2011</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Police precinct for all the Western Cape</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptions of alcohol policy enforcement</td>
<td>CHS</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 phases (2013–2015)</td>
<td>Household or area (aggregate)</td>
<td>VPUU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Lloyd and Matzopoulos (2017).
Conclusion

The validity of our public-health approach may only be realised once information from all the data sources has been fully integrated. However, our preliminary findings certainly suggest that, with careful adaptation, the problems of complexity and limited data can be overcome when evaluating diverse area-level interventions. We focused our efforts on collecting complementary primary data and finding methods to integrate these with secondary sources. We also identified well-delineated outcome and intervention indicators for a range of intervening factors at multiple levels of the socio-ecological framework. The use of neighbourhood boundaries that are more meaningful to residents allowed us to collect accurate area-level outcome data and to construct more accurate aggregated neighbourhood-level variables. Adaptations to the data-collection instruments underline the importance of conducting repeat surveys and of allowing for flexibility in the data-collection process so that emerging knowledge can be built upon in an iterative way.

We are now able to test whether differences in violence between VPUU and non-VPUU areas do in fact correspond with the intervention itself or whether they instead correspond with other factors (such as differences in police practices or socioeconomic circumstances). If we do indeed find a strong association with the VPUU intervention, it will be important to explore temporality to strengthen or refute the argument for a causal association. Our acquisition of police robbery data, which we used as a proxy for community safety (or lack thereof), allowed us to establish whether any observed area-level differences pre-dated the VPUU intervention.

We believe that our Cape Town research illustrates the imperative need to strengthen the knowledge base for upstream approaches to urban violence initiatives of all types, especially given the impetus for these types of interventions in current South African policy and more generally in the Global South. Violence Prevention through Urban Upgrading is one of the more widely recognised initiatives in South Africa and, ideally, our research will indicate whether it is worthy of replication (in part or in whole) in other low- and middle-income country settings, both in South Africa and beyond.
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Conclusion
New perspectives on lasting solutions
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At the core of this book rests the ethos that lasting solutions to pressing problems such as urban violence and inequality are best developed locally. This is because issues of crime, violence, inequalities, and poverty are rarely resolved through technical means alone. As this book illustrates, these problems are often embedded in structural, legal, social, and political norms and practices that, in some cases, have been around for centuries. To change patterns and trajectories, a deep understanding of the local context and the factors that drive and influence human behaviour is required. People living and working in local contexts possess unparalleled insights into and understandings of these dynamics. Solutions need to be tailored to local realities and, moreover, have the capacity to influence the political economy that defines and perpetuates them across urban geographies and populations.

All of the cities researched in this book are facing a myriad of challenges. Each of them is growing at a breakneck pace. They face a combination of threats that include violence, crime, conflict, and climate change-induced hazards, as well as social and economic pressures. All of this is occurring within contexts of weak governance and a range of social, economic, and political inequalities, including gender inequality. Increasingly, these risks are converging and complicating the ability of local and national authorities to effect positive change for their urban residents.

As the world continues to urbanise with particular speed across Latin America, Asia, and Africa, cities will increasingly be on the frontline of challenges that have both local and global impact. Singular risks such as the unsustainable pace of unplanned urbanisation, climate change, or conflict cannot be seen or addressed in isolation. They cause a cascade of risks compounding the challenges for local and international actors. As such, it is not just these risks in isolation that worry urban planners and authorities most; rather, it is the convergence of these threats, which is becoming increasingly visible (de Boer and Patel 2016).

Research in this book has highlighted how rapid urbanisation and growing economic inequality are colliding to create pockets of chronic poverty and conflict. In many cases, this also leads to exploitation and displacement creating situations of acute crises layered over chronic crises. Given
demographic trends, these tendencies are likely to continue, placing cities on the frontlines of a range of social, political, and humanitarian emergencies, ranging from flooding and famine exacerbated by climate change, to growing authoritarianism in countries that were well on the path to democracy, to migration fueled by war, fear, and hope for a better life (de Boer and Muggah 2016; Bosetti, Cooper, and de Boer 2016). Over the coming years, these trends will only increase, requiring local authorities—in collaboration with national and international counterparts—to radically change their practices (de Boer 2015).

Efforts are underway and much work is being done to help cities tackle some of the world’s most pressing problems. In many cases, these efforts are being led by urban residents and city authorities who have established extensive networks for mutual learning and exchange. Networks such as the Global Alliance for Urban Crises, for example, bring together city authorities and civil society groups, as well as international actors and the UN, to try to harness the potential that cities and towns have to become more crisis-disaster proof. Other promising groups include the UN-Habitat-led Global Network on Safer Cities, the European and African Forums for Urban Safety, Mayors for Peace, Cities for Peace, the 100 Resilient Cities initiative, and the Municipal Alliance for Peace in the Middle East—all of which are serving as platforms to scale up solutions to tackle pressing problems.

Yet, despite these efforts, there remains a dearth of evidence on what works, and what does not, in tackling these pressing problems facing cities in the Global South. Importantly, perspectives and approaches from the Global South—from those best placed to provide context-specific insight and analysis—are noticeably absent from global debates. Existing models are more often than not based on theoretical frameworks and experiences from North America and Europe, which are implemented with varying degrees of success in the Global South. As a result, cities in the Global South are struggling to find answers to their pressing problems.

This brings us back to the core objective of this book: to enrich theoretical discussion and deliberation on how best to reduce urban violence and inequalities by investing in research from the ground up, based on local realities and local understandings. The chapters contained in this book reflect research undertaken in dozens of cities in Latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa, and South Asia. This research was led by experts who are embedded in these cities, have established networks based on trust, and are committed to a long-term process of problem solving and accompaniment in these cities.

The book touches on a number of themes that can be interpreted as important guideposts for practitioners and analysts seeking to better understand local dynamics on the ground. Part I tackles the complex gendered realities faced by women and men in cities ranging from Karachi to Maputo and Harare. The approaches and findings are as theoretically enriching as they are practical, allowing readers to understand the gendered complexities and violences that restrict women’s full realisation of their rights, constraining
them as they undertake everyday tasks. Anwar, Viqar, and Mustafa look beyond mainstream treatments of violence and examine the highly gendered realities that constrain mobility for girls and women in Karachi. They remind us how mobility in many urban centres is inherently gendered, particularly for working class women who rely on public transport to access the city and their livelihoods. For these women, exposure to sexual harassment, intimidation, and the threat of violence comes not at the hand of a knife or a gun from gang members, but from their daily exposure to harassment on buses and other modes of transport. These constraints on their mobility in public are mirrored by domestic, private constraints: fathers, husbands, brothers, and other relatives who police their movements, and prevent them from moving about the city because of fear for their safety as well as concerns about reputation and honour. This chapter, along with those by Mariano, Slegh, and Roque and Stewart, Katsande, Chisango, and Maseko, highlights the increasingly blurred lines between public and private spaces, particularly when it comes to gendered violences that target women.

These chapters are joined by Balsamanta and Reddy’s work in providing rich description and detailed analysis of the extent to which structural, state, and physical interpersonal violence are normalised in two specific contexts. First, violence against women and girls, ranging from verbal abuse by male and female family members to structural violence and discrimination to shocking interpersonal violence in public and private. But the normalisation of violence also has a second, geographic dynamic to it, with communities living at the margins of the city and urban society—the slums, shantytowns, favelas, and other informal settlements that are growing globally and are home to most of the population growth in the Global South—suffering the most.

In their account of changing urban violence in post-conflict Maputo, Mariano, Slegh, and Roque remind us that changing gendered urban realities requires understanding not just the experiences of women, but also of men. Their research demonstrates how we need to go beyond fixed social roles assigned to men and women and seek to transform how they interact within the wider social context. Their chapter provokes a wide variety of innovations in how we could go about not just transforming gender dynamics but breaking multiple links in the chains that lead to and perpetuate multiple forms of violence and inequality in today’s cities. Transforming gender roles and understanding how to push and pull young men along pathways of non-violence can have profound effects that ultimately prevent many of the challenges confronting cities. Doing so, however, requires dealing not only with the present but also with the past. This reality is clearly demonstrated by Stewart, Katsande, Chisango, and Maseko in their account of Harare, where the legal and historical legacies of a repressive colonial era live on and replicate existing forms of injustice and exploitation that have a disproportionate impact on women’s lives.
The second part of the book picks up on this thread of analysis, but elevates it to discuss and dissect structural forms of state violence. Balsamanta and Reddy focus their analysis on state-inflicted violence on poor segments of the population in Delhi. Based on their survey of some 2,000 households, the chapter elucidates how vulnerabilities, and responses to them, shift and contest the state’s apathy, hostility, arbitrariness, and inherent contradictions that further displace marginalised communities. Jayatilaka, Lakshman, and Lakshman take this analysis further by examining relocation and resettlement programmes in post-war Sri Lanka. Their conclusion points to clear differences in patterns of resilience between urban communities with a sense of mobility versus those who do not have the freedom to manoeuvre. These differences are visible in the social, economic, and psychological well-being of these communities, pointing to clearly different outcomes as a result of state resettlement policies.

Part III draws heavily from experiences in Latin America and, in so doing, challenges and suggests adaptations to dominant theories of violence and exclusion. Calderón Umaña examines the links that bind social exclusion and violence in cities in an inextricable knot. Illustrated through on the ground research on Central American gangs (maras), he demonstrates how the links between exclusion and violence constitute a vicious cycle with no easy way out. His research shows how social exclusion actually creates the conditions for violence while at the same time that violence reinforces and generates further obstacles for communities and individuals to overcome exclusion. As a result, residents are often cut off, materially and symbolically, from services and opportunities in the city, forcing them into enclaves over-burdened by ever increasing rates of violence and exclusion.

In their work, Arias and Tocornal Montt seek to understand the determinants of violent crime in highly disadvantaged neighbourhoods of Bogotá, Lima, and Santiago. Building on social disorganisation theory developed by Robert Sampson, the authors clearly articulate how the links between urban poverty, inequality, and violence vary across these three cities which have relatively similar levels of poverty. Their contribution helps elucidate the role that institutions and institutional capacity, especially of the state, play in either reducing or reinforcing violence through particular social and political practices, notably policing.

Their focus on institutions connects with Briceño-León’s compelling study of cities and their institutions in Venezuela. The central question driving his analysis is: why do two young men, who grow up in the same conditions of urban poverty and exclusion, experience utterly different trajectories—one a life of crime and violence and the other of stability and safety? The factors that determine the difference, according to Briceño-León, are the set of self-imposed norms put forward by the informal institutions that govern everyday lives in these neighbourhoods. In the case of Venezuela, these informal institutions consist of family, schools, and faith-based groups and their importance is accentuated in contexts where the state has relieved or
abrogated its social contract with urban residents. Important to the peace-building success of these institutions, notes Briceño-León, are women leaders, in their roles as mothers, teachers, nuns, and other community leaders.

Finally, the book assesses a fourth dimension of violence—namely the dynamics that shape interpersonal violence. With respect to the transformations taking place in criminal violence affecting Ivorian cities, Akindès analyses the emergence of youth gangs in Abidjan. His analysis reveals how the experiences and behaviours of these youth gangs are shaped and reinforced by the fact that the gangs have come to substitute for family in a context where war has ravaged society forcing youth to form “collectives of violence” for survival. Indeed, both boys and girls are drawn into gangs where, in addition to their specific gang roles—girls serve as lookouts and as lures for victims—they recreate nuclear family structures within the wider gang “community.” Despite this sense of belonging, once enmeshed in these gangs, youth start to assume political identities that are shaped by their sense of marginalisation, invisibility, and demonisation. Labelled “Microbes”, these youth are treated as ills of society, and the remedy proposed by authorities is eradication. Their awareness of this castigation ultimately reinforces a common identity within and among gangs where violence is used as a means for survival and resistance.

Finally, Lloyd and Matzopoulos conclude the volume by describing how South Africa’s Violence Prevention through Urban Upgrading (VPUU) programme, which has been operating in Cape Town since 2007, is helping to transform communities through improvements to public infrastructure and community engagement aimed at reducing and preventing violence. Their work in the communities of Khayelitsha, Gugulethu, and Nyanga demonstrates how coordinated and thought-out programmes that combine urban upgrading with education, public health outreach, and clear indicators, can help promote social cohesion, improve livelihoods, and ultimately reduce violence. The pathways, however, are not always straightforward, and ultimately they are difficult to replicate in other localities.

In seeking to answer the question “What happens when social theory—largely developed and tested in the Global North—meets the realities of life in violent parts of cities in the Global South?” the answer is clear. Northern theories on their own are inadequate to explain and understand every day, structural, and sporadic forms of violence in the cities assessed. Local researchers, such as those featured in this study, are innovating and contributing to knowledge that can help tackle some of the most pressing challenges facing our world today. By including these voices and this literature in academic and policy discussions, experts and novices alike will be able to avoid adopting theoretical frameworks and approaches that are blind to the varied and contextual experiences (gendered, structural, and interpersonal) of urban violence as well as the related solutions.

In addition to the empirical value that the work embodied in this book demonstrates, the implications for those who fund research are also an
important consideration. Research funders need to open up windows and opportunities that enable Southern knowledge to grow and flourish. In many ways, this could also contribute to what seems to be an emerging renaissance of comparative research in the field of urban studies. Global and local leaders and authorities are increasingly recognising that they cannot carbon copy policies or initiatives from other contexts. While lessons can be learned, in some cases deliberate divergence may be necessary.

As showcased in many of the chapters, cities in the Global South are often shaped by tension and friction between the state, communities, and citizens in urban contexts. As pressures driven by demographics, climate change, and resource constraints—as well as related opportunities—mount, these tensions will likely heighten, particularly when this change confronts often-rigid and gendered power structures. But instead of resisting or shying away from such tensions, researchers and policymakers should seek to identify and understand them in more depth. As this volume illustrates, it is essential that we map out the inter-linkages between social, political, and economic forms of inequality, exclusion, and violence if we are to resolve them. And perhaps this is the greatest contribution this volume makes: it recognises, names, and documents these tensions and frictions in cities around the world. What remains to be tackled is how to overcome these challenges and, in so doing, promote safer and more inclusive cities. This is the challenge we take up in this book’s partner volume, *Reducing Urban Violence in the Global South: Towards Safe and Inclusive Cities*, also published by Routledge.
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While cities often act as the engines of economic growth for developing countries, they are also frequently the site of growing violence, poverty, and inequality. Yet, social theory, largely developed and tested in the Global North, is often inadequate in tackling the realities of life in the dangerous parts of cities in the Global South. Drawing on the findings of an ambitious five-year, 15-project research programme, *Social Theories of Urban Violence in the Global South* offers a uniquely Southern perspective on the violence–poverty–inequalities dynamics in cities of the Global South.

Through their research, urban violence experts based in low- and middle-income countries demonstrate how “urban violence” means different things to different people in different places. While some researchers adopt or adapt existing theoretical and conceptual frameworks, others develop and test new theories, each interpreting and operationalizing the concept of urban violence in the particular context in which they work. In particular, the book highlights the links between urban violence, poverty, and inequalities based on income, class, gender, and other social cleavages.

Providing important new perspectives from the Global South, this book will be of interest to policymakers, academics, and students with an interest in violence and exclusion in the cities of developing countries.
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